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KAUA`I PLANNING COMMISSION 
SUBDIVISION COMMITTEE MEETING 

May 09, 2023 
DRAFT 

The regular meeting of the Planning Commission of the County of Kaua‘i was called to order by 
Subdivision Committee  Chair Ako at 8:31 a.m. - Webcast Link:  https://www.kauai.gov/Webcast-
Meetings 

The following Commissioners were present: 

      Mr. Gerald Ako 
    Mr. Jerry Ornellas  

Excused or Absent 

        Ms. Donna Apisa 

The following staff members were present: Planning Department – Director Ka`aina Hull, Deputy 
Director Jodi Higuchi Sayegusa, Staff Planner Dale Cua, Kenny Estes, and Planning Commission Support 
Clerk Duke Nakamatsu; Office of the County Attorney – County Deputy Attorney Chris Donahoe, Office 
of Boards and Commissions – Support Clerk Lisa Oyama. 

Discussion of the meeting, in effect, ensued: 

CALL TO ORDER 

Subdivision Committee Chair Gerald Ako: Good morning.  

Planning Director Ka`aina Hull: Good morning, Mr. Chair. 

Chair Ako: Today is Tuesday May 9, 2023, and I’d like to call to order the Subdivision Committee 
Meeting of the Kaua'i County Planning Commission. Mr. Clerk, can we have a roll call? 

Mr. Hull: Roll call, Mr. Chair. Commissioner Ornellas? 

Commissioner Ornellas: Here. 

Mr. Hull: Chair Ako? 

Chair Ako: Here. 

Mr. Hull: You have a quorum, Mr. Chair.  

APPROVAL OF AGENDA 

Mr. Hull: Next we have approval of the agenda. The Department has no recommended changes to the 
agenda. 

Mr. Ornellas: Move to approve agenda. 
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Chair Ako: I’ll second. We’ll take a voice vote on this. All those in favor of the approval of the agenda, 
say aye. Aye (unanimous voice vote).  

Mr. Hull: Motion passes. 2:0. Next on to Agenda Item D. 

MINUTES of the meeting(s) of the Subdivision Committee 

Mr. Hull: We have for view and action minutes from the April 11, 2023, meeting. 

Mr. Ornellas: Move to approve minutes of April 11, 2023. 

Chair Ako: Second. Again, we’ll take a voice vote. All those in favor for the approval of the minutes of 
April 11, 2023, say aye. Aye (unanimous voice vote).  

Mr. Hull: Moving on to Item E. 

RECEIPT OF ITEMS FOR THE RECORD 

Mr. Hull: We have items received prior to the publication of the agenda on May 3, 2023, however after 
publication of the agenda, public testimony has been received, pursuant to Office of Information 
Practices, Rules and Guidance, we are required to hold that until this meeting date, make it available for 
all the public, as well the Commissioners, so the Commissioners, your receipt of one piece of testimony 
that came in this morning. Being that you just received and not being able to view it, they’ll probably a 
five-minute recess, if that’s okay, for you to take some time and go over it and if you want to use it as part 
of your analysis on the upcoming agenda items. 

Mr. Ako: Do we need a motion for that? 

Mr. Hull: No, you just have to (inaudible). 

Chair Ako: So, with that, I apologize for the delay, but we’ll be taking a five-minute recess, and we’ll 
reconvene at about 8:40. Thank you. 

     Committee went into recess at 8:33 a.m. 
Committee reconvened from recess at 8:45 a.m. 

Chair Ako: I’d like to reconvene the meeting of Subdivision Committee, it is 8:45. Mr. Clerk? 

Mr. Hull: Next we have Agenda Item F. Unfinished Business. 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

Mr. Hull: We have no items for that. So, moving on to Item G. New Business For Action. 

NEW BUSINESS (For Action) 

     Final Subdivision Map Approval 

Subdivision Application No. S-2005-41 
Visionary LLC. DBA Lihu'e Land Company 
Ahukini Makai Subdivision 
Proposed 49-lot Subdivision 
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TMK: (4) 3-7-002: 001 (por.) 
Hanama'ulu, Lihu'e, Kaua'i 

Mr. Hull: I’ll turn it over to Kenny for the subdivision report pertaining to this matter. 

Staff Planner Kenny Estes: Good morning, Commissioners. I’ll read the summarized report for the record. 

Mr. Estes read the Subdivision Report for the record (on file with the Planning Department) 

Chair Ako: Commissioner Ornellas, you have any questions for staff? 

Mr. Ornellas: No, I do not. 

Chair Ako: Okay. If we have a representative for the applicant that would like to share. Good morning. 

Mr. David Hinazumi: Good morning, David Hinazumi on behalf of Visionary. 

Mr. William Eddy: Good morning, Commissioners. My name is William Eddy, I’m with Kodani & 
Associates Engineers, we’re the owner’s consultant for the project. 

Chair Ako: Please if you have anything that you’d like to share with us. 

Mr. Hinazumi: Yes, as you are aware, this is an old subdivision from 2005, there’s been a lot of 
challenges to get to this point, and we’ve worked through it, and we are requesting final subdivision 
approval. We do realize that there’s been testimony submitted to the Commission as well as other people 
here that are going to testifying regarding a Ka Pa`akai Analysis, so, when we first filed for subdivision in 
2005, there was not a condition of subdivision. What I can share with the Commission is that we have 
engaged a consultant to do a Ka Pa`akai Analysis for this subdivision as well as other subdivisions that 
we have. It is in the process, there is input that’s been received, there’s more input to be received, with 
that said we will leave it to the Commission to decide how they want to proceed. 

Chair Ako: Commissioner Ornellas, anything? 

Mr. Ornellas: I have no questions. 

Chair Ako: Okay, but you’re planning on completing the Ka Pa`akai Analysis? 

Mr. Hinazumi: That is correct. 

Chair Ako: I just wanted to add, I know this is old but we’re talking about a 2005 permit out here but at 
that time it was talked about the airports, acquiring more land to increase the size of the airports. Is that 
still part of their vision? Is that still part of their… 

Mr. Hinazumi: Yes, that’s correct. If you take a look at your subdivision map, it’s Lots 2, 3, and 5, that is 
under contract with the State Department of Transportation Airports Division. 

Chair Ako: Another question I had was, maybe just for curiosity purposes but I know part of the 
conditions was, as you sell your properties, the owners now need to be aware that here in an area by the 
airport there is noise that is coming from the helicopters, as well as the aircrafts that’s passing there, I 
guess with the possibility of increasing the size of the runway, I’m also guessing, that more planes may be 
coming in, bigger planes maybe coming in, more noise may be created or maybe more helicopter traffic 
going back and forth, as we make it aware to the people that are buying these properties that there is 
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noise, I think we’re talking about the noise that is happening today. Is that a concern for the developer 
that the frequency and maybe the, I guess how loud the noise is, may be increasing in the future. Is that a 
concern for the developers? 

Mr. Hinazumi: The airports been there for the time it has been there and there are subdivisions in that 
close proximity. Myself, I grew up in Molokoa, so I am aware of the noise personally. What has been 
done is studies to determine what’s the appropriate development actions around it. We did enter into a 
avigation easement with the Department of Transportation Airports Division, so that will be disclosed 
through, it’s on title and that’ll be disclosed to all the buyers, so they are aware. This subdivision that in 
closest proximity is an industrial subdivision, so you would imagine that there would be enough noises 
generated by the industrial uses itself and the residential areas in adjacent subdivisions are a little further 
away, but disclosers will also be made. 

Chair Ako: Any other questions? Seeing none, I thank you for coming. 

Mr. Hull: Mr. Chair, we don’t have individuals of the public signed up to testify but at this it may be 
appropriate to ask if there’s any member of the public that would like to testify. 

Chair Ako: Is there anyone from the public that would like to testify on this permit application? Please 
come forward. 

Ms. Belle Kaiwi: Good morning, gentlemen. For the record, my name is Belle Kaiwi, and I’m in 
opposition for the development of that area. For one main reason, I know there’s still heirs to Victoria 
Kamāmalu, who is the true owner of those properties, in fact this entire Līhu'e. All these ahupuaʻa is hers, 
and I don’t see how there’s any clear title to any of this lands, so I already submitted my testimony 
yesterday by way of email, so you should be getting it. But for the record I am against this for those 
reasons, and I wasn’t consulted on any of, anything regarding cultural sites or anything else on these 
areas. Thank you. 
 
Chair Ako: Thank you, Mrs. Kaiwi. Are there any other questions? Is there anyone else that would like to 
testify? I am sorry, please. 

Ms. Kanani Kagawa Fu: Hello, 

Chair Ako: good morning. 

Ms. Fu: Aloha and good morning, subdivision committee. My name is Kanani Kagawa Fu and I testify 
before you today as, take all hats off, as a resident of Kauaʻi, as descendant of those that should be 
consulted for this land as well as someone who was born and raised here on Kauaʻi. I was born and raised 
in Anahola, I then relocated to Hanamā'ulu, I raised my children there for the last ten years and I now am 
in Koloa, residing to complete a project. My last 20-years have been in development, particularly working 
with native Hawaiians, creating taro patches and agriculture, and somewhere through that I transversed 
into Housing and Development. What I ask before you today is to just consider before you make the 
subdivision some facts and some information, although it is new to you, although it came within the last 
24-hours, I really would ask that you take all of this information into consideration. First and foremost, 
the thing that is being acknowledged by both the landowner/developer, as well as our previous testimony, 
is just the lack of the completion of the Ka Pa`akai Analysis. As someone who has been in this for a really 
long time and on the professional level, and the personal level, you guys have, I should testify and remind 
you guys the importance of a Ka Pa`akai Analysis, in all land developments that we do going forward on 
Kauaʻi. It gives us the opportunity to revisit everyone, it gives us the opportunity to reconstruct the way 
we do things, and I just wanted to leave you with this. In consideration of the Ka Pa`akai, and also in 
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consideration, which I thought was just the most fascinating that changed a lot for me. I went to the 
Planning Conference this past year and one of the things was, how can planning honor a place in Hawai'i 
nei, it’s just a thing that I picked up and I was fascinated. How can planners support social justice for 
ohana, practitioners, and care takers and places, as a central decision maker, shaping the future of their 
own communities for generations yet to come. I leave you with this, there are ten criteria that we should 
be considering as we move forward in land development and all things here on Kauaʻi, until you have 
fully received analysis and recommendations on how to proceed with the land, we would ask 
wholeheartedly that you consider (inaudible) to make the appropriate decisions you guys need to make 
moving on. Thank you very much, and I’m here for any questions if you guys want to talk. 

Chair Ako: Thank you.  

Ms. Fu: Thank you. 

Chair Ako: Thanks, Kanani. 

Mr. Hull: Is there anyone else in the audience that hasn’t testified, that would like to testify on this agenda 
item? Seeing none, your discretion, Chair. 

Chair Ako: So, based upon that, is there anything else we’d like to add? Commissioner Ornellas, ready 
for the motion. 

Mr. Ornellas: I make a motion for final approval of Subdivision Application No. S-2005-41. 

Chair Ako: I’ll second that. Mr. Clerk, if we can have a roll call vote? 

Mr. Hull: Roll call and motion to approve. Commissioner Ornellas? 

Mr. Ornellas: Aye. 

Mr. Hull: Chair Ako? 

Chair Ako: Aye. 

Mr. Hull: Motion passes, Mr. Chair. 2:0. With that, we have no further agenda items.  

Chair Ako: Ok, so with that, can we have a motion to adjourn? 

Mr. Ornellas: Move to adjourn. 

Chair Ako: Second. All those in favor say aye. Aye (unanimous voice vote). We are adjourned. 

 

Chair Ako adjourned the meeting at 8:59 a.m. 
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                                                                                                         Respectfully submitted by:  

 
 
 

________________________ 
             Lisa Oyama, 
  Commission Support Clerk 

 
(  ) Approved as circulated (add date of meeting approval). 
 
(  ) Approved as amended. See minutes of _________meeting. 
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BEFORE THE KAUA‘I PLANNING COMMISSION 

COUNTY OF KAUA‘I  

STATE OF HAWAI‘I 

In the Matter of the Applications for 

(1) Preliminary subdivision extension request for
application no. S-2021-7, 5425 PA‘U A LAKA,
LLC for proposed 2-lot consolidation and resub-
division into 4-lots; and, (2) Amendment to Class
IV Zoning Permit (Z-IV-2006-27), Use Permit
(U-2006-26), and Project Development Use
Permit (PDU-2006-25) for modification to Con-
dition No. 26 relating to drainage requirement
for a development situated at the Pau A Laka
Street/ Kiahuna Plantation Drive, 5425 Pau A
Laka Street, Tax Map Key: 2-8-014:032, and con-
taining a total area of  27.886 acres

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Permit Nos. Z-IV-2006-27, U-2006-26, and 
PDU-2006-25/ Subdivision No. S-2021-7 

PETITIONERS FRIENDS OF 

>i9i!E=7AE 3?6 C3F7 <l=@3gC
PETITION TO INTERVENE AND,
ALTERNATIVELY FOR DENIAL OF
APPLICATIONS; DECLARATION OF
BRIDGET HAMMERQUIST;
DECLARATION OF ELIZABETH
OKINAKA; DECLARATION OF
LLEWELYN (BILLY) KAOHELAULI‘I;
EXHIBITS “01” – “18”; CERTIFICATE OF
SERVICE

A7D:D:@?7BC 8B:7?6C @8 >i9i!E=7AE 3?6 C3F7 <l=@3gC A7D:D:@? D@
INTERVENE AND, ALTERNATIVELY FOR DENIAL OF APPLICATIONS

AM\Q\QWVMZ[ 8B:7?6C @8 >i9i!E=7AE$ I VWV%XZWNQ\ KWZXWZI\QWV IVL C3F7 <l=@3$

an unincorporated association, (collectively, “Petitioners”), pursuant to Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 

(HRS) chapter 91 and the Rules of  Practice and Procedure of  the Kaua‘i County Planning 

Commission (Commission Rules) §§ 1-3-1 and 1-4-1 through 1-4-6, respectfully submit this petition 

to intervene, or alternatively for denial of  applications referenced in the above-captioned matters 

initiated by: (1) Applicant 5425 PA‘U A LAKA, LLC (Applicant) for Preliminary subdivision 

F.1.a.3 
 F.2.a.2.

July 11, 2023
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extension request for application no. S-2021-7, proposed 2-lot consolidation and resubdivision into 

4-lots (“expired preliminary subdivision approval”); and, (2) an un-named Applicant1 (Applicant) for 

Amendment to Class IV Zoning Permit (Z-IV-2006-27), Use Permit (U-2006-26), and Project 

Development Use Permit (PDU-2006-25) (collectively “zoning & use permits”) for modification to 

Condition No. 26 relating to drainage requirement, both of  which concern a development situated 

at the Pau A Laka Street/ Kiahuna Plantation Drive, 5425 Pau A Laka Street, Tax Map Key: 2-8-

014:032, and containing a total area of  27.886 acres (“property” or “development”).2

I. BACKGROUND 

A. The property harbors sensitive resources and is vulnerable to stormwater runoff. 

Applicant seeks the Commission’s approval for an extension for its already-expired 

preliminary subdivision approval and to modify its zoning & use permits to relieve obligations to 

comply with the County’s Condition 26 requiring a drainage master plan for the property.   

The property is currently marketed for development of  280 vacation-rental luxury 

condominiums, swimming pools and water features, parking, driveways, and other hardscape 

structures.3 The developer is Meridian Pacific, a California corporation. Applicant has already sought 

to slough off  multiple obligations to protect natural and cultural resources and prevent undue 

impacts on Kaua!Q X]JTQK QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZM$ AM\Q\QWVMZ[g KWV[\Q\]\QWVITTa XZW\MK\ML ZQOP\[$ IVL <mTWIg[

natural and cultural resources as discussed infra.  

The property is adjacent to the historic, public Hapa trail, which was once the major route 

KWVVMK\QVO AWfQXo IVL <mTWI& 6MKTIZI\QWV WN 7TQbIJM\P @SQVISI "@SQVISI 6MKT&# c/& 9IXI \ZIQT Q[ I\

a lower elevation to the property and would receive stormwater runoff  from the property. Id. ¶9. 

The property serves as a sink for much of  the area’s stormwater runoff, including through culverts 

on the northern edge of  the property that allow water to flow from the adjacent golf  course and 

Wainani development project. Id. DPM XZWXMZ\a Q[ XIZ\ WN \PM PQ[\WZQK <mTWI NQMTL [a[\MU$ I

1 Kiahuna Poipu Golf  Resort, LLC was listed on the initial September 15, 2006 zoning and use 
permit approval letter. Exh. 13. On December 14, 2022, Laurel Loo, partner at the McCorriston 
Miller Mukai McKinnon LLP, represented to this Commission that it represents MERIDIAN 
PACIFIC, LTD., which is the “parent company of  MP ELKO II, LLC”, a Nevada limited liability 
company, “which owns and is developing the above-referenced parcel.” Hammerquist Decl. ¶34; 
Exh. 17.  
2 Petitioners are submitting a Petition for Revocation of  Permits for the development to the 
Planning Director concurrently with the instant petition to intervene pursuant to Commission Rules 
§§1-12-2, -3, & -5.  
3 See >MZQLQIV AIKQNQK$ <I]IVWM W <mTWI _MJ[Q\M "IKKM[[ML ;]VM )-$ )')*# available at: 
meridianpacificltd.com/properties/kauanoe/ 
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traditional Hawaiian agricultural irrigation complex, with parallel and branching ‘auwai, lo‘i terraces, 

aqueducts, and other innovations. Id. ¶11. The property is also part of  the Kiahuna complex of  

archaeological sites. Id.¶12. The subsurface of  the property is characterized by many voids, which 

can and likely do serve as habitat for the endangered Kaua‘i cave spider and Kaua‘i cave amphipod. 

Id. c(*& :\ ILRWQV[ \PM [QVO]TIZ <mTWI KI^M [a[\MU$ _PQKP Q[ \PM WVTa IZMI QV \PM _WZTL \PI\ \PM[M

species are known to be found. Id. ¶14. Petitioners’ Kanaka Maoli supporters and their families have 

used these caves, including those on the property, for burials. Id. ¶15.  

B. Expired preliminary subdivision would impact historic resources & intensify land uses. 

Applicant YELLOW HALE, LLC (“Applicant”) applied for tentative subdivision approval 

on May 12, 2021. Declaration of  Bridget Hammerquist (Hammerquist Decl.) ¶13; Exh. 01 

(subdivision application).  

Exh. 01 (Subdivision application at 3-4, excerpts) (above). 

The subdivision application proposes subdividing the property into 4 lots (Lots 1, 2, 3, and 
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4), which will allow future projects to occur independent from the current proposed project which 

will occur within the newly created 23.406-acre Lot 1. As proposed, Lot 1 is bounded on the north 

and east by Kiahuna Plantation Drive, on the west by the Kiahuna Golf Course, and on the south by 

Pau o Laka Street. Id.¶14. The subdivision application is silent on independent uses of Lots 2, 3, and 

4.  In its review of the project, however, the Planning Department described the subdivision as 

permitting Applicant to “adjust” Open and R-10 zoning to install proposed parking and a 

maintenance building within R-10 zoning. Exh. 01 at 2. The “adjustment” would thus allow 

installation of  the proposed maintenance building and parking near or possibly overlapping with 

archaeological features, including an ‘auwai, a mound, and historic wall that would be within Lot 4. 

See above.  Use of  further project land for maintenance buildings and parking lots will intensify land 

uses on the property as well as nearby areas, including public trails, beaches, roads, and other areas 

utilized by tourists. Hammerquist Decl. ¶15. 

C. Applicant’s repeated failures to comply with entitlement conditions. 

On July 11, 1977, the State Land Use Commission (LUC) approved a district boundary 

amendment to remove 457.54 acres of  lands in Poipu, Kaua‘i located at TMK (4) 2-8-014:005, 007, 

008, por. 019,020, 021, 026 through 036; 2-8-15:077; 2-8-029:001 through 094, from the agricultural 

district into the urban district under the LUC’s Decision and Order in Docket A76-418. The LUC 

order applies to the property. 

 By order dated August 5, 1997, the LUC modified and added conditions on its district 

boundary amendment.4 Hammerquist Decl. ¶33; Exh. “14”. The LUC’s conditions include:  

7. That Petitioner commission and complete a comprehensive archaeological and biological 
study with actual inventories of  archaeological sites and flora and fauna on the subject 
property, and that the Petitioner preserve any archaeological sites which archaeologist 
conducting such archaeological study believes to be significant and worthy of  preservation 
and protect and preserve the present habitats of  any blind, eyeless, big-eyed, hunting spiders 
and blind terrestrial sandhoppers, which the biologist conducting the biological study 
believes to be worthy of  preservation. The Petitioner may commission such archaeological 
and biological study to any archaeologist and biologist or firm connected therewith who is 
qualified to conduct such a study to satisfy the foregoing condition. The Petitioner may 
apply to the County of  Kauai for rezoning of  the subject property before the completion of  

4 See also “Order Granting Kiahuna Mauka Partners, LLC’s Motion to Amend or Modify Condition 
No. 9 of  Decisoin and Order, as amended August 5, 1997; and Eric A. Knudsen Trust’s Motion to 
Modify Condition No. 9a of  Decision and Order”, In the Matter of  the Petition of  Moana 
Corporation, Docket no. A76-418 (Mar. 25, 2004) available at: luc.hawaii.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2014/03/A76-418_Moana-Corporation_DO-Grant-Kiahuna-Amend-Cond-9-
Knudsen-9a_3-25-2004.pdf. 
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the archaeological and biological study, provided that no actual work on any portion of  the 
subject property begins until the archaeological and biological study for that portion to be 
worked on has been completed. Actual work on any portion of  the subject property may be 
commenced by the Petitioner upon certification by the archaeologist and biologist that the 
area for which work is to commence does not contain any archaeological sites deemed 
significant and worthy of  preservation, nor contains any habitats of  any blind, eyeless, big-
eyed, hunting spiders and blind terrestrial sandhoppers deemed worthy of  preservation. 
[ . . . . ] 
11. If  and when required by the County of  Kauai, the preparation and submission to the 
appropriate agencies of  the County of  Kaua‘i of  an updated master drainage plan covering 
the then remaining undeveloped portions of  the Sports Shinko Property may be imposed by 
the County of  Kauai as a precondition to approval by the County of  Kauai of  any new or 
change in County zoning for the remaining undeveloped portions of  the Sports Shinko 
Property or prior to approval of  any County subdivision or building permit for any future 
development on the remaining undeveloped portions of  the Sports Shinko Property, if  
rezoning is not required.  

By letter dated September 15, 2006, the Kaua‘i Planning Department (Planning Department) 

informed Kiahuna Poipu Golf  Resort LLC that the Commission had approved the permits, which 

concern development on lands located at the property. The permits are subject to certain conditions 

including:  

1. The Applicant is advised that the property is subject to the conditions of  LUC Decision 
and Order A76-418 (D&O) and County of  Kauai Ordinances No. PM-31-79, PM-148-87 
and PM-334-97 (“the Ordinances”), which shall run with the land. All conditions of  the 
Ordinances are enforceable against any party seeking to use the entitlement. The following 
conditions are deemed complete, ongoing or to be resolved with LUC, or not applicable to 
the subject property: LUC Docket A76-418 #1-6, 17, 19-22; PM-31-79, PM-148-87, and 
PM-334-97 #1 3, 4, 8, 15, 17, 19(c), 25.  
[ . . . . ] 
23. The Planning Commission reserves the authority to impose additional conditions, modify 
or delete conditions stated herein, or to revoke the subject permits through proper 
procedures should the applicant fail to comply with the conditions of  approval or if  
unforeseen problems are generated by the proposed use at the project site. 
24. The applicant is advised that additional government agency conditions may be imposed. 
It shall be the applicant’s responsibility to resolve those conditions with the respective 
agency(ies). 
[ . . . . ]  
26. Prior to building permit approval, the Applicant shall submit a master drainage plan for 
all lands mauka of  Poipu Road rezoned under Moana Corporation Ordinance No. PM-31-79 
for Planning Commission review and approval, including Kaneiolouma Heiau. 

Hammerquist Decl. ¶12; Exhibit “13” (2006 Planning Director letter). Condition 26 specifically 

ZMNMZMVKM[ <jVMQWTW]UI PMQI]$ _PQKP Q[ XIZ\ WN \PM TIZOMZ <jP]I W <jVMQWTW]UI "d<jVMQWTW]UIe#$

IV QUXWZ\IV\ K]T\]ZIT [Q\M TWKI\ML QV AWfQXo$ <mTWI$ <I]IfQ IVL R][\ UI]SI WN AWQX] JMIKP&
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6MKTIZI\QWV WN =& 4QTTa <IWPMTI]TQQ "<IWPMTI]TQQ 6MKT&# c.& <jVMQWTW]UI Q[ I (*%IKZM KWUXTM`$ _PQKP

contains hale sites, fishponds, taro fields, auwai irrigation systems, and a makahiki arena dating back 

to the mid-1400s. Id& CQVKM )'()$ 9]Q >jTIUI @ <jVMQWTW]UI$ I TWKIT ,'("K#"*# VWV%XZWNQ\ K]T\]ZIT

organization, has held a formal stewardship agreement with the County of  Kaua‘i. Id. Fishponds at 

<jVMQWTW]UI IZM NML Ja ]VLMZOZW]VL NZM[P_I\MZ NTW_[ NZWU UI]SI IZMI[$ QVKT]LQVO NZWU \PM

subject property. Id. ¶8. These fishponds are contiguous with nearshore waters and contribute 

freshwater and nutrients to the coastal ecosystem. Id.& <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT XZIK\Q\QWVMZ[ OI\PMZ

NZM[P_I\MZ NZWU [MMX[ [XZQVO[ I\ \PM WKMIV QV \PM AWfQXo JMIKP IZMI& DPM[M NZM[P_I\MZ [MMX[ PI^M

been greatly reduced since blasting has occurred on the property. Id. ¶22. 

Since at least December 14, 2020, Petitioners have observed developers clearing and 

excavating the property. Okinaka Decl. ¶23.  

In April 2021, denuding vegetation and excavations with heavy machinery occurred on the 

property. Hammerquist Decl. ¶10.  Denuding, rock-crushing, and excavating actions on the property 

occurred again in April 2022. Id. ¶11. Petitioners are concerned that such actual work on the 

property in periods prior to the May 7 and 8, 2022 “survey” by Applicant's consultant, Montgomery, 

compromised the property’s fitness as habitat for listed cave species as discussed infra. Id. ¶11. 

By letter dated October 27, 2021, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) wrote to the 

Planning Department concerning listed species habitat on the property, specifically the pe!e pe!e 

maka!ole or Kaua!i cave wolf  spider (Adelocosa anops), ‘uku noho ana or Kaua!i cave amphipod 

(Spelaeorchestia koloana), stating: 

If  a cave is found during construction, work will stop around the newly found cave 
immediately and contact the Service immediately for guidance to minimize and mitigate 
adverse effects. Work may only continue upon implementation of  the guidelines or actions 
developed during consultation with the Service. 

Hammerquist Decl. ¶18; Exh. “15.”  

On December 13, 2021, the Commission Subdivision Committee approved a tentative 

subdivision for the property.5 At the time, the Planning Department was not aware of  certain 

conditions imposed on the property by the LUC Decision and Order and therefore failed to 

implement them in approving the tentative subdivision application. Hammerquist Decl. ¶¶16-17; 

Exhibit “02” & “03” (transcripts of  County staff).  

5 Kaua‘i Planning Commission Subdivision Committee Agenda (Dec. 13, 2021) available at: 
www.kauai.gov/files/assets/public/boards-and-commissions/documents/1st-addition-to-
december-14-2021-subdivision-committee-agenda.pdf 
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@V >Ia (($ )'))$ CI^M <mTWI IVL 8ZQMVL[ WN >jPj!ulepu filed a lawsuit against the County 

and property Developers for failing to comply with LUC conditions and violating public trust 

obligations to protect natural and cultural resources. % +7. 'F6:? @" $:?9>B :2 '.?.C5! Civil No. 5CCV-

22-0000036. Okinaka Decl. ¶5.  

@V WZ IJW]\ >Ia ()$ )'))$ \PM ATIVVQVO 6MXIZ\UMV\ ZMKMQ^ML dC]Z^Ma WN <I]IVWM W <mTWI

AIZKMT NWZ 5I^M 9IJQ\I\[ WN ?I\Q^M CXQLMZ[ IVL CIVLPWXXMZ[ VMIZ AWfQXo$ <I]IfQ$e XZMXIZML Ja

Steven Montgomery for Applicant MERIDIAN PACIFIC, LTD., also dated May 12, 2022 

(“Montgomery report”). Okinaka Decl. ¶28; Exh. “11.” The Montgomery report stated in part:  

. . . it is reassuring to note that during stages of  construction a scientist will be monitoring 
for any moist, food containing voids that are inhabited by either of  the 2 species, based on 
USFWS’ (2019) avoidance and minimization measures for the Kaua'i cave wolf  spider and 
Kaua' i cave amphipod, and if  a cave is found during construction, work around the cave 
stops immediately and USFWS and DLNR/ DOFAW are contacted for guidance to 
minimize and mitigate adverse effects. 

Exh. 11 at 4. 

On or about May 12, 2022, developers resumed work, including using explosives on the 

property. Petitioners’ worked with Dr. Erin Wallin, a geologist and faculty member with 

administration responsibilities for the Geophysicist Research Corporation University of  Hawai‘i, 

who made a site visit to the caves and lava tubes on the adjacent parcels to the “property” and  

observed video of  the property as it was subjected to detonations and observed cavern structures 

and voids collapsing in the subsurface. Hammerquist Decl. ¶19.  

On June 1, 2022, Petitioners contacted State, County, and federal officials to alert them that 

cave structures and voids were being found on the property during Applicant’s blasting. 

Hammerquist Decl. ¶21; Exh. “16.” Despite guidance from FWS, blasting on the property continued. 

Id. ¶20. 

In June 2022, hundreds of  Kaua!i community members gathered to protest the development 

IVL [XMKQNQKITTa JTI[\QVO WN \PM <mTWI KI^M[ I\ \PM XZWXMZ\a& 9IUUMZY]Q[\ 6MKT& cc))%)+2 7`P& d'+e

& “05”.   

3T[W QV ;]VM )'))$ 9]Q >jTIUI W <jVMQWTW]UI WNNQKMZ[$ QVKT]LQVO 4QTTa <IWPMTI]TQfQ IVL

B]XMZ\ BW_M$ WJ[MZ^ML <jVMQWTW]UI NQ[PXWVL[ _MZM ]V][]ITTa IVL XMZ[Q[\MV\Ta [\IOVIV\&

Kaohelauli‘i Decl. ¶12. Fresh, clean water is needed for fishponds to be productive. Id. It is 

commonly known that these fishponds are fed by underground freshwater flows coming from 

mauka areas, including areas of  the property. Id. Stagnating and polluted fishpond water impacts 
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VMIZ[PWZM _I\MZ Y]ITQ\a IVL MKW[a[\MU[ I\ AWfQXo JMIKP$ _PQKP NZWV\[ <jVMQWTW]UI$ IVL W\PMZ

coastal areas. Id. ¶13. 

On August 2, 2022, Petitioners filed a petition to intervene against the Commission’s final 

subdivision approval for the same property subject to the instant petition. Hammerquist Decl. ¶¶25-

26; Exh. 06 (Petition to Intervene), 07 (Supplement to Petition to Intervene). That petition remains 

pending before this Commission.  

On February 14, 2023, the Commission approved Applicant’s motion to excuse compliance 

with Condition 10 of  their permits relating to traffic impact mitigation.6

On February 2-3, and May 25, 2023, the Fifth Circuit Court held an evidentiary hearing in 

Civil No. 5CCV-22-0000036, concerning violations of  LUC conditions and public trust obligations 

arising from development of  the property. Hammerquist Decl. ¶27. As of  May 25, 2023, the 

Planning Department has still made no determination that Applicant complied with LUC Condition 

7. Hammerquist Decl. ¶32; Exh. 18 (Tr. 5/25/2023 at 100-101 (Sayegusa direct)). 

On or about June 23, 2023, Petitioners were advised the Commission had noticed a public 

hearing7 on Applicant’s application for an amendment to its permits to allow a modification to 

Condition No. 26. Hammerquist Decl. ¶¶28-29; Exh. 08 (public notice).8

At its June 27, 2023 meeting, the Commission subdivision committee met to consider a 

preliminary subdivision extension request for the property, but determined to defer the matter to 

July 11, 2023 for reasons including the existing preliminary subdivision approval had expired. 

Hammerquist Decl. ¶30.  

On June 30, 2023, Petitioners timely filed the instant petition more than seven days prior to 

the July 11, 2023 agency hearing at which the Commission is scheduled to consider Applicant’s 

requested modification of  Condition 26 and extension of  its expired preliminary subdivision 

approval.9

6 Commission Minutes, at 39 (Feb. 14, 2023) available at: www.kauai.gov/files/assets/public/boards-
and-commissions/planning-commission/planning-commission-meeting-minutes/d.2.-2023-2-14-
planning-commission-minutes.pdf 
7 The Commission’s public notice was published on its website available at: 
www.kauai.gov/files/assets/public/boards-and-commissions/planning-commission/planning-
commission-public-hearing-notices/2023-7-11-public-hearing-notice-jahs.pdf 
8  The “public notice” did not include any description of  the proposed modification nor the identity 
of  the applicant. Such notice is defective as notice of  a contested case under HRS §91-9(a).  
9 Commission Rule § 1-4-3 provides:  
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II. Petitioners’ rights and interests affected by the Commission’s decision 

A. Petitioners constitutional rights to a clean and healthful environment and to protection 
WN \PMQZ <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL K][\WUIZa ZQOP\[&

Petitioners and their officers, directors, and supporters (collectively, “Petitioners”) have con-

stitutionally protected property rights under article XI, §§1 and 9 of the Hawai‘i constitution as ben-

eficiaries of public trust and their rights to a clean and healthful environment as defined by land use 

laws implemented under authority of HRS chapter 205 and other laws defining environmental quali-

\a& AM\Q\QWVMZ[ IT[W QVKT]LM <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL K]T\]ZIT XZIK\Q\QWVMZ[$ _PW[M ZQOP\[ IZM XZW%

tected under article XII, §7 of the Hawai‘i Constitution. 

Article XI, § 1 of  the Hawai‘i Constitution provides: 

For the benefit of  present and future generations, the State and its political subdivisions shall 
conserve and protect Hawaii's natural beauty and all natural resources, including land, water, 
air, minerals and energy sources, and shall promote the development and utilization of  these 
resources in a manner consistent with their conservation and in furtherance of  the self-
sufficiency of  the State. 
All public natural resources are held in trust by the State for the benefit of  the people. 

Id. Article XI, §9 of  the Hawai‘i Constitution provides:  

Each person has the right to a clean and healthful environment, as defined by laws relating 
to environmental quality, including control of  pollution and conservation, protection and 
enhancement of  natural resources. 

Id.; see also Cty. of  Haw. v. Ala Loop Homeowners, 123 Hawai‘i 391, 409, 417, 235 P.3d 1103, 1121, 

1127 (2010) (recognizing a substantive right to a clean and healthful environment). Article XI, § 9 is 

self-executing, and it “establishes the right to a clean and healthful environment, ‘as defined by laws 

relating to environmental quality.’” In re Maui Elec. Co., Ltd., 408 P.3d 1, 13 (2017). HRS chapter 205 

is one of  several pertinent laws relating to environmental quality implemented by both the LUC and 

the County.  

AM\Q\QWVMZ C3F7 <l=@3$ IV ]VQVKWZXWZI\ML I[[WKQI\QWV$ Q[ JI[ML WV <I]IfQ IVL KWUXW[ML

of Kaua‘i residents who value and have interests in the preservation of natural and cultural resources 

Method of Filing: Timing. Petitions to intervene shall be in writing and in conformity with 
these Rules. The petition for intervention with certificate of service shall be filed with the 
Commission at least seven (7) days prior to the Agency Hearing for which notice to the 
public has been published pursuant to law. Untimely petitions for intervention will not be 
permitted except for good cause shown. 
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on the South Shore of Kaua‘i, including the preservation of endangered and threatened species. 

@SQVISI 6MKT& c(-& CI^M <mTWI NW]VLMZ[ IVL UMUJMZ[ IZM IVL QVKT]LM <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL

customary practitioners who utilize areas within, adjacent, and near to the subject property and are 

lineal descendants of iwi kupuna located on the property. Id. c(.& CI^M <mTWI UMUJMZ[ ]\QTQbM \PM

area subject to the application for recreational and aesthetic purposes, including hiking along Hapa 

Trail and enjoying scenic views and native wildlife species. Id. ¶18.  

AM\Q\QWVMZ[g M`MZKQ[M[ WN <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL K][\WUIZa ZQOP\[ QVKT]LM ]\QTQbQVO 9IXI

trail, which is adjacent to the property, to access the beach for gathering, fishing, swimming and oth-

er nearshore practice. Kaohelauli‘i Decl. ¶¶15-16. These rights are also exercised through visiting, 

memorializing, and caring for historic properties, including the three burial mounds that exist on the 

property, as well as heiau that were not documented in the June 2021 Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i litera-

ture review.10 Okinaka Decl. ¶19. The property is known as a site of spring water, caves, and endan-

gered native species - the pe‘ape‘a maka‘ole or Kaua‘i cave spider - that is revered as an ancient ku-

puna. Kaohelauli‘i Decl. ¶¶17.  

AM\Q\QWVMZ 8B:7?6C @8 >i9ifE=7An$ I VWVXZWNQ\ KWZXWZI\QWV$ Q[ JI[ML WV <I]IfQ IVL

is comprised of Kaua‘i citizens who are entitled to a clean and healthful environment, including the 

protection of endangered species endemic to the South Shore of Kaua‘i. Hammerquist Decl. ¶4. 

8ZQMVL[ WN >jPjf]TMXo WNNQKMZ[$ LQZMK\WZ[$ IVL []XXWZ\MZ[ IZM IVL QVKT]LM <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT

and customary practitioners who utilize areas within, adjacent, and near to the subject property. Id.

8ZQMVL[ WN >jPjf]TMXo WNNQKMZ[ IVL LQZMK\WZ[ QVKT]LM \PW[M \PI\ ]\QTQbM \PM IZMI []JRMK\ \W \PM

application for recreational and aesthetic purposes, including hiking along Hapa Trail and enjoying 

scenic views and native wildlife species, including but not limited to endangered sea birds, the New-

MTT CPMIZ_I\MZ IVL ]If] IVL f ISkfISk& AM\Q\QWVMZ[ PI^M IT[W XPW\WOZIXPML I \PZMI\MVML [XMKQM[$ VkVk$

on the subject TMK. Hammerquist Decl. ¶5.  

Petitioners’ missions include supporting and protecting historic and culturally significant 

[Q\M[$ QVKT]LQVO <jVMQWTW]UI& 9IUUMZY]Q[\ 6MKT. ¶6. Petitioners’ supporters overlap with those of 

9]Q W <jVMQWTW]UI$ QVKT]LQVO Q\[ NW]VLQVO UMUJMZ$ 4QTTa <IWPMTI]TQfQ& <IWPMTI]TQfQ 6MKT& c-&

<jVISI >IWTQ []XXWZ\MZ[ QVKT]LM \PW[M _PW[M XZIK\QKM[ QVKT]LM XZW\MK\QVO I]UIS]I$ ZM^MZQVO IV%

KQMV\ VI\Q^M [XMKQM[$ IVL XZW\MK\QVO Q_Q SoX]VI WV \PM XZWXMZ\a& Id. cc(.%)'& <jVISI >IWTQ WNNQKMZ[

10 See 6ZIN\ 3ZKPIMWTWOQKIT =Q\MZI\]ZM BM^QM_ WN \PM AZWXW[ML <I]IVWM W <mTWI AZWRMK\$ <mTWI
3P]X]IfI$ <mTWI 6Q[\ZQK\$ <I]IfQ D><1 "+# )%/%'(+1'*) =W\ ($ XZMXIZML NWZ >MZQLQIV AIKQNQK$ =\L&
by W. Folk, N. Kamai, and H. Hammatt, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (Jun. 2021).  
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and supporters include fishers and other nearshore gatherers, surfers, and other ocean-going activi-

ties whose cultural practices could be adversely impacted by improper drainage precautions and oth-

er uses of the property. Id. ¶11, 15, 18. Further blasting on the property, including to create deten-

\QWV WZ ZM\MV\QWV JI[QV[$ UIa N]Z\PMZ QUXIQZ ]VLMZOZW]VL PaLZWOMWTWOQKIT NTW_[ \W <jVMQWTW]UI& Id.

¶14.  

Petitioners hold interests clearly distinguishable from the general public because their rights 

will be directly and immediately affected by the proposed drainage modification and extension of the 

preliminary subdivision approval. See Commission Rule §1-4-1.  

B. Petitioners constitutional rights as nearby and adjacent property owners 

Petitioners have constitutional rights affected by the Commission’s decisionmaking and hold 

interests clearly distinguishable from the general public consequent to their ownership of and resi-

dence within adjacent property under article I, § 5 of the Hawai’i Constitution and the U.S. Constitu-

\QWV$ IUMVLUMV\[ F IVL H:F& 8ZQMVL[ WN >jPjf]TMXo UMUJMZ[ IVL []XXWZ\MZ[ IT[W QVKT]LM \PW[M

residing in the adjacent developments of Wainani, Pili Mai, Kiahuna Golf Village and Po!ipu 

Estates,  who are similarly concerned about the intensification of land uses and destruction of natu-

ral and cultural resources due to Applicant’s actions, which also includes the intensification of traffic 

on Kiahuna Plantation Drive, the single road access and exit source for the near 1,100 residential 

units that are already occupied that rely on this sole entry and exit road. Amongst these residents are 

Patricia Biehn, a resident of Pili Mai, Derrick Pellen who lives in Wainani subdivision, adjacent to 

the parcel, TMK (4) 2-8-30:023 and Jerry McGrath, a former resident who sold and moved out of 

PQ[ PWUM I\ ).(. >QTW 9IM =WWX$ <mTWI$ 9I_IQfQ 0-.,-$ D>< "+# )%/%')01'/0 JMKI][M WN \PM

persistent blasting and fugitive dust that plagued his property for more than 8 months. Hammerquist 

Decl. ¶7; see Commission Rule §1-4-4(2).  

Petitioners’ members and supporters include residents of the adjacent Wainani and Kiahuna 

golf village developments, whose peaceable enjoyment of their residences will be substantially dis-

turbed by the intensification of land uses consequent to approval of Applicant’s subdivision applica-

tion. Settled Hawai‘i case law recognizes nearby and adjacent landowners hold a “concrete interest” 

in proceedings on proposed developments so as to satisfy standing requirements, including require-

ments for mandatory intervenor status. See County of Hawai'i v. Ala Loop Homeowners, 123 Hawai‘i 391, 

419-20, 235 P.3d 1103, 1131 (2010) (recognizing adjoining landownership as a form of standing, but 

not a private right of action); Mahuiki v. Planning Comm’n, 65 Haw. 506, 654 P.2d 874 (1982) (decision 

to permit development nearby land in the special management area could have an adverse impact on 
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an adjacent landowner); Town v. Land Use Comm’n, 55 Haw. 538, 524 P.2d 84 (1974) (adjacent and 

nearby property owners had a property interest in changing the land use entitlements and adjacent 

and nearby landowners have legal rights as a specific and interested party in a contested case pro-

ceeding to change land use designations or entitlements); East Diamond Head Ass’n v. Zoning Bd. Ap-

peals, 52 Haw. 518, 479 P.2d 796 (1971) (adjoining property owner has standing to protect property 

from “threatening neighborhood change”); Dalton v. City & County of Honolulu, 51 Haw. 400, 462 

P.2d 199 (1969) (property owners across the street from a proposed project have a concrete interest 

in scenic views, sense of space and density of population). 

III. Issues sought to be raised to the Commission.  

Petitioners seek to raise the following issues through intervention in the Commission’s 

decision-making on modification of  Condition 26, which is related to the property developers’ 

failures to also comply with LUC conditions for protection of  cave habitat for listed species, and 

Applicant’s request for an “extension” of  its already expired preliminary subdivision approval.  

A. Improper drainage would impact adjacent and nearby public trust resources. 

Development proposed for the property includes construction of  copious hardscaped 

structures and vacation rental uses, inclusive of  swimming pools, driveways, and parking spaces. The 

property is already a “sink” for much of  the runoff  in adjoining areas. See supra Part I. Stormwater 

runoff  from these hardscaped areas can cause flooding on nearby and adjacent areas, including 

Hapa trail. Runoff  can also carry pollutants from car tires, swimming pool chlorine and other 

chemical treatments, pesticides from landscaped areas, and other pollution incident to urbanized 

areas. Attempting to corral runoff  into detention basins on the property by excavating sensitive 

subsurface areas may further impact culturally significant underground freshwater flows that feed 

<jVMQWTW]UI IVL VMIZJa KWI[\IT IZMI[& 3TT _I\MZ ZM[W]ZKM[ IZM X]JTQK \Z][\ ZM[W]ZKM[&

Improper drainage will impact public trust lands. Hapa trail is part of  the (un)ceded lands 

corpus as it became part of  the government lands owned by the Hawaiian Kingdom by operation of  

the Highways Act of  1892.  This Act has been codified under HRS §264-1, which provides:  

All trails, and other nonvehicular rights-of-way in the State declared to be public rights-of-
way by the Highways Act of  1892, or opened, laid out, or built by the government or 
otherwise created or vested as nonvehicular public rights of  way at any time hereafter, or in 
the future, are declared to be public trails. A public trail is under the jurisdiction of  the State 
Board of  Land and Natural Resources - unless it was created by or dedicated to a particular 
county, in which case it shall be under the jurisdiction of  that county. All State trails once 
established shall continue until lawfully disposed of  pursuant to Chapter 171, HRS. 
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Id. AM\Q\QWVMZ[ PWTL QV\MZM[\[$ I[ <jVISI >IWTQ JMVMNQKQIZQM[ WN \PM X]JTQK \Z][\ TIVL[ KWZX][$ QV \PM

condition of  Hapa trail.  

1. &8;<:;1< 0<.59.31 A577 58;./> 'F915:7:?8. .90 91.<=4:<1 <1=:?</1="

Property runoff  would not only affect adjacent areas, but 

_W]TL \ZI^MT \PZW]OP ]VLMZOZW]VL XI\P_Ia[ \W_IZL[ <jVMQWTW]UI

and other coastal environs. Petitioners have sought public 

documents relating to the property and project and found no 

LZIQVIOM UI[\MZ XTIV QVKWZXWZI\QVO QUXIK\[ \W <jVMQWTW]UI&

Condition 26 specifically requires a drainage master plan that 

QVKWZXWZI\M[ QUXIK\[ \W <jVMQWTW]UI$ _PQKP TQM[ TM[[ \PIV ,$''' NMM\

away from the property. Kaohelauli‘i Decl. ¶7. This is because there 

are underground passageways through which freshwater passes 

]VLMZ \PM XZWXMZ\a \W_IZL[ \PM WKMIV$ QVKT]LQVO \W <jVMQWTW]UI& Id. 

¶10. Developers’ geotechnical consultants produced a report 

showing the property is riddled with myriad mesocaverns and 

interstitial voids “commonly encountered in the basalt formation 

that characterizes the project site.” Exh. 10 (Geolabs report at 8). 

These cave structures can provide habitat for listed species and also 

indicate the porous nature of  the substrate underlying the property. 

 (Above image): County of  Kaua‘i Real Property map of  TMK (4) 2-8-014:032, property is outlined 
QV JT]M IVL \PM <jVMQWTW]UI IZMI Q[ KQZKTML QV WZIVOM&

Beginning in June 2022, and in the weeks after developers detonated explosives to grade the 

XZWXMZ\a$ <jVMQWTW]UI KIZM\ISMZ[ WJ[MZ^ML I UIZSML LMKZMI[M QV NZM[P_I\MZ NTW_[ \W <jVMQWTW]UI&

Kaohelauli‘i Decl. ¶12. Mauka freshwater flows are important to the functioning of  fishponds along 

\PM KWI[\$ QVKT]LQVO I\ <jVMQWTW]UI& Id. Though blasting on the property disrupted the groundwater 

NTW_[$ \PMa KWV\QV]M \W <jVMQWTW]UI "IVL \PMV \W \PM KWI[\#& Id. ¶14. The underground pathway 

NZWU \PM XZWXMZ\a \W <jVMQWTW]UI KW]TL JZQVO XWTT]\IV\[ IVL Z]VWNN QV\W <jVMQWTW]UI NQ[PXWVL[$

compromising our ability to restore them for production, and degrade nearshore areas that we use 

for gathering and other cultural practices. Id. ¶13. 

The proposed modification of  Condition 26 could result in Applicant’s failure to prepare a 

drainage master plan that adequately examines stormwater flow volume, dynamics, storage, pollutant 

treatment and/or sequestration on the parcel, and other factors that would impact Hapa trail, the 
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VMIZ[PWZM IZMI[$ IVL <jVMQWTW]UI& 3 5WUUQ[[QWV LM\MZUQVI\QWV \W ZMTQM^M 3XXTQKIV\ WN Q\[

obligations to plan for drainage impacts would violate Petitioners’ rights and harm their interests. 

2. *: .9.7B=5= :2 58;./>= >: 'F9.6. ).:75 ><.05>5:9.7 .90 /?=>:8.<B <534>= 2<:8 >41 ;<:;:=10 ./>5:9"

The Commission has not prepared, nor required Applicant to prepare, an analysis of  how 

\PM XZWXW[ML UWLQNQKI\QWV WN 5WVLQ\QWV )- _W]TL QUXIK\ \PM M`MZKQ[M WN <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT

and customary rights. Should the Commission approve Applicant’s request, this omission would 

constitute a violation of  article XII, §7 of  the Hawai‘i Constitution. '. ,.C.6.5 : '. CE59. @" (.90 -=1

Commission, 94 Hawai‘i 31, 7 P.3d 1068 (2000) provided an analytical framework "to effectuate the 

State’s obligation to protect native Hawaiian customary and traditional practices while reasonably 

accommodating competing private interests[.]" Id., 91 Hawai‘i at 46-47, 7 P.3d at 1083-84. Under Ka 

Pa!akai, the Commission must make specific findings and conclusions as to: 

(1) the identity and scope of  "valued cultural, historical, or natural resources in the 
[application] area, including the extent to which traditional and customary native Hawaiian 
rights are exercised in the [application] area; (2) the extent to which those resources – 
including traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights – will be affected or impaired by 
the proposed action; and (3) the feasible action, if  any, to be taken by the [agency] to 
reasonably protect native Hawaiian rights if  they are found to exist. 

Id., 91 Hawai‘i at 47, 7 P.3d at 1084 (emphasis added, footnotes omitted). No Ka Pa‘akai analysis had 

been performed for the proposed modification of Condition 26 or by issuing a new preliminary 

subdivision approval.  

3. The Commission cannot unilaterally relieve Applicant of  obligations required by the LUC. 

Condition 26 is imposed by the County, but is also connected to the LUC’s prior condition: 

11. If  and when required by the County of  Kauai, the preparation and submission to the 
appropriate agencies of  the County of  Kaua‘i of  an updated master drainage plan covering 
the then remaining undeveloped portions of  the Sports Shinko Property may be imposed by 
the County of  Kauai as a precondition to approval by the County of  Kauai of  any new or 
change in County zoning for the remaining undeveloped portions of  the Sports Shinko 
Property or prior to approval of  any County subdivision or building permit for any future 
development on the remaining undeveloped portions of  the Sports Shinko Property, if  
rezoning is not required.  

The LUC anticipated that once the County exercised its discretion to require a drainage master plan, 

that such an updated master plan could be imposed as a requirement prior to approval of  the 

County’s final subdivision approval or any building permit. The Commission should not relieve 

Applicant of  its obligations to prepare a drainage master plan.  

4. Extending the expired subdivision approval will further erase historic sites. 
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Erasure of  historic and culturally significant sites from the land, and replacement of  them 

_Q\P XIZSQVO TW\[ IVL J]QTLQVO[$ _QTT LM\MZ IVL XZM^MV\ \PM M`MZKQ[M WN <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL

customary practices on and near the property, and impoverish the cultural value of  the adjacent 

9IXI \ZIQT& <IWPMTI]TQfQ 6MKT& c(,& DPQ[ \ZIQT Q[ WVM ][ML Ja <jVISI >IWTQ IVKM[\WZ[ \W KWVVMK\

AWfQXo IVL <mTWI& GITSQVO WV \PM[M \ZILQ\QWVIT XI\P[ Q[ IV QUXWZ\IV\ K]T\]ZIT XZIK\QKM IVL Q[ I _Ia

of  maintaining the identity of  these lands. Id. ¶¶16.  

The installation of  structures and parking lots in areas zoned as open space will also detract 

from the aesthetic, recreational, and environmental experience of  the Kaua‘i community that uses 

Hapa trail. Okinaka Decl. ¶20. 

B. Neither the Commission, nor its Director, can delegate obligations to determine 
compliance with Condition 26 of  the zoning permits. 

Though not disclosed in the County’s public notice, Petitioners’ believe Applicant 

MERIDIAN PACIFIC, LTD. is requesting the County Department of  Public Works’ (DPW) 

Engineering division become the final decisionmaker in determining whether Condition 26 of  its 

zoning amendment approval is met. Because Petitioners are not informed of  Applicant’s specific 

request, the following is raised preliminarily and Petitioners’ reserve the ability to revise their 

positions. 

1. No ordinance authorizes DPW to determine zoning and use compliance.  

DPW is an agency. “An agency is a creature of  the legislature, and the scope of  its authority 

is specifically delineated by statute.” Mauna Kea Anaina Hou v. Bd. of  Land & Natural Res., 136 

Hawai‘i 376, 413 n.14, 363 P.3d 224, 261 n.14 (2015) quoting Marquette Cement Mfg. Co. v. FTC, 147 

F.2d 589, 592–93 (7th Cir. 1945). DPW does not have the authority to determine compliance with 

zoning and subdivision ordinances. Under the Kaua‘i County Charter (“County Charter”), the DPW 

is headed by a “county engineer” who is:  

responsible for the administration of the department of public works and shall: 
A. Perform all engineering, designing, planning, and construction of all public facilities and 
improvements undertaken by the county. 
B. Maintain, repair, and upkeep all county facilities and improvements. 
C. Collect and dispose of garbage and refuse. 
D. Examine and enforce the construction requirements and standards of all public and 
private construction and improvements in accordance with the building code, subdivision 
code, or such other regulations as may be in effect in the county. 
E. Design, install, inspect, maintain, and repair all traffic signs, traffic control facilities and 
devices, and street lighting systems. 
F. Perform such other duties as may be assigned by the mayor or prescribed by law. 
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County Charter §13.03. By contrast the Planning Director’s is, amongst other things, to: 

B. Be charged with the administration of the zoning and subdivision ordinance and the 
regulations adopted thereunder. 

County Charter §14.05.  

“[A]n agency cannot delegate to another agency powers that Congress did not give that 

second agency.” United States v. Bryant, 996 F.3d 1243, 1272 (11th Cir. 2021) (Martin, J. dissenting) 

citing Bayou Lawn & Landscape Servs. v. Sec'y of  Labor, 713 F.3d 1080, 1084–85 (11th Cir. 2013) (“Even 

if  it were not axiomatic that an agency's power to promulgate legislative regulations is limited to the 

authority delegate[d] to it by Congress, we would be hard-pressed to locate that power in one agency 

where it had been specifically and expressly delegated by Congress to a different agency.”). No 

ordinance or other authority permits the Planning Director or this Commission to delegate 

determinations concerning compliance with zoning and subdivision permit conditions, particularly 

because these conditions impact public trust resources.  

2. Commission has public trustee obligations to ensure compliance with Condition 26. 

Improper drainage master planning for the property could result in: (1) stormwater runoff 

IVL XWTT]\QWV NTW_QVO QV\W ILRIKMV\ IZMI[$ <jVMQWTW]UI$ IVL AWfQXo JMIKP$ IUWVO[\ W\PMZ XTIV2 IVL$

(2) further destruction of underground water passageways in the course of constructing detention 

basins. Determining compliance of any drainage master plan for the property is not a mere technical 

exercise in checking figures according to the rational method. It means weighing of impacts to irre-

placeable public resources – and protected rights in those resources - and the costs of preventing 

stormwater runoff pollution. See In the Matter of Conservation District Use Application HA-3568, 143 

Hawai‘i 379, 387, 431 P.3d 752, 760 (2018) (Mauna Kea II) (An “agency must perform its functions in 

a manner that fulfills the State's affirmative obligations under the Hawai‘i constitution.” ).  

 Protected public trust resources is a constitutional obligation. See e.g., Kelly v. 1250 Oceanside 

Partners, 111 Hawai‘i 205, 227, 140 P.3d 985, 1007 (2006) (county’s public trustee obligations at issue 

where property’s stormwater runoff likely contributed ocean pollution); In re Maui Elec. Co., 150 Ha-

wai‘i 528, 546, 506 P.3d 192, 209 (2022) (Wilson, J. dissenting) (“in addition to statutory duties to 

consider harms outside of its usual expertise—to wit impacts to native vegetation and wa-

ter runoff—the public trust doctrine requires consideration of harm to public trust resources”) citing 

Kaua‘i Springs, Inc. v. Plan. Comm'n of Kaua'i, 133 Hawai‘i 141, 172, 324 P.3d 951, 982 (2014).  

“[P]ursuant to article VIII, section 1 of  the Hawai‘i Constitution, the County is a political 

subdivision of  the State” and “‘as a political subdivision of  the State of  Hawai‘i, the public trust 
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duties imposed on the [S]tate under [a]rticle XI, section 1, also apply to the County.’” Kelly, 111 

Hawai‘i at 224, 140 P.3d at 1004. The Commission is a public trustee. See Kauai Springs, 133 Hawai‘i 

at 172, 324 P.3d at 982. The Commission “must execute its statutory duties in a manner that fulfills 

the State's affirmative constitutional obligations.” Mauna Kea Anaina I, 136 Hawai‘i at 413, 363 P.3d 

at 261. 

The affirmative determination as to whether sufficiently protects public trust resources, and 

the rights of  Petitioners therein, is a constitutional obligation that is more wide-ranging than a 

technical review of  runoff  storage volumes. The Commission is a public trustee and is best situated 

to make determinations about the acceptability of  any drainage master plan, particularly as it will 

impact public trust resources. 

C. Applicant’s expired preliminary subdivision approval must be denied. 

1. “Extending” Applicant’s preliminary subdivision is contrary to Ordinance. 

The Planning Commission approved a preliminary subdivision map for the project on 

August 10, 2021. “Following approval of  the preliminary subdivision map by the Planning 

Commission, the subdivider shall prepare and submit to the Planning Department six (6) copies of  

grading plans, construction plans and specifications showing details and road construction, drainage 

structures, sewers, water mains, and all other utilities proposed to be constructed in the subdivision.” 

Kaua‘i County Code (KCC) §9-3.5(a). “The approved construction plans shall be in effect for only 

one (1) year unless construction is started. If  construction is not started within this one (1) year 

period, the construction plans shall be resubmitted for review and approval by all agencies. Id.§(e).  

“Construction” is not defined in this section of  the Code. The plain ordinary meaning of  

“construction” is “1. the act or process of building, or of devising and forming; fabrication, erection; 

or . . . . 6. something constructed; structure; building[.]” Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary 392 (2d 

ed. 1983) quoted by Brandt v. Hallwood Management Co., 560 N.W.2d 396, 400 (Minn. App. 1997). 

Nothing has been built, fabricated, or erected on the property as of this writing. Hammerquist Decl. 

¶36.  

More than one year past its date of tentative subdivision approval, Applicant cannot obtain 

an “extension” of the approval. Instead, Applicant must begin again and resubmit its preliminary 

subdivision maps for review and approval by all agencies. KCC §9-3.5(e). 

2. Applicant forfeited their ability to utilize the parcel by failing to comply with LUC Condition 7. 

Applicant is utilizing the property is subject to LUC Condition 7, which provides in relevant 

part: “Actual work on any portion of  the subject property may be commenced by Petitioner upon 
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certification by the archaeologist and biologist that the area for which work is to commenced does 

not contain any archaeological sites deemed significant and worthy of  preservation, nor contains any 

habitats of  any blind, eyeless, big-eyed hunting spiders and blind terrestrial sandhoppers deemed 

worthy of  preservation.” Emphasis added. Since at least December 14, 2020, Petitioners have 

observed developers clearing and excavating the property. Okinaka Decl. ¶23. This constitutes 

“actual work” and, specific to Condition 7, compromises the ability of  endangered native Kaua‘i 

cave spiders and cave amphipods to inhabit the underlying substrate. Id.; Exh. “03” (Hull deposition 

at 74). 

As has been set forth in U.S. Fish and Wildlife guidance and that of  Applicant’s own 

consultants, recognize these endangered cave-dwelling species live in underground voids, that have 

moisture, and in areas where soils are shallow and not more than a foot deep. Okinaka Decl. ¶24; 

Exh. 09 (FWS letter). In such areas, vegetation should be maintained and not cleared. Id. ¶26. These 

conditions exist on the property, as evidenced by the developers’ own geotechnical report. Id. ¶27; 

Exh. 10 (Geotechnical report).  

On May 12, 2022, Developer MERIDIAN PACIFIC, LTD. submitted a report purporting to 

be the required certification from a “qualified biologist” that did not include the “complete . . . 

biological study with actual inventories of  archaeological sites and flora and fauna on the subject 

property,” required by LUC Condition 7. Okinaka Decl. ¶28; Exh. 11 (Montgomery report). The 

report incorrectly represented findings from the geotechnical report, including that the property’s 

subsurface lacked groundwater and voids. These native, endangered species potentially inhabit the 

property and the biological studies to determine their presence were not done prior to extensive 

groundbreaking activity as specifically required by LUC Condition 7.  

6Z& 3LIU 3[Y]Q\P$ IV MV\WUWTWOQ[\ _PW PI[ [\]LQML \PM <mTWI KI^M [a[\MU$ M`IUQVML \PM

area, LUC Condition 7, and other relevant literature. Dr. Asquith concluded and report purporting 

to comply with LUC Condition 7 must include the following:  

a. No grading, grubbing or any ground disturbing activities should be allowed until an 
appropriate survey, specific for these species and their habitat, can be conducted and 
reviewed by FWS. 
b. The habitat must be identified by carefully hand cutting all the vegetation so that surface 
geology can be seen and mapped. If parts of the area have already been disturbed, then 
additional techniques such as coring or ground penetrating radar should be employed to 
identify the habitat and avoid disturbance. 

Okinaka Decl. ¶30; Exh. 12 (Asquith declaration). Geologist Dr. Erin Wallin concurred, noting 

ground penetrating radar is commonly used to detect voids in roads, runways, etc. Other techniques 
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can also identify voids including electrical resistivity tomography and induced polarization that 

would be easier to use on rough terrain.  

Applicant’s violation of  Condition 7, and commencing actual work on the property well in 

advance of  any, even purported “certification” requires restorative measures as well as further 

studies. Applicant has likely compromised habitat needed for endangered native species that are 

QZZMXTIKMIJTM ZM[W]ZKM[ IVL S]X]VI IVL I]UIS]I NWZ <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL K][\WUIZa

practitioners.  Kaohelaulii Decl. ¶17.  

3. Commission, and its Planning Director, must take a “close look” at whether Applicant’s submissions 
satisfied LUC Condition 7. 

LUC Condition 7 required:  

7. That Petitioner commission and complete a comprehensive archaeological and biological 
study with actual inventories of  archaeological sites and flora and fauna on the subject 
property, and that the Petitioner preserve any archaeological sites which archaeologist 
conducting such archaeological study believes to be significant and worthy of  preservation 
and protect and preserve the present habitats of  any blind, eyeless, big-eyed, hunting spiders 
and blind terrestrial sandhoppers, which the biologist conducting the biological study 
believes to be worthy of  preservation. The Petitioner may commission such archaeological 
and biological study to any archaeologist and biologist or firm connected therewith who is 
qualified to conduct such a study to satisfy the foregoing condition. The Petitioner may 
apply to the County of  Kauai for rezoning of  the subject property before the completion of  
the archaeological and biological study, provided that no actual work on any portion of  the 
subject property begins until the archaeological and biological study for that portion to be 
worked on has been completed. Actual work on any portion of  the subject property may be 
commenced by the Petitioner upon certification by the archaeologist and biologist that the 
area for which work is to commence does not contain any archaeological sites deemed 
significant and worthy of  preservation, nor contains any habitats of  any blind, eyeless, big-
eyed, hunting spiders and blind terrestrial sandhoppers deemed worthy of  preservation. 

Exh. 14. Hawai‘i’s indigenous, listed, and endangered species and waters are public trust resources 

subject to article XI, §1 of  the Hawai‘i constitution. The endangered Kaua‘i cave spider and Kaua‘i 

cave amphipod, which may exist in caverns and mesocaverns on the subject parcel, are public trust 

ZM[W]ZKM[& 3Z\M[QIV _MTT _I\MZ IVL W\PMZ OZW]VL _I\MZ NW]VL WV \PM XZWXMZ\a$ <jVMQWTW]UI$ I[ _MTT

I[ AWfQXo JMIKP KWI[\IT _I\MZ[$ IZM X]JTQK \Z][\ ZM[W]ZKM[& See In re Waiola O Moloka‘i, Inc., 103 Hawai‘i 

401, 83 P.3d 664 (2004). California courts have explicitly held: “Wildlife, including birds, is 

considered to be a public trust resource of  all the people of  the state, and private parties have the 

right to bring an action to enforce the public trust.” Center for Biological Diversity, Inc. v. Fpl Group, Inc., 

83 Cal. Rptr. 3d 588 (Cal. App. 2008). “Congress intended endangered species to be afforded the 

highest of  priorities.” Tennessee Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 174 (1978). 
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Public trust duties did not end with the LUC, but were continued into the County’s 

obligations. Public trust “constitutional obligations are ongoing, regardless of  the nature of  the 

proceeding.” In re Gas Co., 147 Hawai‘i 186, 207, 465 P.3d 633, 654 (2020); Ching v. Case, 145 Hawai‘i 

148, 177–78, 449 P.3d 1146, 1175–76 (2019); see also Lana‘ians for Sensible Growth v. Land Use Comm’n, 

146 Hawai‘i 496, 504–05, 463 P.3d 1153, 1162–62 (2020) (agencies have a continuing constitutional 

obligation to ensure measures it imposes to protect public trust resources are implemented and 

complied with).  

The Commission has a continuing duty to monitor the subject parcel and public trust 

resources therein throughout its proceedings on Developers’ applications for a special use permit, 

zoning permit, tentative subdivision approval, grading permit, final subdivision approval, and to 

enforce conditions imposed on these permits. See Kelly v. 1250 Oceanside Partners, 111 Hawai‘i 205, 231, 

140 P.3d 985, 1011 (2006) (article XI, § 1 public trust duty to protect coastal waters required it to 

“not only issue permits after prescribed measures appear to be in compliance with state regulation, 

but also to ensure that the prescribed measures are actually being implemented.”). 

The Commission and the Planning Director’s decisions concerning public trust resources are 

scrutinized under a “close look” standard by the Courts. Kauai Springs, 133 Hawai‘i at 165, 324 P.3d 

at 975 (“In light of  the duty imposed on the state under the public trust doctrine, we have stated we 

must take a "close look" at agency decisions that involve the public trust.”) citing In re Water Use 

Permit Applications, 105 Hawai‘i 1, 16, 93 P.3d 643, 658 (2004) (“Waiahole II “).  

The Commission and its staff, including the Planning Director, “must not relegate itself  to 

the role of  a ‘mere umpire’ . . . but instead must take the initiative in considering, protecting, and 

advancing public rights in the resource at every stage of  the planning and decision-making process.” 

Mauna Kea I, 136 Hawai‘i at 406, 363 P.3d at 254 quoting Kelly, 111 Hawai‘i at 231, 140 P.3d at 1011 

quoting Waiahole I, 94 Hawai‘i at 143, 9 P.3d at 456. The Planning Director’s “cursory review” of  the 

Montgomery report and failure “to read it in depth” does not suffice. Exh. 03 at 100:13-14 (Hull 

deposition transcript). 

Neither the Commission, nor the Planning Director, are not permitted to delegate 

determination of  compliance with HRS chapter 205, including whether Condition No. 7 is met, to 

Developers’ consultants. Hui Alaloa v. Planning Com'n of  Maui County, 68 Haw. 135, 137, 705 P.2d 

1042, 1044 (1985) (planning commission unlawfully delegated its duty to make findings to 

developer’s archaeologist under conditions on a permit). They cannot “assume” that a pile of  papers 

submitted by Applicant referencing flora and faunal meet Condition 7. Exh. “03” (Hull deposition at 
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87-88). Nor could they have relied on the inconsistent Montgomery report, which was anyway 

submitted after “actual work” occurred on the property as compliance with Condition 7. Id. at 74.  

IV. No grounds exist to deny this Petition and the Petition should be granted 

A. No other relief  is available for impacts to Petitioners’ rights and interests 

Petitioners have attempted to seek relief  through public testimony to this Commission, 

writing letters and seeking audiences with various agencies and the Office of  the Mayor, by 

attempting to talk to Applicant’s consultants, and by litigating to the Circuit Court of  the Fifth 

Circuit in Civil No. 5CCV-22-0000036. Hammerquist Decl. ¶8. None of  those proceedings squarely 

address the drainage master plan requirements or the impacts of  the preliminary subdivision 

approval for the project, nor have been successful in preventing, fully disclosing, or mitigating 

impacts from Applicant’s development.  

B. Petitioners share no position with existing parties to the proceedings. 

Petitioners share no position with existing parties - the Applicant or the Planning 

Department. The former is a proponent of  “extending” its preliminary subdivision approval and 

Condition 26. Although the Planning Department is duty bound to protect public trust resources 

and native Hawaiian traditional and customary rights, their representation of  these protected 

resources and rights are inadequate and do not substitute for that of  Petitioners. See Hoopai v. Civil 

Service Comm’n, 106 Hawai‘i 205, 217, 103 P.3d 365, 377 (2004) (“[Proposed intervenors] need only 

show that the Commission's representation of  [its] interests may have been inadequate”).  A “lack 

of  adequate representation” also exists where a prospective intervenor would make a “more 

vigorous presentation” of  a side of  an argument than the government defendant because the 

regulation – the validity of  which is being challenged – would benefit members of  the prospective 

intervenor group. New York Public Interest Res. Grp. v. Regents of  Univ. of  New York, 516 F.2d 350, 352 

(2d. Cir. 1975).  Petitioners have more on-the-ground information and would make a more vigorous 

presentation of  their rights, interests, and positions than any existing party.  As lineal descendants, 

<jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL K][\WUIZa XZIK\Q\QWVMZ[$ IVL <I]IfQ ZM[QLMV\[ _PW TQ^M IVL ]\QTQbM \PM

affected areas, Petitioners hold different interests from existing parties.  

C. Intervention will not unduly delay or broaden proceedings. 

Inclusion of  the Petitioners would not unduly delay proceedings. The standard is not one 

under which any potential delay weighs against granting intervention. “Additional parties always take 

additional time which may result in delay, but this does not mean that intervention should be denied.”  
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7C Wright, Miller & Kane. Federal Prac. & Procedure, Civil 2d. 1913 at 381-82 (2d ed. 1986).  Rather, 

judicial bodies may consider intervention improper only where it “will ‘unduly delay’ the 

adjudication.”  Id.; see also Virginia Petroleum Jobbers Ass’n v. Fed. Power Comm’n, 265 F.2d 364, 367 N.1 

(D.C. Cir. 1959) (“Efficient and expeditious hearing should be achieved not by excluding parties who 

have a right to participate, but by controlling the proceedings so that all participants are required to 

adherer to the issues and to refrain from introducing cumulative or irrelevant evidence”).  The 

Petitioners’ interests are all pertinent to this proceeding and their intervention would not inject 

collateral, new issues, wholly unrelated to the underlying matter. See Blackfeld Hawaii Corp. v. Travelodge 

Int’l, Inc., 3 Haw. App. 61, 641 P.2d 981 (1983); Taylor Comm. Grp v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 172 F.3d 

385, 389 (5th Cir. 1999); United States v. S. Florida Water Management Dist., 922 F. 2d 704, 711-712 (11th 

Cir. 1991).   

Additionally, the Petitioners are organizations represented by directors and this arrangement 

would serve to increase the efficiency and timeliness of  the Petitioners’ intervention so as not to 

unduly delay proceedings. 

D. Intervention is needed to develop a full record for the Commission. 

 Petitioners have invaluable information and perspectives on the proposal to relieve 

Applicant of  full compliance with Condition 26. The Commission has yet to consider Ka Pa‘akai 

IVITa[M[ NWZ \PM XZWXW[ML IK\QWV[$ _PQKP ZMY]QZM \PI\ \PM 5WUUQ[[QWV JMKWUM QVNWZUML WV <jVISI

Maoli traditional and customary practices that would be affected by the Commission’s actions.  Id., 

91 Hawai‘i at 47, 7 P.3d at 1084 (footnotes omitted). Issues Petitioners raise drainage planning also 

QUXIK\ <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL K][\WUIZa XZIK\QKM[ QV \PM IZMI& 8WZ QV[\IVKM$ AM\Q\QWVMZ[g

member and supporter, Kaohelaulii conducts traditional fishing practices near the project area and 

would be thwarted in his abilities’ to conduct these practices by vehicular traffic and parking issues 

caused by the new development, subdivision, and faulty drainage plans. Kaohelaulii Decl.¶18.  

For many of  the same reasons, Petitioners’ intervention would assist in, development of  a 

complete record for the Commission to make its required determinations about Hawaiian cultural 

practices, the subdivision’s impacts, and feasible protections for these practices, amongst other issues 

\PI\ _W]TL QUXZW^M \PM Y]ITQ\a WN TQNM QV <mTWI&

E. Petitioners’ intervention would serve the public interest 

The Applicant is proposing to reduce or modify drainage master plan requirements for a 

279-unit condominium primarily composed of  short term vacation rentals and over lands that hold 
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ancient kupuna iwi, burial caves, heiau, and listed and native species that are part of  the cultural 

heritage of  Petitioners and all of  Kaua‘i. The management and proper disposal and reuse of  

stormwater runoff  is in the public interest. Conversely improper drainage management may infringe 

WV <jVISI >IWTQ \ZILQ\QWVIT IVL K][\WUIZa ZQOP\[$ \PM ZQOP\[ \W I KTMIV IVL PMIT\PN]T MV^QZWVUMV\

defined by HRS chapter 205 and other laws defining environmental quality, and the rights of  

adjacent and nearby property owners who are officers and supporters of  Petitioners’ groups. 

In addition, Petitioners’ have an interest in upholding the integrity of  environmental laws, 

which benefits the public at large. Petitioners’ intervention will also serve to ensure that public 

facilities are not burdened by Applicants’ proposed modification, by, at minimum, providing 

testimony and evidence concerning Condition 26 and the proposed preliminary subdivision 

extension. Petitioners therefore will provide a much needed community voice in the proceedings.  

V. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioners respectfully request the Commission grant their peti-

tion for intervention in the above-captioned proceedings, or alternatively to deny the challenged 

permit approvals.  

DATED: Honolulu, Hawai‘i  July 3, 2023 

_/s/ Bianca Isaki______________ 
LAW OFFICE OF BIANCA ISAKI 

BIANCA ISAKI 

_/s/ Ryan D. Hurley______________ 
LAW OFFICE OF RYAN D. HURLEY, LLLC 
RYAN D. HURLEY 
Attorneys for Petitioners FRIENDS OF 
>i9i!E=7AE ! C3F7 <l=@3













BEFORE THE KAUA‘I PLANNING COMMISSION 

COUNTY OF KAUA‘I  

STATE OF HAWAI‘I 

In the Matter of the Applications for 

(1) Preliminary subdivision extension request 
for application no. S-2021-7, 5425 PA‘U A 
LAKA, LLC for proposed 2-lot consolidation 
and resubdivision into 4-lots; and, (2) 
Amendment to Class IV Zoning Permit (Z-IV-
2006-27), Use Permit (U-2006-26), and Project 
Development Use Permit (PDU-2006-25) for 
modification to Condition No. 26 relating to 
drainage requirement for a development 
situated at the Pau A Laka Street/ Kiahuna 
Plantation Drive, 5425 Pau A Laka Street, Tax 
Map Key: 2-8-014:032, and containing a total 
area of  27.886 acres 

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Permit Nos. Z-IV-2006-27, U-2006-26, and 
PDU-2006-25/ Subdivision Application No. S-
2021-7 

DECLARATION OF ELIZABETH 
OKINAKA 

DECLARATION OF ELIZABETH OKINAKA 

I, ELIZABETH OKINAKA, do declare under penalty of  law that the following is true and 

correct. 

1. I make this declaration upon personal knowledge. 

2. . 8D 8 H<I@;<EJ F= /WCF8 FE J?< @IC8E; F= /8K8R@#

3. . 8D J?< =FKE;<H F= 4<J@J@FE<H 5)7+ /V03)! 8E KE@E:FHGFH8J<; :FDDKE@JN

association, whose purpose includes raising awareness and trying to ensure that our Koloa 

community is not developed in violation of applicable laws and regulations.  

4. . 8D 8CIF J?< JH<8IKH<H F= 8 EFE"GHF=@J ($%:' :FHGFH8J@FE! + 3C8 /UBFK -8M8@R@!

whose purpose is to promote the vitality of our community and its environment while raising public 

awareness on issues that threaten the environmental health of our species at risk and the quality of 

C@=< =FH J?< G<FGC< F= FKH :FDDKE@JN# 58L< /WCF8 @I 8 GHFA<:J F= + 3C8 /8BFK -8M8@R@#

5. + 3C8 /8BFK -8M8@R@! 8CIF BEFME 8I 58L< /WCF8! =@C<; 8 C8MIK@J =FH ;<:C8H8JFHN 8E;

injunctive relief  against the County of  Kaua‘i and developers of  the property at issue in the above-

captioned proceedings on May 11, 2022, in Civil No. 5CCV-22-0000036.  

6. . M8I H8@I<; @E /WCF8 8E; 3D8F# . :KHH<EJCN C@L< @E /WCF8#

7. I am familiar with the property and its environs, having visited the area many times 



and in recent years.  

8. The property is adjacent to the historic, public Hapa trail, which was once the major 

HFKJ< :FEE<:J@E> 4FR@GX 8E; /WCF8#

9. Hapa trail is at a lower elevation to the property and would receive stormwater 

runoff  from the property. 

10. The property serves as a sink for much of  the area’s stormwater runoff, including 

through culverts on the northern edge of  the property that allow water to flow from the adjacent 

golf  course and Wainani development project. 

11. 6?< GHFG<HJN @I G8HJ F= J?< ?@IJFH@: /WCF8 =@<C; INIJ<D! 8 JH8;@J@FE8C -8M8@@8E

agricultural irrigation complex, with parallel and branching ‘auwai, lo‘i terraces, aqueducts, and other 

innovations. 

12. The property is also part of  the Kiahuna complex of  archaeological sites.  

13. The subsurface of  the property is characterized by many voids, which can and likely 

do serve as habitat for the endangered Kaua‘i cave spider and Kaua‘i cave amphipod. 

14. .J 8;AF@EI J?< I@E>KC8H /WCF8 :8L< INIJ<D! M?@:? @I J?< FECN 8H<8 @E J?< MFHC; J?8J

these species are known to be found. 

15. 4<J@J@FE<H 58L< /WCF8SI D<D9<HI 8E; IKGGFHJ<HI ?8L< KI<; J?<I< :8L<I! @E:CK;@E>

those on the property, for burials.  

16. 4<J@J@FE<H 5)7+ /V03)! 8E KE@E:FHGFH8J<; 8IIF:@8J@FE! @I 98I<; FE /8K8R@ 8E;

composed of  Kaua‘i residents who value and have interests in the preservation of  natural and 

cultural resources on the South Shore of  Kaua‘i, including the preservation of  endangered and 

threatened species. 

17. 58L< /WCF8 =FKE;<HI 8E; D<D9<HI 8H< 8E; @E:CK;< /UE8B8 18FC@ JH8;@J@FE8C 8E;

customary practitioners who utilize areas within, adjacent, and near to the subject property and are 

lineal descendants of  iwi kupuna located on the property. 

18. 58L< /WCF8 D<D9<HI @E:CK;< J?FI< J?8J KJ@C@O< J?< 8H<8 IK9A<:J JF J?< 8GGC@:8J@FE =FH

recreational and aesthetic purposes, including hiking along Hapa Trail and enjoying scenic views and 

native wildlife species. 

19. 58L< /WCF8 D<D9<HIS /UE8B8 18FC@ JH8;@J@FE8C 8E; :KIJFD8HN H@>?JI 8H< 8CIF

exercised through visiting, memorializing, and caring for historic properties, including the three 

burial mounds that exist on the property, as well as a heiau that were not documented in the June 

2021 Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i literature review. 



20. The installation of  structures and parking lots in areas zoned as open space will also 

detract from the aesthetic, recreational, and environmental experience of  the Kaua‘i community 

that uses Hapa trail.  

21. On March 21, 2021, I observed the property from Kiahuna Plantation Road and 

saw multiple culverts between the northern Wainani subdivision and the property. I have seen water 

draining from these culverts onto the property.  

22. I have also observed culvert structures on the eastern edge of  the property on April 

26, 2021. Those culvert structures may also allow stormwater runoff  to flow into or off  of  the 

property

23. Since at least December 14, 2020, I have observed developers clearing and 

excavating the property. This constitutes “actual work” and, specific to Condition 7, compromises 

the ability of  endangered native Kaua‘i cave spiders and cave amphipods to inhabit the underlying 

substrate.  

24. As has been set forth in U.S. Fish and Wildlife guidance and that of  Applicant’s own 

consultants, recognize these endangered cave-dwelling species live in underground voids, that have 

moisture, and in areas where soils are shallow and not more than a foot deep.  

25. Attached as Exhibit “09” is a true and correct copy of  the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Services letter to the Office of  Planning, State of  Hawai‘i, dated March 24, 2014, Subject: Technical 

Assistance for Motion to Amend Conditions Nos. 5 and 7 through 22 of  the Decision and Order, 

TMK 2-8-12:05, 07, 08, POR. 19, 20, 21, 26-36; 2-8-12:77; 2-8-29:1-94, Poipu, Kaua‘i”, which was 

stipulated into evidence in Civil No. 5CCV-22-0000036 as Exhibit J-04, part 3.   

26. In such areas that may constitute habitat for endangered cave dwelling species, 

vegetation should be maintained and not cleared.  

27. These conditions exist on the property, as evidenced by the developers’ own 

geotechnical report. Attached as Exhibit “10” is a true and correct copy of  the Geolabs Inc., 

Geotechnical Engineering Exploration Kauanoe o Koloa Development, Poipu, Kauai, Hawaii 

TMK (4) 2-8-014: POR. 32,” dated July 13, 2021, which was stipulated into evidence in Civil No. 

5CCV-22-0000036 as Exhibit J-13.  

28. On May 12, 2022, Developer MERIDIAN PACIFIC, LTD. submitted a report 

purporting to be the required certification from a “qualified biologist” that did not include the 

“complete . . . biological study with actual inventories of  archaeological sites and flora and fauna on 

the subject property,” required by LUC Condition 7. Attached as Exhibit “11” is a true and correct 
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_____________________________

E OLA KAKOU HAWAII, ET AL.,
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TRANSCRIPT OF 
ELECTRONICALLY 
RECORDED PROCEEDINGS

TRANSCRIPT OF ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED PROCEEDINGS 

had before the Honorable Kathleen N.A. Watanabe, 

Circuit Court Judge presiding, on Friday, February 3, 

2023, AM Session, in the above-entitled matter.  
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importance; correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And you're also supposed to give 

specific consideration to the preservation of 

existing flora and fauna; correct? 

A. Correct. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  May I?  

THE COURT:  Yes. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. Now, when you're processing a 

subdivision application, do you check with other 

agencies? 

A. In processing a subdivision 

application, reaching out to the agencies would be 

after accepting the subdivision application. 

Q. And you check with those other agencies 

to determine what legal requirements they may have? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And need to be fulfilled prior to 

construction beginning? 

A. Yes. 

Q. And you check with the Department of 

Water; correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And the Health Department? 
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A. Yes. 

Q. The Department of Transportation? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Do you look at Planning Department 

files? 

A. Yes, I do. 

Q. What files do you normally look at when 

processing a subdivision? 

A. Any use permits or past previous 

subdivision applications. 

Q. What about zoning amendments? 

A. Yes, I do. 

Q. What about Land Use Commission orders? 

A. I have not experienced reviewing a Land 

Use Commission order except for this subdivision. 

Q. Pardon me.  

A. I haven't -- I have not -- I have 

reviewed past zoning amendments.  The first Land Use 

Commission decision orders that I have reviewed is 

with this subdivision, tied to this property and 

subdivision. 

Q. And the subdivision you're talking 

about initially started out as the Yellow Hale 

subdivision application; correct? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. And you processed that subdivision 

application? 

A. Yes, I did. 

Q. Do you know why the property is being 

subdivided? 

A. I believe the -- 

MR. MINKIN:  Objection; speculation, 

lacks foundation. 

THE COURT:  All right.  Sustained. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. Mr. Estes, as a subdivision planner, 

did you discuss the reason for the subdivision with 

anyone like the applicant? 

A. I had talks with Wayne Wada from Esaki 

Surveying and Mapping, Inc. 

Q. And do you know why the applicant is 

applying for the subdivision? 

MR. MINKIN:  Objection.  Now it's 

hearsay; lacks foundation, calls for speculation. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  Your Honor, this is not 

hearsay.  This is words of notice, words of legal 

effect.  They're not being offered for the truth of 

the matter asserted.  They're being offered that 

these words were spoken to the defendant or to 

Mr. Estes. 
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THE COURT:  There are other grounds of 

the objection so I am still sustaining the objection. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. How many lots are being created by this 

subdivision? 

A. It's a four-lot subdivision, I believe 

or five lots, four or five lots. 

Q. And have they received final approval? 

A. No, they have not. 

Q. And do you know where they are in the 

process? 

A. No.  I would have to go look at the -- 

they're still in the tentative stage of the 

subdivision application. 

Q. But work is commencing on the property? 

A. I believe so.  Yes, work is commencing 

on the property. 

Q. Now, before this subdivision 

application -- before you began processing the 

subdivision application, did the Planning Department 

receive any complaints about work being done on the 

property. 

A. I'm not -- I'm -- I don't recall. 

Q. Did anyone bring any complaints to your 

attention when you were processing the subdivision? 
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A. I don't think at the subdivision -- I 

don't think at the time of procession of the 

subdivision application. 

Q. Now, at some point you received public 

testimony; correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. And this testimony came from Save 

Koloa? 

A. I don't recall. 

Q. Do you recall in it came from Friends 

of Maha Ulepu? 

A. I don't recall who the testimony came 

in from. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  May I approach, your 

Honor?  

THE COURT:  Can you identify what 

you're looking at. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  I'm not looking at 

anything right now, your Honor. 

THE COURT:  Okay.  I saw you retrieve 

papers so I -- 

MR. MORIMOTO:  Oh, sorry.  Yes, 

your Honor. 

THE COURT:  Is this an exhibit.

MR. MORIMOTO:  This is Exhibit P-3. 
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THE COURT:  P-3?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  Yes. 

MR. MINKIN:  Your Honor, was there a 

witness binding prepared for the witness?  

THE COURT:  If there was, I didn't 

receive that. 

Mr. Morimoto. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  Oh, sorry. 

THE COURT:  This is P-3. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. Mr. Estes, directing your attention to 

Exhibit P-3.  Do you recognize that exhibit? 

A. No, I do not recall this exhibit. 

MR. FOSTER:  Your Honor, if I may, 

unless a witness's binder is within ours, it appears 

as if the witness is looking at J-3.  P-3 is a 

separate section, part of the back in the binder. 

THE COURT:  So which exhibit are we on, 

Mr. Morimoto?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  P-3, your Honor.  

Mr. Estes has it in front of him. 

THE COURT:  All right.  And I believe 

he answered he has not. 

MR. FOSTER:  I think we're on the wrong 

one, your Honor. 
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THE COURT:  I'm sorry. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  I think he was looking 

at Exhibit 2 but now he is looking at Exhibit 3. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:  

Q. Have you seen Exhibit 3 before, 

Mr. Estes? 

A. I don't specifically recall this 

testimony. 

Q. When testimony is received by the 

Planning Department, what happens to the testimony? 

A. It is reviewed by the -- it's submitted 

to the planning department.  Alternately I get the 

testimony.  I transmit it over to Ka'aina for his 

review and it gets transmitted over to the planning 

commission for their review. 

Q. Is there any follow up -- generally 

speaking, is there any follow-up done with regard to 

public comments or public testimony? 

MR. MINKIN:  Objection; vague and 

ambiguous, "follow-up." 

THE COURT:  Sustained.

You may rephrase the question. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. After you receive the comments, do you 

review them? 
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A. Yes, I do. 

Q. And if there are comments -- 

A. I'm sorry.  I briefly review them prior 

to the -- I review them prior to the subdivision 

committee meeting occurring. 

Q. And do you determine whether any of the 

comments are worthy of further research or review? 

MR. MINKIN:  Objection; vague and 

ambiguous. 

THE COURT:  Sustained.

BY MR. MORIMOTO:  

Q. What do you do with the comments when 

you -- after you look at them? 

A. It's transmitted over to the planning 

director and then to the planning commission for 

their review. 

Q. Do you conduct any analysis of the 

comments prior to turning them over to the planning 

commission? 

MR. MINKIN:  Objection; vague and 

ambiguous as to "analysis." 

THE COURT:  Sustained.  Mr. Morimoto, 

once again, if you wish to rephrase the question, if 

not, let's move on. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:
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Q. To the best of your recollection, have 

you -- with regard to this project, you received 

public comments and you turn those over to Ka'aina? 

MR. MINKIN:  For the record, the 

witness nodded his head up and down. 

So you need to answer out loud, sir. 

THE WITNESS:  Okay. 

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. And you turn them over to Ka'aina.  

Before turning them over to Ka'aina, did you read 

them? 

A. Yes, I did. 

Q. And after you read them, did you make 

any determination as to whether or not there should 

be follow-up or further research done? 

A. With regards to this project, I believe 

that we were fielding a lot of concerns.  There was a 

lot of public testimony submitted at the time of the 

subdivision going before the subdivision committee 

for their review.  Because of those concerns that we 

fielded, it was determined after the subdivision 

committee meeting that we would contact the US Fish 

and Wildlife Service. 

Q. Who made that determination? 
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A. That was a determination that came from 

the planning director. 

Q. So after the public comments came in, 

you discussed it with the planning director and he 

decided to contact Fish and Wildlife Service? 

MR. MINKIN:  Asked and answered. 

THE COURT:  Well, go ahead.  Answer the 

question. 

THE WITNESS:  So after the subdivision 

committee meeting -- because we fielded a lot of 

concerns through public testimony, after the 

subdivision is granted preliminary subdivision 

approval we contacted the US Fish and Wildlife 

Service -- well, I contacted the US Fish and Wildlife 

Service.  I reached out to Aaron Nadig.  

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. So what were the concerns that were 

being raised by the public that caused you contact 

Aaron Nadig? 

A. That there was critical habitat on the 

subject property. 

Q. Critical habitat for what? 

A. For the Kauai cave spiders and the 

Kauai cave amphipod. 

Q. When you contacted Aaron Nadig, were 
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you aware of Condition 7 at that time? 

A. I don't think I was. 

Q. And at the time you drafted -- excuse 

me.  Who drafted the tentative approval letter or who 

drafts the tentative approval letter for 

subdivisions? 

A. I do. 

Q. Who signs them? 

A. The planning director. 

Q. Now, with regard to the Yellow Hale 

subdivision, did you draft the tentative approval 

letter? 

A. Yes, I did. 

Q. And you did not include the language in 

Condition 7, did you? 

A. No, I did not. 

Q. And that's because you didn't know 

about it? 

A. Correct. 

Q. Now, when you wrote the tentative 

approval letter, in this case you checked with other 

agencies; correct? 

A. Yes.  I incorporate their conditions 

into the subdivision report that is signed by the 

director and transmitted over to the planning 
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commission for their review and action. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  Your Honor, may I 

approach?  

THE COURT:  Yes.  You want another 

exhibit?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  Yes, your Honor. 

MR. MINKIN:  For the record, 

Mr. Morimoto, what are you approaching with?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  Oh, excuse me.  This is 

going to be J-6, Exhibit J-6. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. Mr. Estes, turning your attention to 

Condition 1(k)(b) which I believe is on page 3 -- 

excuse me -- page 2. 

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  We're on J-6.  

Did you just direct him to a certain page?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  Yes, your Honor, page 2, 

paragraph 1, (k)(b). 

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  The paragraph 

again. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  1(k)(b). 

THE COURT:  Oh, (k)?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  Yes. 

THE COURT:  Okay. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:
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Q. Where did the language from Condition 

1(k)(b) come from? 

A. That came from the -- from Project 

Development Use Permit, BU 2006-25, Use Permit U 

2006-6, and Class 4 Zoning Permit Z-4 2006-7. 

Q. Did you review that document before you 

incorporated the language into the tentative 

approval? 

A. Yes, I did. 

Q. Now, that document makes reference to 

LUC Condition 7; correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. But you didn't include -- you didn't go 

back and look at Condition 7 when you -- after 

reading the use permit? 

A. No, I did not. 

Q. Why not? 

A. In drafting this -- in drafting the 

subdivision report, I'm incorporating this specific 

condition and in drafting this condition, I thought 

that this would suffice for the development within 

the project area. 

Q. You thought this would satisfy the LUC 

condition? 

A. I -- at that time I was unaware of 
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Condition No. 7 while drafting this subdivision 

report. 

Q. So at that time as far as you know, had 

any study been submitted by the applicant or the 

applicant's predecessors with regard to protection of 

the Kauai cave spider and the Kauai cave amphipod? 

A. No, I don't think so. 

Q. And the date of the letter was August 

of 2022, the tentative approval letter? 

A. August 11th. 

MR. MINKIN:  2021. 

THE WITNESS:  2021. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  2021.  My bad. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:  

Q. So as of August 2021, as far as you 

know there was nothing in the department that would 

have satisfied this Condition 1(k)(b)?

A. As far as I know, yes.

Q. And you had looked through the files; 

correct?  You had looked through the department's 

files and looked at the documents that applied to 

this property; correct? 

A. I looked at the tentative approval -- I 

mean, the approval letter for the Class 4 zoning 

permit.  I did not look at all of the files that was 
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contained in that Class 4 zoning permit or I can't 

recall if I looked at any other documents regarding 

development in the surrounding area. 

Q. While you were looking through the 

files for the Class 4 zoning permit, were you 

specifically looking for documents that related to 

protection of the Kauai cave amphipod and the Kauai 

cave spider? 

A. No, I did not.  I looked at the 

approval letter for the Class 4 zoning permit. 

Q. What about the underlying documents, 

the application -- 

A. No, I did not. 

Q. -- reports?  Nothing?  

A. Not that I can recall. 

Q. Now, in addition to being the 

subdivision planner, you also review the 

clearinghouse forms; correct? 

A. Correct. 

Q. What is a clearinghouse form? 

A. A clearinghouse form is issued by the 

Department of Public Works Engineering Division and 

they are the clearinghouse.  The Planning Department 

is a reviewing agency to their clearinghouse form.  

As for the Planning Department, the clearinghouse is 
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1 Q. Now the last sentence says, "Actual work

2 on any portion of the subject property may be

3 commenced...upon certification". See that? What

4 does the phrase "actual work" mean to you?

5 A. For zoning purposes it generally means

6 construction of the site itself.

7 Q. So that would be any ground breaking.

8 A. The Department only reviews grading

9 permits as part of a subdivision or as part of a

10 special management area review. So in some

11 situations we do have a regulatory oversight on

12 grading.

13 But the vast majority of our actions do

14 not include grading. So at times it can include

15 grading, but there are a lot of times when grading

16 permits are not submitted our way.

17 Q. Okay. So actual work in this case --

18 would that include grading?

19 A. I believe so; yeah.

20 Q. Okay. So would it be fair to say that no

21 actual work should have taken place until the

22 Department received the certification?

23 A. Yeah.

24 Q. Should that have been included in the

25 condition of tentative approval as one of the
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1 conditions of tentative approval?

2 A. It could be.

3 Q. Should it have been given what was already

4 in there about preserving and protecting species'

5 habitats?

6 A. So rephrase the question.

7 Q. That requirement that certification be

8 provided prior to actual work beginning.

9 A. It could be. But at the same time --

10 well, let me think about it. Yes; it should be.

11 Yes.

12 MR. MORIMOTO: Can we have Exhibit No.

13 8?

14 THE REPORTER: Yes, sir.

15 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

16 Q. You've been handed Plaintiff's Exhibit No.

17 8. Do you recognize that? Take your time and look

18 through it. Let us know when you're done.

19 A. Okay.

20 Q. Have you seen that document before?

21 A. I don't believe so.

22 Q. There's a matrix attached to it. Have you

23 seen matrices like that before?

24 A. I have.

25 Q. Can you take a look at that matrix? Have
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1 you seen the matrix before? This particular matrix.

2 A. I've seen matrices before for an array of

3 different projects, including this site. I can't

4 affirm if this is the exact matrix I've seen. It's

5 pretty dense.

6 Q. Now there are signatures attached to that

7 document and one of them is Laurel Loo. Did you

8 ever discuss the fact that Laurel Loo signed this

9 agreement with anyone?

10 A. No.

11 Q. Did you give consent to the McCorriston

12 firm to allow Ms. Loo to participate --

13 MR. FOSTER: I'm going to object on

14 attorney-client privilege.

15 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

16 Q. -- in representing --

17 MS. COBURN: Join.

18 MR. FOSTER: I'm going to assert the

19 privilege.

20 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

21 Q. Did you ever discuss -- again, did you

22 ever -- okay. Aside from the County attorney did

23 you ever discuss Ms. Loo's participation as attorney

24 for Meridian or any of the parties?

25 A. I can answer?
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1 Q. Without --

2 A. Without --

3 Q. Yeah. Yeah. Not if it includes County

4 attorney but anyone else.

5 MR. FOSTER: Yeah; not with our office.

6 THE WITNESS: I was aware that you

7 yourself had a concern that Ms. Loo had some

8 oversight while she was working at the County

9 Attorney's Office concerning this property and

10 that's about it. I've not seen this document.

11 Wasn't aware it was specific to this document. But

12 I was aware of concerns being made or being had.

13 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

14 Q. And you weren't asked to do anything about

15 those concerns?

16 A. No.

17 Q. Did Ms. Loo ever consult with you about

18 her representation, her prior representation?

19 A. No.

20 MR. FOSTER: Object on attorney-client --

21 just clarify when, if you would -- when, you know,

22 at what point if --

23 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay.

24 MR. FOSTER: -- it was while she was

25 attorney --
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1 MR. MORIMOTO: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Okay.

2 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

3 Q. In her role as attorney for Meridian.

4 A. No.

5 Q. No. Have you consented to Ms. Loo's

6 representation?

7 MR. FOSTER: I'm going to object. I'm

8 going to assert the privilege. That would be done

9 through our office.

10 MS. LOO: Same objection.

11 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

12 Q. Okay. But have you consented to it?

13 A. I can't say I have individually consented

14 in my capacity. The Department has a protocol for

15 having authorization from an applicant being granted

16 to individuals to represent them before the

17 Commission. I can't say whether or not one of those

18 forms has been filled out for Ms. Loo for this

19 application.

20 Q. Okay. But as far as you know you've never

21 consented or you have not --

22 MS. COBURN: I'm going to object --

23 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

24 Q. -- given --

25 MS. COBURN: -- to this line of
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1 questioning as improper.

2 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

3 Q. As far as you know have you given consent

4 to Ms. Loo's representation in this case?

5 A. I got to --

6 MR. FOSTER: I'm going to object.

7 THE WITNESS: -- ask for clarification.

8 MR. FOSTER: I want to assert the

9 privilege and instruct him not to answer because --

10 MR. MORIMOTO: I'm not talking about any

11 discussions or --

12 MS. COBURN: He --

13 MR. FOSTER: That would be a matter of

14 attorney-client privilege, you know, the -- a waiver

15 of any kind or a consent with prior counsel is --

16 we're going to assert the attorney-client privilege.

17 And we'd be happy to, you know, let -- I mean, if

18 you'd like, to call the court on that. We can let

19 the court decide that. But I'm going to assert the

20 privilege here.

21 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. Why don't we call

22 the court on that one?

23 MR. FOSTER: That's fine.

24 MR. MORIMOTO: We'll continue though.

25 We'll do that during the recess.
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1 THE WITNESS: Just checking the time.

2 MR. FOSTER: And before you go I guess I

3 would also insert a relevance objection as well just

4 to preserve that. Go ahead.

5 MR. MORIMOTO: Let's go to this. Can we

6 have Exhibit No. 6?

7 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

8 Q. Can you take a look at Exhibit No. 6? Let

9 us know when you're done reading it.

10 A. Okay.

11 Q. Have you seen this --

12 A. I have.

13 Q. -- before? When was the first time you

14 saw it?

15 A. Sometime shortly after it arrived at the

16 Department.

17 Q. And --

18 A. Sometime after October 27, 2021.

19 Q. So it came after tentative approval.

20 A. Correct.

21 Q. After you read this letter what action did

22 you take if any?

23 A. I don't recall. I believe I talked with

24 Mr. Estes -- Kenny -- about seeing how the applicant

25 was going to suffice these conditions and that they
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1 need to be met and that we should look at

2 incorporating or further discussing them for

3 implementation before final subdivision approval.

4 Q. So you were considering amending the

5 tentative approval?

6 A. Amending or at least reaching out to the

7 applicant to let them know that we may want to see

8 these conditions sufficed and that if they're not

9 sufficed before final that we would bring it up

10 during the final subdivision petition or

11 application.

12 Q. Why was that necessary if that condition

13 had already been -- if Condition 7 had already been

14 complied with?

15 A. Say that again.

16 Q. Why was it necessary to take any action

17 regarding that letter if Condition 7 had already

18 been complied with?

19 A. This is further clarifying language. And

20 as I said before, when we get -- it's pretty

21 standard for agency comments to be then folded into

22 specific subdivision actions. And because this is

23 coming to a specific agency from a specific agency -

24 - the discussion about folding that in.

25 Q. Okay. Now this letter refers to a
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1 specific parcel; correct? In the first paragraph.

2 A. Correct. Yep.

3 Q. And that is -- that property is the same

4 property that's the subject of the Yellow Hale

5 subdivision.

6 A. It is.

7 Q. Can you reconcile your belief that

8 Condition 7 had been satisfied with Paragraph 2? Or

9 excuse me, Page 2 of the letter beginning with "to

10 minimize".

11 MS. COBURN: Objection. Misstates the --

12 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

13 Q. Oh. Excuse me. To --

14 MS. COBURN: Objection. Misstates --

15 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

16 Q. -- avoid and minimize impacts.

17 A. Can you restate the question?

18 Q. So you believe that Condition 7 had been

19 satisfied; correct?

20 A. I believe that it may have been satisfied.

21 And I want to also be clear too that, again, that

22 condition had been in effect for decades. And a

23 series of applications starting from before I was

24 born -- and, you know, to speak candidly, while

25 members in this room were also part of the County
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1 Attorney's Office -- had been reviewed and had been

2 acted upon in the position from the Department at

3 that time the County of Kauai that the LUC

4 conditions had been satisfied.

5 Q. Who in the County Attorney's Office or who

6 in this room had reviewed it?

7 MS. COBURN: Objection.

8 MR. FOSTER: I'll --

9 MS. COBURN: Calls for speculation.

10 MR. FOSTER: -- object there. And it also

11 is attorney-client --

12 MR. MORIMOTO: Well, he said it.

13 MR. FOSTER: Attorney-client privilege.

14 MR. MORIMOTO: He said it. I didn't say

15 it.

16 MS. COBURN: He can't -- he doesn't know

17 who knows what.

18 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

19 Q. So getting back to the question. Did you

20 incorporate this language into the tentative

21 approval?

22 A. I don't believe we've amended the

23 tentative approval.

24 Q. Why not?

25 A. Whether it was the series of events that
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1 occurred, as I stated, discussions with the Managing

2 Director, whether it's been having discussions with

3 you and the call to say let's make a very

4 conservative call that documentation is needed from

5 a biologist, from an archaeologist --

6 Q. Oh, no, no, no, no, no, no. Sorry. I'm

7 talking about, you know, in October -- you know, on

8 October 27, 2021 or shortly thereafter you had

9 reviewed this letter; correct?

10 A. Correct.

11 Q. And there was language in here about

12 protection of the spider and amphipod.

13 A. Correct.

14 Q. And there's specific language about what

15 to do to minimize impacts.

16 A. Correct.

17 Q. Why weren't those recommendations included

18 in the tentative approval?

19 A. Like I said, the discussions that we had

20 were to have discussions with the applicant and see

21 where they were on meeting these requirements. If I

22 recall -- and I'm a little sketchy on this -- but if

23 I recall Kenny did have these conversations or at

24 least there was some type of affirmation made that

25 these requirements would be met.
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1 And with that we were of the position that

2 if they were not met during final -- when they came

3 in for their final application -- our position would

4 be you need to make -- you need to come back to us

5 with these conditions having been met or we would

6 look at implementing them as actual conditions with

7 the Planning Commission -- or the Subdivision

8 Committee.

9 Q. But given that the Condition 7 says that

10 this is supposed to be done prior to actual work

11 commencing, shouldn't that have been incorporated

12 into the tentative approval letter?

13 A. I don't believe I was aware of Condition

14 No. 7 when this letter came in. I may be wrong on

15 my chronology but I believe I was made aware of

16 Condition No. 7 after this letter came in.

17 Q. All right. Had you known about this

18 letter what would you have done differently?

19 MS. COBURN: Objection. Calls for

20 speculation.

21 MS. LOO: Join.

22 THE WITNESS: Well, I did know about this

23 letter when we received it.

24 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

25 Q. Yeah. No, no, no, no. But had you known
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1 about this letter prior to tentative approval what

2 would you -- would you have treated it differently?

3 MS. COBURN: Same objection.

4 MS. LOO: Join.

5 THE WITNESS: Had we gotten this letter --

6 MR. MORIMOTO: Right.

7 THE WITNESS: -- prior to tentative

8 approval --

9 MR. MORIMOTO: Right.

10 THE WITNESS: Had we gotten this letter

11 prior to tentative approval it would have been

12 standard protocol to incorporate this as possible

13 conditions of approval.

14 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

15 Q. And if you --

16 A. Or possible conditions of tentative

17 subdivision approval.

18 Q. And if you knew about Condition 7 would

19 you have incorporated that into --

20 MS. COBURN: Objection. Calls for

21 speculation.

22 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

23 Q. -- into conditions of tentative approval?

24 A. Not necessarily.

25 Q. Why not?
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1 A. As I said, it's not standard to

2 incorporate all the LUC and zoning amendment

3 conditions preceding an action.

4 Q. In this case given that the condition says

5 that prior to actual work commencing the

6 certification should have been provided, wouldn't it

7 have been good practice to include that condition

8 language in the actual tentative approval?

9 MS. COBURN: Objection. Compound.

10 THE WITNESS: As I previously stated, it's

11 not in the Department's practice to go back and look

12 at previous conditions of approval with the LUC that

13 are germane to an area that has received, again,

14 dozens of reviews over the past several decades to

15 look at reincorporating those conditions in.

16 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

17 Q. How would a condition be enforced

18 otherwise?

19 A. It should be enforced during those

20 applications. So while I would -- I would say that

21 during review of zoning applications discretionary

22 before the Planning Commission indeed.

23 Now being that there had been decades of

24 actions and zoning approvals granted dating back to

25 before I was even born there was an assumption that
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1 these conditions had already been met. And I

2 wouldn't necessarily say an assumption on my part,

3 but an assumption on staff's part given the amount

4 of activity that's occurred here.

5 Q. Okay. Not given what you know now --

6 well, strike that. How would this particular

7 condition be enforced if it wasn't included in the

8 tentative approval letter?

9 A. As I stated, it was -- it's my

10 understanding with Kenny that affirmation would be

11 made by the client -- with the client -- the

12 applicant that the concerns of the US Fish and

13 Wildlife will be addressed during final subdivision

14 and if they are not addressed when the applicant

15 submits the final subdivision application that we

16 would look at amending or revisiting these specific

17 provisions.

18 Q. Now given that actual work wasn't supposed

19 to commence until the certification was provided how

20 would you ensure that that would take place?

21 A. Again, I wasn't --

22 MS. COBURN: Objection. Asked and

23 answered.

24 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

25 Q. I mean, through what process -- what
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1 device does the Planning Department have to enforce

2 conditions that are not included in, let's say,

3 tentative approval letter or in a zoning amendment

4 or use permit or whatever kind of permit condition?

5 MS. COBURN: Objection. Compound.

6 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

7 Q. How would you enforce -- what mechanisms

8 does the Planning Department have to enforce Land

9 Use Commission conditions?

10 A. As I previously -- through discretionary

11 permit applications.

12 Q. And was this covered in a previous

13 discretionary permit?

14 A. I haven't reviewed the previous

15 discretionary permits.

16 Q. While you were reviewing the Yellow Hale

17 application and while you were processing the

18 subdivision were you ever informed that explosives

19 were going to be used in construction?

20 A. I don't believe so.

21 Q. Would the fact that explosives were going

22 to be used during construction affect how you

23 reviewed the subdivision or the project?

24 A. Not that I'm aware of.

25 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. Will you hand him
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1 Exhibit No. 7? Oh, and Exhibit No. 12 too. Thank

2 you.

3 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

4 Q. Why don't we start with 12 first?

5 A. Okay.

6 Q. Give you these two.

7 THE WITNESS: I have one of the exhibits

8 listed as H-A-L-L. If that's in reference to me

9 it's H-U-L-L. Just --

10 THE REPORTER: Oh, sorry.

11 THE WITNESS: No. No worries.

12 MS. LOO: Peter, can you identify it

13 because we didn't get physical copies of these --

14 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay.

15 MS. LOO: They were emailed by the court

16 reporter but we didn't -- we didn't make copies for

17 --

18 MR. MORIMOTO: Exhibit 12 is a February 3,

19 2022 letter from your client to Ka'aina -- to

20 Director Hull.

21 MS. LOO: Okay. Thank you.

22 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

23 Q. Have you had a chance to look at Exhibit

24 12?

25 MS. HAMMERQUIST: We didn't --
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1 MR. FOSTER: Oh, it was never physical.

2 Okay.

3 MS. HAMMERQUIST: No.

4 MS. COBURN: Eleven through fifteen.

5 THE WITNESS: Okay.

6 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

7 Q. Was this letter in response to a letter

8 that you had sent to him?

9 A. I don't know if there was a letter

10 involved officially from us. But I believe this was

11 in response to our concern about Condition No. 7 and

12 wanting an updated letter and biological survey

13 particularly pertaining to the spiders and the

14 archaeological impacts to be provided to us. I

15 believe.

16 Q. Now can you read the third paragraph?

17 A. "In response to the Service's

18 recommendation ,we enlisted Tetra Tech, Incorporated

19 to conduct a biological survey and to provide an

20 assessment of whether the project area is clear of

21 habitats for the endangered pe'e pe'e maka'ole and

22 'uku noho ana worth of preservation.

23 "The attached Biological Survey Resources

24 Report summarizes the result (sic) of the biological

25 survey and provides similar recommendations to avoid
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1 and minimize impacts to federally and state listed

2 species.

3 "The Report concludes that no cave

4 openings were found in the area nor were caves

5 identified as suitable habitat for the endangered

6 Kaua'i cave wolf spider and Kaua'i cave amphipod

7 while conducting the biological survey."

8 Q. And turn your attention now to Exhibit No.

9 7. Is that the biological survey that was attached

10 to that letter?

11 A. I believe, but I don't -- I believe so.

12 Q. Can you look at that and tell us whether

13 you've seen it before and whether or not it's the

14 letter that was -- or the study that was provided

15 along with that letter?

16 A. I believe so.

17 Q. Did you see any other biological survey

18 that may have been attached to that letter?

19 A. I don't recall.

20 Q. What did you do when you got the letter

21 and the study?

22 A. I assigned it out to be reviewed.

23 Q. Who did you assign it to?

24 A. Both Kenny Estes and Jodi Higuchi

25 Sayegusa.
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1 Q. And what was the result of that review?

2 A. I believe these were the ones -- these

3 were the documents that felt that this sufficed --

4 as well as an archaeological survey and letter from,

5 I believe, Hal Hammatt that was part of the

6 submittal --

7 Q. Okay. Let's not talk about the

8 archaeological -- we're only going to focus on the

9 biological component of Condition 7; okay?

10 A. I understand that. But you're asking for

11 the answer on Condition No. 7 -- Condition 7 --

12 Q. Yeah. So okay. Let me clarify. When I

13 talk about Condition 7 I'm only concerned about the

14 biological component of Condition 7; okay?

15 A. Okay.

16 Q. Okay. So getting back to that study --

17 you had your staff review it.

18 A. I did.

19 Q. And what happened after they reviewed it?

20 A. After discussing with them we made the

21 determination that Condition No. 7 had been sufficed

22 as its germane to the biological components.

23 Q. Now that's a draft study; correct? On the

24 very first page it says "draft".

25 A. Where? Oh, there.
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1 Q. Why did you accept the draft and not the

2 final?

3 A. I believe there was -- in addition to this

4 -- a letter from the biologist that prepared the

5 report transmitting it.

6 Q. You believe.

7 A. I believe. I --

8 Q. Who was that biologist?

9 A. I can't recall off the top of my head.

10 Q. Was it the same biologist that submitted

11 the report or the certification in May to the

12 County?

13 A. I can't recall.

14 Q. So Condition 7 requires that a qualified

15 biologist conduct the study.

16 A. Correct.

17 Q. And you believe that there was a letter

18 that was attached to the study from the biologist.

19 A. Or it came in at the same time. I don't

20 recall.

21 Q. Okay. But you can't recall who that

22 biologist is.

23 A. No.

24 MS. COBURN: Objection. Asked and

25 answered.
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1 MR. MORIMOTO: Again, can we hold this

2 open and have that as the next exhibit in order?

3 MR. FOSTER: We can produce that. I'm

4 thinking there may be some confusion because there

5 was, you know --

6 MR. MORIMOTO: Oh, go off the record.

7 THE REPORTER: The time is 10:56 a.m. and

8 we are now off the record.

9 (WHEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

10 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:02 a.m. and

11 we are now on the record.

12 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

13 Q. Mr. Hull, I'm going to show you Exhibit

14 No. -- Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 13 and ask if you

15 recognize that.

16 A. Yeah; I believe this is the letter that I

17 was actually referring to.

18 Q. Okay.

19 MS. LOO: Okay. So which one is that?

20 MR. MORIMOTO: This is Exhibit 13.

21 MS. COBURN: We don't have --

22 MS. LOO: We don't have the hard copies.

23 MR. MORIMOTO: Oh.

24 MS. LOO: You didn't make copies for us so

25 you need to describe to us what --
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1 MR. MORIMOTO: Exhibit 13 is a letter from

2 you

3 MS. LOO: Okay.

4 MR. MORIMOTO: -- Laurel Loo, partner --

5 MS. COBURN: What date is that?

6 MR. MORIMOTO: May 12, 2022. From Vera

7 Tabe to Ka'aina Hull. And it's a transmittal letter

8 transmitting a letter from Steven Montgomery to

9 Ka'aina Hull. Survey of the Kauanoe o Koloa Parcel

10 for Cave Habitats and a letter from Hal Hammatt to

11 Ka'aina Hull.

12 MS. LOO: Okay. Go ahead.

13 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay.

14 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

15 Q. Okay. So going back to Exhibit No. 7 --

16 do you recall now -- having review the other exhibit

17 -- whether or not there was a letter from a

18 biologist accompanying Exhibit No. 7?

19 A. I don't. So I'm not sure if this was --

20 Exhibit No. 7 dated December 31, 2021 was a part of

21 that. I recall getting the letters and I recall

22 reviewing the letters.

23 Q. Okay. So this --

24 MR. FOSTER: I'm sorry. Let me just -- so

25 there still appears to be confusion as to whether --
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1 THE WITNESS: Right.

2 MR. FOSTER: -- this was the study

3 attached to that letter or not.

4 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

5 Q. Okay. So Mr. Hull, you earlier testified

6 that this draft study, Exhibit No. 7, accompanied

7 Exhibit No. 12.

8 MS. COBURN: Objection. Misstates the

9 testimony.

10 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

11 Q. Is that correct?

12 A. Yeah. And I'll state after looking at the

13 other exhibit you shared with Steven Montgomery and

14 Hal Hammatt I recall going over those specific

15 letters and I was mistaken that these were those

16 letters.

17 Q. Okay.

18 A. I don't recall really reviewing these two.

19 Q. Okay. Well, Exhibit No. 12 is addressed

20 to you; correct?

21 A. Correct.

22 Q. So you don't recall seeing this letter.

23 A. I don't recall actually seeing this

24 letter.

25 Q. And there are cc's to Jodi Sayegusa and
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1 Kenneth Estes.

2 A. Correct.

3 Q. Did you discuss this letter with them?

4 A. No; I was mistaken when I spoke earlier.

5 I recall having discussions pertaining to the

6 previous letters from Steven Montgomery and Hal

7 Hammatt.

8 Q. Okay. Okay. So turning your attention

9 now to Exhibit No. 7 -- do you recall seeing this?

10 A. No. I was mistaken. Well, I recall

11 reviewing documentation provided, again, with Steven

12 Montgomery. Whether or not this was a part of it I

13 don't -- I couldn't say.

14 Q. Okay. Is it normal practice for the

15 Planning Department to accept draft studies?

16 A. It is. Well, it's -- I won't say it's --

17 I'd say it's standard to receive a draft.

18 Q. Was this meant to be a draft?

19 MS. COBURN: Objection. Calls for

20 speculation.

21 THE WITNESS: I couldn't say.

22 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

23 Q. Okay. Did you ever see the final?

24 A. I don't recall.

25 Q. Do you know who in your department looked
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1 at this document or reviewed it?

2 A. I believe Mr. Estes and possibly Jodi

3 Higuchi Sayegusa.

4 Q. Did you discuss this document with Jodi

5 Sayegusa?

6 A. I don't recall.

7 Q. Did you discuss it with Kenneth Estes?

8 A. I don't recall.

9 Q. Do you recall discussing it with anyone --

10 A. No.

11 Q. -- at Planning? Okay. All right. I'm

12 handing you Exhibit No. 13. This is the letter from

13 Laurel Loo, partner at McCorriston Miller Mukai

14 MacKinnon transmitting to Ka'aina Hull the letter

15 from Steve Montgomery, the Survey of the Kauanoe o

16 Koloa Parcel for Cave Habitats and the letter from

17 Hal Hammatt.

18 MS. COBURN: Objection. I believe that

19 misstates the document. I thought you said earlier

20 it was from Vera Tabe.

21 MR. MORIMOTO: You're right. It's from

22 Vera Tabe, paralegal to Laurel Loo, partner at

23 McCorriston.

24 MS. LOO: Don't forget the partner.

25 MR. MORIMOTO: They take everybody
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1 nowadays.

2 MS. LOO: Oh. Ouch.

3 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

4 Q. Have you seen this transmittal letter and

5 the documents attached to it?

6 A. Yes.

7 Q. When did you first see these documents?

8 A. It would have been shortly after they're

9 dated, which would have been sometime in May --

10 after May 12, 2022.

11 Q. Did you read the survey by Steven

12 Montgomery?

13 A. I gave it a cursory review. I did not

14 read it in depth though.

15 Q. Why not?

16 A. I was particularly concerned with the

17 issue of him being a certified biologist so I do

18 recall reviewing the resume and previous work

19 history and training. After reviewing that then I

20 asked both Kenneth Estes and Jodi Higuchi Sayegusa

21 to review documents to help make the determination

22 whether or not they sufficed Condition No. 7.

23 Q. When Mr. Estes was questioned about this

24 survey he said that he deferred to you, to the

25 Planning Director
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1 MS. COBURN: Objection. Hearsay.

2 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

3 Q. -- with regard to its acceptability.

4 A. Okay.

5 Q. Is that correct?

6 A. Ultimately it does defer to me.

7 Q. But you say you did not read this

8 document.

9 A. I gave it a cursory review.

10 Q. And based on that cursory review you

11 determined that this document satisfied Condition 7.

12 A. No. So in discussions with Ken Estes and

13 particularly discussions with the Deputy Director --

14 after the Deputy Director made her review and

15 assessment of it then with that I was able to

16 determine that it meets Condition No. 7.

17 Q. What was the Deputy Director's assessment

18 of this survey?

19 MS. LOO: Objection. Calls for hearsay.

20 MS. COBURN: Join.

21 THE WITNESS: Ultimately that it meets the

22 requirement of Condition No. 7 as is germane to the

23 biological requirement.

24 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

25 Q. That's a fairly brief discussion then.
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1 MS. COBURN: Objection.

2 THE WITNESS: It is.

3 MS. COBURN: That's not -- oh, I'm sorry.

4 Excuse me.

5 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

6 Q. In an email to Kanani Fu you had requested

7 time to review this document; correct?

8 A. Correct.

9 Q. And you said that you'd only had it, I

10 think, for a couple of days and that you needed more

11 time to look through it.

12 A. Correct.

13 Q. So the review that you were asking to

14 conduct or that you wanted time to conduct was a

15 cursory review that you had done.

16 A. Cursory had to do for the consultation

17 with Jodi.

18 Q. And then the consultation with Jodi. So

19 one of are you aware that one of the issues involved

20 is the presence of caverns on the property?

21 A. I am.

22 Q. And did you read this document with regard

23 to that issue?

24 MS. COBURN: Objection. Vague.

25 THE WITNESS: As I said, I gave it a
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1 cursory review and asked for Jodi to review the

2 document and we would discuss it after.

3 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

4 Q. In your cursory review and in your

5 discussions do you recall discussing the issue of

6 caves or mesocaverns?

7 A. I do not.

8 Q. Do you know what Dr. Montgomery concluded

9 with regard to the presence of caves or mesocaverns

10 on the property?

11 A. I don't recall. I'm certain we had

12 discussions about it but I don't recall at this

13 time.

14 Q. Now turning your attention to Page 3 of

15 this survey -- at the very top there's a Paragraph

16 No. 3. You see that?

17 A. I do.

18 Q. Can you read that?

19 A. "The subject parcel had been part of a

20 working ranch cleared by heavy equipment of most

21 loose boulders, which were placed in piles. From

22 the report, 'Geotechnical Engineering Exploration,

23 Kauanoe O Koloa Development, Po'ipu, Kauai, Hawaii,'

24 prepared by (sic) Meridian Pacific by John Y. L.

25 Chen, P.E., with Geolabs, Inc., we read descriptions
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1 of the soil and rock sample cores recovered during

2 2021 field explorations to the maximum depth of 16

3 feet below the existing ground surface.

4 "His field exploration generally

5 encountered relatively thin surface soils over the

6 weathered basalt formation. The rock cylinders

7 drilled out and retrieved revealed mostly solid

8 basalt with small, discrete vesicles and a lack of

9 larger voids.

10 "(Such large voids could hold dangling

11 roots or accumulate any other organic matter to

12 sustain a food web for amphipod crustaceans or

13 arachnids.) Also, he writes that groundwater was

14 not encountered."

15 Q. Okay. Now can you take a look at that

16 survey and tell us what it says about the presence

17 of caves or mesocaverns on the property?

18 A. You want me to read the whole thing?

19 Q. Yeah. Take your time. We'll go off the

20 record and take a look at it.

21 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:16 a.m. and

22 we are now off the record.

23 (WHEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

24 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:19 a.m. and

25 we are now on the record.
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1 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

2 Q. So Mr. Hull, I'm asking you to review that

3 document and to assess as a planner what you

4 conclude about the presence of mesocaverns or caves

5 on the Yellow Hale property. Okay?

6 MR. FOSTER: I guess I would object to

7 vagueness but I would invite you to, you know, to

8 ask a more specific question pertaining to --

9 MR. MORIMOTO: We'll do that after --

10 MR. FOSTER: Yeah. Sure.

11 MR. MORIMOTO: -- he's finished his

12 review.

13 MR. FOSTER: I mean, sure.

14 MR. MORIMOTO: Now we can go off the

15 record --

16 MR. FOSTER: Okay.

17 MR. MORIMOTO: -- so we can do his review.

18 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:20 a.m. and

19 we are now off the record.

20 (WHEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

21 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:25 a.m. and

22 we are now on the record.

23 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

24 Q. So having reviewed Dr. Montgomery's report

25 have you drawn any conclusions about the presence of
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1 caves or mesocaverns on the property?

2 A. From the report I can tell that a mapping

3 and analysis was done of existing mesocavern areas

4 and that it was determined that they -- those

5 existing and identified ones do not go into the

6 subject property, that there was also a series of

7 borings and other testings done that did not

8 determine the presence of caves. But the report

9 does acknowledge that there still could in fact be

10 caves located on this property.

11 Q. And what does it say about groundwater?

12 Do you recall?

13 A. I don't recall specifically going over

14 that. Here?

15 Q. Right. With --

16 MS. LOO: Objection. I want to have the

17 record reflect that Counsel, Mr. Morimoto, is

18 pointing out to the Deponent an area on the letter

19 and it wasn't the Deponent's independent reading of

20 the letter that brought him to where we are

21 proceeding now.

22 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

23 Q. Directing your attention to the top of

24 Page 3.

25 A. Seeing that. I also see that also he
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1 writes that groundwater was not encountered.

2 Q. What's the significance of groundwater

3 being encountered? Do you know?

4 A. I don't.

5 Q. Okay. But it has some significance

6 apparently to Dr. Thompson.

7 MS. COBURN: Objection. Calls for

8 speculation.

9 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

10 Q. In addition to that report the -- oh,

11 excuse me. That report references a geotech or

12 Geolabs report; correct?

13 A. It does.

14 Q. Prepared by John Chen.

15 A. Right.

16 Q. All right. I'm going to show you

17 Exhibit 31 and ask if you've seen that before.

18 A. I may have but I don't recall.

19 MS. LOO: We don't have that one either.

20 A physical copy. What is that?

21 MR. MORIMOTO: It's the Geolabs report

22 that your client provided to the County.

23 MS. LOO: Object to the characterization.

24 I don't know who provided it to the County.

25 MR. MORIMOTO: You asked. You object to
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1 my answer?

2 MS. LOO: I'm just asking for what the

3 name of the document is. I'm not asking for who

4 provided it and what vehicle they drove to the to

5 bring it and all that stuff. I'm asking what's the

6 document. You're not providing us with copies of

7 the document, Peter. Your responsibility in this

8 deposition -- if you want to use an exhibit -- is to

9 provide Counsel with copies of the exhibit.

10 MR. MORIMOTO: Where is that in the rules?

11 MS. LOO: To provide Counsel with a copy

12 of the exhibits?

13 MR. MORIMOTO: Yeah.

14 MS. LOO: Yeah. Where is it in the rules

15 that he's supposed to show up on time? It doesn't

16 say so but we do because this is normal practice.

17 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. So --

18 MS. LOO: Are you saying that you go to a

19 deposition and you don't provide copies to counsel?

20 MR. MORIMOTO: Calm down, Laurel. I

21 didn't have copies because I just was provided with

22 it yesterday; okay? We asked for this document

23 months ago and we were only given it to today. So -

24 -

25 MS. LOO: Hey, that's not my problem. My
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1 problem is --

2 MR. MORIMOTO: Yeah. Well, so you know

3 what --

4 MS. LOO: -- I come here --

5 MR. MORIMOTO: -- my problem --

6 MS. LOO: -- into a deposition --

7 MR. FOSTER: Actually I'll object also to

8 that characterization of the documents because what

9 you did is you went around the client's counsel and

10 subpoenaed him. I was completely unaware of the

11 subpoena.

12 When he asked me if he had to bring

13 anything to the deposition I said "no" because I was

14 unaware of the subpoena because you bypassed me to

15 serve my client directly a subpoena.

16 MS. COBURN: Before we go any further,

17 everybody should be mindful that we have a court

18 reporter here. Nobody should be talking over

19 anybody.

20 MR. MORIMOTO: Yeah. Why don't we go off

21 the record?

22 THE REPORTER: Time is 11:30 a.m. and we

23 are now off the record.

24 (WHEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

25 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:33 a.m. and
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1 we are now on the record.

2 MS. LOO: So I just want to make an

3 objection that Counsel has not provided us -- Mr.

4 Foster, Ms. Coburn, and myself -- with hard copies

5 of Exhibits 11 through 15. So we are unable to

6 meaningly participate given the pandemic in

7 presentation of these exhibits to the deponent

8 without taking an extraordinary amount of time.

9 Also want to object to the fact that off

10 the record Mr. Morimoto called Ms. Coburn's

11 complaints whining and bitching, which I believe are

12 misogynistic characteristics of her complaint. And

13 I would like to register my objection to proceeding

14 without hard copies of the appropriate exhibits.

15 MR. FOSTER: And the County joins.

16 MR. MORIMOTO: All right.

17 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

18 Q. Okay. So proceeding. Turning your

19 attention to Exhibit No. 31; okay? Excuse me.

20 Getting back to this document, to -- what exhibit is

21 this? Yeah. 31. And this is -- oh, 13. My bad.

22 This is 13. Yeah. Turning your attention to

23 Exhibit 13.

24 THE REPORTER: That's Exhibit 12, sir.

25 MR. MORIMOTO: Oh, my bad.
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1 THE REPORTER: This is 31. This is -- oh

2 yes. This is 13. I apologize.

3 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

4 Q. Okay. Turning your attention to Exhibit

5 13. You've had a chance to review it; correct?

6 A. I have.

7 Q. Okay. And your conclusion with regard to

8 the presence of mesocaverns is -- after your review

9 of that document what did you conclude with regard

10 to the presence or absence of mesocaverns on the

11 property?

12 MS. LOO: Objection. The witness is not

13 an expert biologist. And I also object to the fact

14 that the document speaks for itself and the witness

15 cannot opine as to any degree of certainty as a

16 biologist --

17 MR. MORIMOTO: Right, right, right.

18 MS. LOO: -- what Mr. Montgomery -- Dr.

19 Montgomery has opined on.

20 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

21 Q. Okay. So as a Planning Department

22 employee who received this document and had your

23 staff review it, what did you -- and having reviewed

24 it today -- what do you conclude Dr. Montgomery's

25 analysis is with regard to the presence or absence
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1 of mesocaverns and caves on the subject property?

2 MS. LOO: Objection in that it speculates

3 as to what Dr. Montgomery intended to include and

4 then again same objection -- running objection --

5 that Mr. Hull, as superstar of a planning director

6 as he is, is not an expert in biology.

7 MR. FOSTER: And the County would object

8 that the document speaks for itself.

9 MR. MORIMOTO: Well, the question was

10 about cave. It wasn't about biology.

11 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

12 Q. But anyway, go ahead and answer.

13 MS. LOO: Same objection as to Mr. Hull's

14 inability to be an expert on caves -- what Dr.

15 Montgomery is an expert on.

16 MR. MORIMOTO: Right.

17 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

18 Q. And I'm not asking you for your opinion.

19 I'm asking you as a planner what did you conclude

20 after reading that document.

21 MS. LOO: Objection. The document speaks

22 for itself.

23 MR. FOSTER: If you have an opinion you

24 can express it as your opinion.

25 BY MR. MORIMOTO:
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1 Q. What did you conclude after analyzing that

2 document?

3 MS. LOO: Same objection.

4 THE WITNESS: I can conclude that the

5 study and survey of this area included mapping and

6 addressing the fact that existing and identified

7 caves in the area did not reach into the subject

8 property.

9 However, while there could be still

10 possible caves on the subject property, that the

11 biologist affirms that it does not contain any

12 habitats, i.e. caves, of any blind, eyeless, big-

13 eyed hunting spiders and blind terrestrial

14 sandhoppers.

15 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

16 Q. Okay. So the presence of caves or the

17 presence or absence of caves was critical to -- from

18 your perspective as a planner -- was critical to his

19 analysis.

20 A. I wouldn't be able --

21 MS. LOO: Objection.

22 THE WITNESS: -- to speculate.

23 MS. LOO: Mr. Hull is not an expert in

24 caves.

25 BY MR. MORIMOTO:
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1 Q. But the presence or absence of caves was

2 an issue; correct?

3 A. It's my understanding that is one aspect

4 that the biologists used to review the possible

5 presence of the endangered species.

6 Q. And that report references a geotechnical

7 report; correct?

8 A. It does.

9 Q. Taking a look at Exhibit 31 -- is that the

10 geotechnical report that's referenced in Dr.

11 Montgomery's study?

12 MS. LOO: Can we pass around 31 so Counsel

13 can see --

14 MR. MORIMOTO: Yeah. After he's had a

15 chance to look at it.

16 MS. LOO: Wait. Why would we not allow

17 Counsel to look at it before the expert in case we

18 have an objection of him looking at it?

19 MR. MORIMOTO: He's not an expert. He's

20 not testifying as an expert. What are you --

21 MS. LOO: Yeah. Why would we have him

22 look at it before Counsel can look at it and decide

23 whether we have objections to it or not?

24 MR. MORIMOTO: You can raise your

25 objections after he's had a chance to look at it.
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1 I'll pass it around. You can take a look at it.

2 MS. LOO: Well, when we're in court you

3 give documents to Counsel before you give them to

4 the witness. So we're in court basically.

5 MR. MORIMOTO: Actually no; we're not,

6 Laurel.

7 MS. LOO: This is testimony that can be

8 used --

9 MR. MORIMOTO: Are we on the record?

10 MS. LOO: -- in court.

11 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. Let's go off the

12 record. Jesus.

13 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:39 a.m. and

14 we are now off the record.

15 (WHEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

16 THE REPORTER: The time is 11:46 a.m. and

17 we are now on the record.

18 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. Back on the record.

19 Counsel, have you had an opportunity to review

20 Exhibit 31?

21 MR. FOSTER: The County has reviewed it.

22 Thank you.

23 MS. LOO: I've had a brief opportunity to

24 review it and haven't had -- for a document of that

25 size -- an opportunity to review it in depth. But
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1 we can proceed.

2 MR. MORIMOTO: Counsel?

3 MS. COBURN: Me as well.

4 MR. MORIMOTO: When did you review it,

5 Counsel?

6 MS. COBURN: I briefly looked at it

7 yesterday.

8 MR. MORIMOTO: Thank you.

9 MS. COBURN: But again, for the record, no

10 copies were made between yesterday and today for all

11 counsel.

12 MR. MORIMOTO: And again for the record, I

13 did not have an opportunity to do so.

14 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

15 Q. So you've had a chance to look through

16 Exhibit 31?

17 A. Yeah.

18 Q. Directing your attention to Page 8 of

19 Exhibit 31. Can you flip to Page 8? Can you read

20 the third paragraph?

21 A. "Cavities and/or voids are commonly

22 encountered in the basalt formation that

23 characterizes the project site. To reduce the

24 potential for loss of foundation support resulting

25 from the collapse of cavities below foundations, we
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1 recommend implementing a program of cavity probing

2 and grouting for the new building unit foundations.

3 Foundation probing and grouting requirements are

4 further discussed in the following 'Foundation

5 Probing and Grouting' section."

6 Q. Okay. Thank you. Now Dr. Montgomery's

7 report references this exhibit; correct? 31.

8 A. It does.

9 Q. Okay. Does it make any mention of the

10 cavities and voids that are commonly found on the

11 property?

12 A. In?

13 Q. In Dr. Montgomery's report.

14 A. I --

15 MR. FOSTER: I'm going to object to the

16 form of the question. You say "commonly found on

17 the property".

18 MR. MORIMOTO: Well, that's what the

19 report says. Are commonly found -- encountered in

20 the basalt formation that characterizes the project

21 site. So my apologies.

22 MS. LOO: Okay. Objection. The document

23 speaks for itself. This is a lengthy document. You

24 asked the Deponent to opine as to a scientific

25 conclusion --
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1 MR. MORIMOTO: It's not a scientific

2 conclusion, Laurel. Stop making these speaking

3 objections. Object and be done with it; okay?

4 MS. LOO: I object the --

5 MR. MORIMOTO: State your objection --

6 MS. LOO: The document speaks for itself.

7 MR. MORIMOTO: All right. Thank you.

8 MS. COBURN: And please don't speak over

9 each other for the court reporter.

10 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

11 Q. Okay. So in Dr. Montgomery's report does

12 he reference or make mention of the presence of this

13 sentence?

14 A. Of cavity --

15 MS. LOO: Which sentence?

16 THE WITNESS: -- and/or voids?

17 MR. MORIMOTO: The one that he just read

18 about

19 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

20 Q. Can you read that sentence again for --

21 A. "Cavities and/or voids are commonly

22 encountered in the basalt formation that

23 characterizes the project site."

24 Q. Did he make any mention of that cavities

25 or voids are commonly encountered in the basalt
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1 characteristic of the project site?

2 MS. LOO: Okay. Objection. The question

3 is vague because are we referring only to that one -

4 -

5 MR. MORIMOTO: State your objection --

6 MS. LOO: -- section? Or are we referring

7 --

8 MR. MORIMOTO: No, no, no, no, no, no, no.

9 She's using a speaking objection. State your

10 objection. What is your objection? Vague and --

11 MS. COBURN: And again --

12 MR. MORIMOTO: -- ambiguous?

13 MS. LOO: It's vague.

14 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. Thank you.

15 MS. LOO: It is vague because --

16 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. No, no, no.

17 MS. LOO: The reason is --

18 MR. MORIMOTO: You don't have to state why

19 it's vague.

20 MS. LOO: I do.

21 MR. MORIMOTO: You just have -- no; you

22 don't.

23 MS. COBURN: You're also speaking over

24 her.

25 MS. LOO: The reason that it's vague is
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1 because this is a lengthy document and you're asking

2 him if Dr. Montgomery is saying something. And I

3 want to know if you're asking him in just that one

4 sentence or in the whole --

5 MR. MORIMOTO: You are in violation of the

6 rules of civil procedure; okay? They're specific

7 about what you do when you object. You object. You

8 state your objection and that's it.

9 MS. COBURN: We are not going to have a

10 clean record if you continue to speak over

11 everybody.

12 MR. MORIMOTO: Okay. So state your

13 objection and that's it. Don't do these speaking

14 objections.

15 MS. LOO: I already did.

16 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

17 Q. Okay. So was there any mention in Dr.

18 Montgomery's report that cavities and/or voids are

19 commonly encountered in the basalt formation that

20 characterizes the project site?

21 MS. LOO: Objection. Vague.

22 THE WITNESS: It may have. I don't

23 specifically recall those phrases being used, but

24 it's a fairly lengthy document so it may be.

25 BY MR. MORIMOTO:
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1 Q. You flagged out the sections that referred

2 to basalt or to caves and mesocaverns; correct?

3 A. I flagged out sections that referred to

4 caves.

5 Q. Okay. Can you find -- look through those

6 sections that you flagged out and see if he's made

7 any mention.

8 A. There's a statement on Page 1 of the

9 survey that states, "Rock formations of the Koloa

10 Volcanic Series cover most of the eastern half of

11 the Island, including the project site, which is

12 generally composed of basalt rock built by extrusion

13 of lavas."

14 Q. Does it mention that cavities and/or voids

15 are commonly encountered in these formations?

16 MS. LOO: Objection. Vague.

17 MR. FOSTER: The document speaks for

18 itself.

19 THE WITNESS: In this particular statement

20 concerning basalt rock there is no discussion of

21 caves or cavities. It will go on to state, "A

22 prominent lava tube within the Koloa Volcanics of

23 the southern portion of the island is situation amid

24 the Kiahuna Golf Course in the vicinity of Po'ipu.

25 The (sic) lava tube, including its opening
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1 to the surface, is most close to Hole Number 6 near

2 the northern boundary of the golf course." And then

3 I can read on, but --

4 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

5 Q. Okay. Directing your attention to Page 10

6 of the Geolabs report.

7 MR. FOSTER: I'm going to object. I'm not

8 sure the witness was finished reviewing the

9 document.

10 MR. MORIMOTO: Oh, I'm sorry.

11 THE WITNESS: So the next reference to

12 basalt and caverns is on Page 2. "When referencing

13 a specific identified cavern, lava rock exposed in

14 the wall of the tube displays the characteristic of

15 dense basaltic pahoehoe.

16 "Elongate, ridge-like levee features,

17 congealed along much of the lower portions of the

18 tube's wall, mark the varied levels of the molten

19 lava that once followed (sic) by gravity through

20 this tube.

21 "All features within this tube suggest the

22 presence of a shallow, elongate, single, isolated

23 feature not asserted -- not associated vertically or

24 laterally with other lava tubes of similar

25 character.
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1 "Unrolling the flexible tape on the

2 surface, we can report that clearly, the narrow,

3 north-south oriented Kiahuna Mauka Lava Tube does

4 not extend laterally beyond the boundaries of the

5 Kiahuna Golf Course. Its closest approach to the

6 parcel in question is over 200 feet."

7 There's another section in this that

8 references specifically the geologic part concerning

9 soils and basaltic anatomy, which I read this

10 paragraph previously. Do you want me to read it

11 again?

12 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

13 Q. Does it mention that cavities and/or voids

14 are commonly encountered in the basalt formation

15 that characterizes the project site?

16 A. It states, "The rock cylinders drilled out

17 and retrieved revealed mostly solid basalt with

18 small, discrete vesicles and larger -- and a lack of

19 larger voids. Such large voids could hold dangling

20 roots or accumulate any other organic matter to

21 sustain a food web for amphipod crustaceans or

22 arachnids." Also he writes that groundwater was not

23 encountered.

24 Q. So reading that did you conclude that the

25 Geolabs report -- or what did you conclude about the
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1 Geolabs report from reading that statement?

2 A. Just off of that that rock cylinders

3 drilled out and retrieved revealed mostly solid

4 basalt with small, discrete vesicles and a lack of

5 larger voids.

6 Q. Okay.

7 A. I'd say a lack of larger voids would -- I

8 could infer -- and I'm not a biologist or a

9 scientific of ever means -- but I would infer that

10 there's a lack of cavities or voids.

11 Q. Now turning your attention to Page 10 of

12 Exhibit 31. Can you read the first paragraph?

13 A. "We anticipate that the proposed new

14 foundations will be supported on basaltic materials.

15 Based on our experience in the vicinity of the

16 project site, cavities and/or voids are commonly

17 present in the basaltic lava tubes (sic).

18 "To reduce the potential for loss of

19 foundation support resulting from the collapse of

20 cavities below foundations, consideration may be

21 given to implementing a program of cavity probing

22 and grouting of the building foundations during

23 construction."

24 Q. Was there any reference to this paragraph

25 in Dr. Montgomery's report?
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1 A. There may have, but I don't recall after

2 reading it.

3 Q. Do you want to take a look at it again?

4 A. I can take a look.

5 MR. FOSTER: I don't understand the point

6 here. The documents speak for themselves. I mean,

7 you can -- I mean, if you want to make -- you know,

8 if you were to, for instance, make an argument in

9 court --

10 MR. MORIMOTO: Excuse me. Let's go off

11 the record.

12 THE REPORTER: Time is 11:59 a.m. and we

13 are now off the record.

14 (WHEREUPON, a recess was taken.)

15 THE REPORTER: The time is 12:01 p.m. and

16 we are now on the record.

17 MR. MORIMOTO: Oh, my bad.

18 THE REPORTER: Thank you.

19 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

20 Q. Now is there any reference or mention in

21 Dr. Montgomery's report that cavities and/or voids

22 are commonly present in basaltic lava flows?

23 MS. COBURN: Objection. Document speaks

24 for itself.

25 THE WITNESS: I couldn't go that far,
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1 Peter. I couldn't infer off of what I read to

2 confirm that for you. I can confirm that in the

3 paragraph at the top of Page 10 of the Geotech

4 report it states, "We anticipate that the proposed

5 new foundations will be supported on basaltic

6 materials. Based on our experience and the vicinity

7 of the project site, cavities and/or voids are

8 commonly present in the basaltic lava flows.

9 "To reduce the potential for loss of

10 foundation support -- excuse me -- to reduce the

11 potential for loss of foundation support resulting

12 from the collapse of cavities below foundations,

13 consideration may be given to implementing a program

14 of cavity probing and grouting of the building

15 foundations during construction."

16 In reading this report today in more

17 detail than I have before -- and still in a limited

18 fashion -- the portion of this Montgomery report --

19 that does not explicitly use that language. But I

20 would say errs on a similar vein.

21 On the top of Page 4 it states, "This

22 region spans 6,200 acres of lava lands, all of which

23 may contain mesocaverns (underground spaces in --

24 excuse me -- underground spaces and in-accessible

25 passages) and the underground mostly remains
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1 unexplored by scientists.

2 "This is a vast field of potential micro-

3 habitats that over a half million years may have

4 been dispersed into by the subject species during

5 rainy periods before predatory ants and rats came to

6 Kaua'i with human aid.

7 "Therefore, having summarized our actual

8 recent work on the project location, and after

9 reviewing all relevant reports, I do conclude that,

10 with extremely high probability, caverns and

11 mesocavern habitats sustaining a food web with

12 resident native Crustacea or arachnids do not occur

13 on this Kauanoe parcel. Mesocaverns equal

14 underground spaces and in-accessible passages.

15 "Furthermore, it is reassuring to note

16 that during stages of construction a scientist will

17 be monitoring for any moist, food containing voids

18 that are inhabited by either of the 2 species, based

19 on US Fish and Wildlife Service's avoidance and

20 minimization measures for the Kaua'i cave wolf

21 spider and Kaua'i cave amphipod, and if a cave is

22 found during construction, work around the cave

23 stops immediately and US Fish and Wildlife Services

24 and DLNR/DOFAW are contacted for guidance to

25 minimize and mitigate adverse effects."
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1 And those has language I would say -- I

2 would infer from reading in a limited fashion from

3 this document provided by Dr. Montgomery aligns with

4 the language used in this document from Geolabs

5 concerning Page 10.

6 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

7 Q. This document seems to indicate that there

8 are no mesocaverns and caves; correct?

9 MS. LOO: Objection.

10 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

11 Q. That could handle -- that could support

12 habitat.

13 MS. LOO: Objection. Counsel is

14 testifying.

15 THE WITNESS: I couldn't speculate that.

16 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

17 Q. So Dr. Montgomery's report references a

18 geotechnical lab but makes no specific reference

19 about basaltic formations containing caves.

20 MS. COBURN: Objection. Document speaks

21 for itself.

22 THE WITNESS: Yeah. I'm not sure what the

23 question is.

24 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

25 Q. Okay. Dr. Montgomery's report references
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1 a geotechnical -- a Geolabs' report; correct?

2 A. It does.

3 Q. And it says that -- it seems to infer that

4 -- or their corings only hit solid rock.

5 A. Okay.

6 Q. Is that correct?

7 MS. LOO: Objection.

8 THE WITNESS: I wouldn't --

9 MS. LOO: The document speaks for itself.

10 THE WITNESS: -- be able to speculate.

11 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

12 Q. Okay. Can you go back and read that

13 Geolabs section?

14 A. This section?

15 Q. Here. The second paragraph.

16 A. Second paragraph. "Geolabs Incorporated

17 sampled eight borings, designated as Boring Nos. 1

18 through 8, extending to the maximum depth drilled of

19 16 feet below the existing ground surface.

20 "In addition, two boreholes, designated as

21 I-1 and I-2, were drilled to a depth of about 5 feet

22 below the existing ground surface. The basalt

23 formation encountered in the borings consisted of

24 hard, unweathered to slightly weathered basalt rock

25 with various fractured conditions and interbedded
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1 with dense clinker layers.

2 "In general, the surface fill materials

3 consist of clayey/silty soils with some

4 boulders/cobbles extending to a depth of less than 3

5 feet below the existing ground surface.

6 "Stiff residual soils consisting of

7 clayey/silty soils with varying amounts of cobbles

8 encountered under the surface fills, extending to a

9 depth of about 3.5 feet below.

10 "Tiffany Bovino Agostini, Senior Biologist

11 with Tetra Tech contractor, reported on alien and

12 native biota and did also explore in detail the

13 Study Area for any caves or lave tube openings,

14 finding none."

15 Q. Okay. But there was no reference of Tetra

16 Tech's findings or Tetra Tech's reference to caves

17 --

18 MS. COBURN: Objection. Document speaks

19 for itself.

20 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

21 Q. -- in Dr. Montgomery's report; correct?

22 Excuse me. Geolabs. There's no reference of

23 Geolabs' analysis of basalt rock formations;

24 correct?

25 MS. COBURN: Objection. Same objection.
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1 THE WITNESS: I believe that is a

2 reference to the Geolabs study.

3 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

4 Q. But there's no reference as to Geolabs'

5 analysis that basalt rock contains caves and

6 mesocaverns; correct?

7 MS. COBURN: Objection. Asked and

8 answered.

9 MS. LOO: Objection. Document speaks for

10 itself.

11 THE WITNESS: I can't say whether that

12 says that or not.

13 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

14 Q. Okay. Well, as a planner you read that

15 document. And earlier -- correct me if I'm wrong --

16 you testified that it appeared to indicate to you

17 that there were no mesocaverns and caves.

18 A. That --

19 Q. Dr. Montgomery's report.

20 A. That habitats were -- my understanding of

21 Dr. Montgomery's report is really just in the

22 conclusion in that he was hereby certifying that the

23 area for which the work is to commence does not

24 contain any habitats of any blind, eyeless, big-

25 eyed, hunting spiders, blind terrestrial sandhoppers
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1 deemed worth of preservation. That's my

2 understanding. That I can understand.

3 Deciphering between -- I'm not trying to

4 be cute or play any games, but deciphering between

5 basaltic formations, clay, silty soils, clinker

6 layers -- I'm not even sure what a clinker layer is.

7 Being able to make some type of determination from

8 that paragraph -- I couldn't even attempt to

9 speculate.

10 Q. So who made the determination to accept

11 that report --

12 MS. COBURN: Objection. Vague.

13 BY MR. MORIMOTO:

14 Q. -- at the Planning Department?

15 A. I did.

16 Q. As satisfaction of Condition 7?

17 A. To accept the report as a biologist that

18 would qualify as a certified or licensed or

19 professional biologist under Condition 7.

20 Q. So when you were asking Kanani Fu for more

21 time to analyze the reports what in particular were

22 you looking at?

23 A. Some of it was I hadn't even reviewed his

24 resume.

25 Q. Okay. And so that was important to you,
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1 his resume?

2 A. It was.

3 Q. Anything else?

4 A. Ultimately for my review was just to

5 determine upon receipt of it whether or not that

6 this individual would meet the biologist

7 qualifications. Or at least as set under Condition

8 7.

9 After I made the determination, looking

10 more towards the Deputy Director because of her

11 expertise within the Endangered Species Act as well

12 as being an attorney and assigned to the Land Use

13 Commission projects we have, then handing it off to

14 her.

15 Q. So you weren't looking at the report for

16 its quality.

17 A. No.

18 Q. Its content.

19 A. I was not.

20 Q. Who was --

21 A. At the --

22 Q. -- in your department?

23 A. At the end of the day we're more looking

24 at the qualifications of the person submitting the

25 report being that we don't have a trained biologist,
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1 entomologist, scientist within the Department.

2 Q. Okay. Now this report came in May of

3 2022; correct?

4 A. I believe so.

5 Q. And this was -- work had already been

6 commenced I mean, work had already begun on the

7 property.

8 A. Work had commenced; correct.

9 Q. When in your opinion would you say that

10 Condition 7 had been complied with?

11 A. Sorry. Say that again.

12 Q. When was Condition 7 complied with with

13 regard to the Yellow Hale property?

14 A. Our official determination as far as

15 making that position was after this had been

16 received.

17 Q. What about prior to that?

18 A. We hadn't made an assessment of Condition

19 No. 7.

20 Q. So the Planning Department's official

21 determination that Condition 7 had been complied

22 with was done on or after May 12, 2022.

23 A. Correct.

24 Q. And this was after work had commenced.

25 A. Correct.
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1 Q. And that included grading on the property.

2 A. Correct.

3 Q. Did it include any micro-blasts or

4 explosions?

5 A. I'm not familiar with what exact grading

6 was going on out there. I had -- yeah.

7 Q. Go ahead.

8 A. No; from what I understand there may have

9 been micro-blasting used, but we weren't a part of

10 the actual grading activity.

11 Q. Did you receive any complaints from the

12 community about blasts?

13 A. We did.

14 Q. When did those complaints start if you

15 remember?

16 A. I believe -- and I may be wrong -- but I

17 believe it happened we issued the determination.

18 Q. Who decides when to place the subdivision

19 application on the agenda?

20 MS. COBURN: Objection. Vague.

21 THE WITNESS: I think ultimately -- we

22 discussed it earlier -- the ultimate authority is

23 going to be the subdivision -- if it's a subdivision

24 application, the Subdivision Committee Chair.

25 But ultimately the Planning Department
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I. BACKGROUND 

The BSgSr[ G^S``[`Y ;WbSdf_W`f &Planning Department) recommended that the Sub-

division Committee of  the Kauai Planning Commission SbbdahW 8bb^[US`fse sub-division 

application of  a proposed 2-lot consolidation and re-subdivision at By^aS( BSgSr[ JSj DSb BWk &0'

2-8-014:032 in order to construct its market-rate project for 280 condominiums to be used primarily 

as short term vacation rentals with 2 additional separate residences constructed on site. Declaration 

of  Bridget Hammerquist (Hammerquist Declaration).  According to the Planning Department, the 

proposed development involves a four lot subdivision that establishes two lots with County 

Residential District (R-10) zoning, one remnant lot zoned County Open (O) District, and one 

roadway lot. 

On August 10, 2021, the Commission Subdivision Committee (subdivision committee) 

tentatively approved part one of  8bb^[US`fss two-part subdivision application.  The first part of  the 

application achieves subdividing out a part of  the parcel consisting in Kiahuna Plantation Drive.  

The remainder of  the parcel would become part of  an existing parcel, TMK (4) 2-8-014:032, and 

would later be subdivided into two parcels in the second part of  ApplicS`fse egTV[h[e[a` Sbb^[USf[a`e*

As of  August 10, 2021 the County did not have any report or qualified biologic study as required by 

LUC condition 7. It was not until February 3, 2022 that Gary Pinkston, new owner of  the sub-

division application parcel, filed a draft biological report claiming to have satisfied condition 2 (b), 

with a qualified biological study clearing the property of  any blind wolf  cave spider or amphipod or 

habitat for same. His letter of  February 3, 2022 attached as Exhibit 2 to the Petition and the 

Tetratech draft biologic attached to his letter was not filed until four months following the sub-

V[h[e[a` Ua__[ffWWse fW`fSf[hW SbbdahS^* JZW bWdf[`W`f badf[a`e aX fZW JWfdSfWUZ VdSXf T[a^aY[US^ SdW

filed with this Petition as Exhibit 3. Not only is there no clearance for the endangered species but 

the report filed by Mr. Pinkston recommends the developer hire a qualified biologist to properly 

WhS^gSfW fZW bSdUW^e [` SUUadV i[fZ Ua`V[f[a` 3* 8e S Ua`eWcgW`UW aX >Sdk G[`]efa`se =WTdgSdk /(

2022 mischaracterization of  the Tetratech report, Kauai County Public Works issued a grading and 

grubbing permit in March 2022. Attached to the Petition as Exhibit 4. 

As of  August 10, 2021 the County did not have any report or qualified biologic study as 

required by LUC condition 7. It was not until February 3, 2022 that Gary Pinkston, new owner of  

the sub-division application parcel, filed a draft biological report claiming to have satisfied condition 

2 (b), with a qualified biological study clearing the property of  any blind wolf  cave spider or 

amphipod or habitat for same. His letter of  February 3, 2022 attached as Exhibit 2 to the Petition 
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and the Tetratech draft biologic attached to his letter was not filed until four months following the 

sub-division comm[ffWWse fW`fSf[hW SbbdahS^* JZW bWdf[`W`f badf[a`e aX fZW JWfdSfWUZ VdSXf T[a^aY[US^

are filed with this Petition as Exhibit 3. Not only is there no clearance for the endangered species 

but the report filed by Mr. Pinkston recommends the developer hire a qualified biologist to properly 

evaluate the parcels in accord with condition 7. 

8e S Ua`eWcgW`UW aX >Sdk G[`]efa s̀e =WTdgSdk /( .,.. _[eUZSdSUfWd[lSf[a` aX fZW JWfdSfWUZ

report, Kauai County Public Works issued a grading and grubbing permit in March 2022. Attached 

to the Petition as Exhibit 4. 

OW^^ai ?S^Wse egT-division application seeking consolidation of  2 parcels as part 1 of  a 2 part 

sub-division application makes no reference to the County conditions that were supposed to be 

satisfied for these parcels prior to any building permit approvals. Specifically, Exhibit 5 identifies that 

following conditions which Yellow Hale failed to meet before groundbreaking activity and which are 

yet to be met: 2(a)(b), 3, 5, 8, 18, 22, 26, 27. In many of  the conditions if dWXWde fa Sbb^[US`fse

responsibilities and applicant Yellow Hale no longer has anything to do with the parcels identified 

for development. 

As of  the August 10 sub-division committee hearing applicant Yellow Hale was no longer 

the owner of  the subject parcels advanced for consolidation, TMK 2-8-14:41 and 2-8-14:32. 

Applicant, Yellow Hale, owner Enrico Donato, sold the subject parcels to Gary Pinkston in 

June 2021. Exhibit 1 to the Petition identifies Yellow Hale as still under the management of  Enrico 

Donato. JZW :ag`fkse dWUadVe i[^^ dWX^WUf fZSf >Sdk G[`]efa` TWUS_W fZW ai`Wd aX fZW egT\WUf

parcels in June 2021 but, thus far, has never changed the identity of  the applicant. 

Gary Pinkston is the party advancing the sub-division application and is the owner intending 

to build the development described in the sub-Ua__[ffWWse 8gYgef -, SYW`VS* JZWdW SdW `a

documents filed with the State that link Gary Pinkston or Meridian Pacific to Yellow Hale. 

When the sub-division committee, comprised of  two planning commission members 

fW`fSf[hW^k SbbdahWV OW^^ai ?S^Wse Sbb^[USf[a`( fZW[d fW`fSf[hW SbbdahS^ iSe [_bdah[VW`f^k YdS`fWV

and must be rescinded as Yellow Hale violated LUC condition 7 with destructive grading and 

ground disturbance as documented in the Folk et al August 28, 2021 Final Literature Search and 

Field Study. See Exhibit 6 filed with this Petition. See also Okinaka Decl. of  May 10, 2022 filed in 

the Circuit Court and attached in support of  this Petition which details the dates of  rock wall 

destruction and other grading activity between December 2020 and August 2021.. The Final Folk et 

al. was prepared 18 days after the sub-division committee met and by its own text is not a 
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pUa_bdWZW`e[hW SdUZSWa^aY[US^ egdhWkq Se dWcg[dWV Tk CK: Ua`V[f[a` 3* IWW fZW Xallowing relevant 

text from the Folk et al Final in exhibit 6: 

p1.2 Document Purpose

nJZ[e [`hWef[YSf[a` VaWe `af Xg^X[^^ fZW dWcg[dW_W`fe aX S` SdUZSWa^aY[US^ [`hW`fadk egdhWk

investigation, per HAR §l3-.32*q

The same archaeologist, Missy Kamai, and the same firm( :g^fgdS^ IgdhWkse ?SiS[[( that 

produced the Folk et al. final completed a comprehensive archaeological survey of  10 acres at the 

Old Koloa Mill site. In that document, they describe that it takes one archaeologist one day per acre 

to complete a comprehensive archaeological survey. See Exhibit 7. The final alleged archaeological 

clearance for the parcels now owned by Pinkston, previously by Yellow Hale, exceed 23 acres. The 

Planning Department is obligated to enforce and ensure compliance with the LUC conditions. 

There is no dispute that neither the biological or archaeological requirements of  condition 7 were 

met or satisfied by Yellow Hale. Petitioners therefore file this Petition to Intervene and request a 

Contested Case hearing for all of  the reasons stated herein. 

On May 24, 2022 and May 26, 2022, Petitioners were contacted by Honua Consulting, who 

represented that they were hired by the Applicant to prepare a 2? 6?U?H?G analysis for the 

:a__[ee[a`se Ua`e[VWdSf[a` S`V SbbdahS^* See Hammerquist Decl. and Okinaka Decl.  

II. Timeliness of  Petition 

A. Petit[a`Wdes [`fWdhW`f[a` [e f[_W^k

Commission Rule § 1-4-3 provides:  

Method of Filing: Timing. Petitions to intervene shall be in writing and in conformity with 
these Rules. The petition for intervention with certificate of service shall be filed with the 
Commission at least seven (7) days prior to the Agency Hearing for which notice to the 
public has been published pursuant to law. Untimely petitions for intervention will not be 
permitted except for good cause shown. 

This Petition is timely for three reasons.  First, Petitioners understand the subdivision com-

_[ffWW a`^k fW`fSf[hW^k SbbdahWV fZW X[def bSdf aX 8bb^[US`fse egTV[h[e[a` Sbb^[USf[a` a` 8gYgef -,(

2021. Minutes and records for their August 10, 2021 subdivision committee meeting. The second 

part of this application has not yet been heard by either the committee or the full Planning Commis-

sion. Petitioners are not aware of when exactly the Commission will schedule its decision making on 

the BS GSrS]S[ S`S^ke[e and therefore are seeking to intervene at this time to avoid timeliness issues. 

IWUa`V( fZW egTV[h[e[a` Ua__[ffWWse fW`fSf[hW egTV[h[e[a` SbbdahS^ [e ha[V TWUSgeW [f SUfWV

in violation of article XII, m3 aX fZW ?SiS[r[ :a`ef[fgf[a`* 2? 6?U?H?G L 2? UXina v. Land Use 
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Commission( 50 ?SiS[r[ /-( 3 G*/V -,24 &.,,,' bdah[VWV S` S`S^kf[US^ framework "to effectuate the 

IfSfWse aT^[YSf[a` fa bdafWUf `Sf[hW ?SiS[[S` Ugefa_Sdk S`V fdSV[f[a`S^ bdSUf[UWe iZ[^W dWSea`ST^k

accommodating competing private interests[.]" Id.( 5- ?SiS[r[ at 46-47, 7 P.3d at 1083-84.Under Ka 

Pa(akai, the Commission must make specific findings and conclusions as to:

(1) the identity and scope of  "valued cultural, historical, or natural resources in the 
[application] area, including the extent to which traditional and customary native Hawaiian 
rights are exercised in the [application] area; (2) the extent to which those resources o
including traditional and customary native Hawaiian rights o will be affected or impaired by 
the proposed action; and (3) the feasible action, if  any, to be taken by the [agency] to 
reasonably protect native Hawaiian rights if  they are found to exist. 

Id.( 5- ?SiS[r[ at 47, 7 P.3d at 1084 (footnotes omitted). No 2? 6?U?H?G analysis had been performed 

or deliberated on as of the subdivision committeese August 10, 2021 meeting and therefore its ap-

proval is void and must be rescinded.  

Petitioners did not receive notice of the subdivision application until the agenda was pub-

lished for the August 10, 2021 meeting. When the subdivision committee agenda was first released, 

Petitioners reviewed recent newspaper public notices and could not find any notice of the Yellow 

Hale subdivision application, see declaration of Elizabeth Okinaka. 

B. Good cause exists to permit intervention at this time 

Good cause exists to permit intervention. p>aaV USgeWq P Q pdepends upon the circumstanc-

es of the individual case, and a finding of its existence lies largely in the discretion of the officer or 

court to whiUZ PfZWQ VWU[e[a` [e Ua__[ffWV*q Chen v. Mah( -02 ?SiS[r[ -13( -34( 013 G*/V 352( 4-3

(2020) quoting Doe v. Doe( 54 ?SiS[r[ -00( 154, 44 P.3d 1085, 1095 (2002). Chen [`fWdbdWfWV pYaaV

USgeWq Tk Ua`e[VWd[`Y( S_a`Yef afZWd fZ[`Ye( ?SiS[r[ Uagdfes prbdWXWdW`UW Xad Y[h[`Y bSdf[We S` ab)

portunity to litigSfW U^S[_e ad VWXW`eWe a` fZW _Wd[feP*Qsq Id.( -02 ?SiS[r[ Sf -35( 013 G*/V Sf 4-4

quoting Shasteen, Inc. v. Hilton Hawaiian Village Joint Venture( 35 ?SiS[r[ -,/( -,5( 455 G*.V /42( /5.

(1995) (addressing an appeal of a HRCP Rule 41(b) dismissal). p>aaV USgeWq Wj[efe iZWdW pthere is 

no (1) deliberate delay and/or contumacious conduct; or (2) if deliberate delay or contumacious 

conduct exist, there is no actual prejudice that cannot be addrWeeWV fZdagYZ ^WeeWd eS`Uf[a`e*q Chen, 

-02 ?SiS[r[ Sf -4,( 013 G*/V at 819 (in the context of setting aside a dismissal under HRCP Rule 

41(b)(2)). 

Here, the subdivision committee acted in the absence of required information proceeding 

from a 2? 6?U?H?G S`S^ke[e( iZ[UZ V[dWUf^k Ua`UWd`e GWf[f[a`Wdes bdabWdfk d[YZfe S`V [`ferests.  Peti-

tioners did not deliberately delay or demonstrate contumacious conduct.  Rather, Petitioners were 
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`af SiSdW aX 8bb^[US`fse b^S` fa blast in the area, destroying culturally and environmentally signifi-

cant cave formations and burial mounds, adversely impacting both and directly affecting public trust 

resources.  Hammerquist Decl. JZge( pYaaV USgeWq Wj[efe TWUSgeW fZW egTV[h[e[a` Ua__[ffWWse ac-

tions were in excess of statutory and constitutional jurisdiction, made upon unlawful procedure, and 

affected by other error of law.   

III. Petitioners hold property rights and interests in Commission’s decision

A. GWf[f[a`Wde IShW By^aS S`V =d[W`Ve aX DvZvrg^Wb{

GWf[f[a`Wd I8L< BxCF8( S` g`[`UadbadSfWV SeeaU[Sf[a`( [e TSeWV a` BSgSr[ S`V Ua_baeWd 

aX BSgSr[ dWe[VW`fe iZa hS^gW S`V ZShW [`fWdWefe [` fZW bdWeWdhSf[a` aX W`VS`YWdWV S`V fZdWSfW`WV

species, some of which are endemic to the South Shore of Kauari. Declaration of Elizabeth Okinaka 

(Okinaka Decl.).  These native species also have traditional and customary significance for its mem-

bers.  

Save BxCF8 founders and members SdW S`V [`U^gVW Bv`S]S DSa^[ fdSV[f[a`S^ S`V Ugefa_)

ary practitioners who utilize areas within, adjacent, and near to the subject property and are lineal 

descendants of iwi kupuna located on the property.  Okinaka Decl. GWf[f[a`Wdes WjWdU[eWe aX Bv`S]S

Maoli traditional and customary rights include utilizing the adjacent Hapa trail to access the beach 

for gathering, fishing, swimming and other nearshore practice. Llewelyn (Billy) Kaohelauliri Decl.  

These rights are also exercised through visiting, memorializing, and caring for historic properties, 

including the three burial mounds that exist on the property, as well as a heiau that were not docu-

_W`fWV [` fZW Ag`W .,.- :g^fgdS^ IgdhWke ?SiS[r[ ^[fWdSfgdW dWh[Wi*1  Okinaka Decl. The site also 

holds spring water, caves, and endangered native species - the bWrSbWrS _S]Sra^W ad BSgSr[ UShW eb[)

der - that is revered as an ancient kupuna. Okinaka Decl. IShW By^aS members include those that 

utilize the area subject to the application for recreational and aesthetic purposes, including hiking 

along Hapa Trail and enjoying scenic views and native wildlife species. Id.

GWf[f[a`Wd =H@<E;I F= Du?urKC<Gz( S `a`bdaX[f UadbadSf[a`( [e TSeWV a` BSgSr[ and 

is comprised of Kauari citizens who are entitled to a clean and healthful environment, including the 

bdafWUf[a` aX W`VS`YWdWV ebWU[We W`VW_[U fa fZW IagfZ IZadW aX BSgSr[* ?S__Wdcg[ef ;WU^* Friends 

of DvZvrg^Wb{ aXX[UWde( V[dWUfade( S`V _W_TWde SdW S`V [`U^gVW Bv`S]S DSa^[ fdSV[f[a`S^ S`V Uge)

tomary practitioners who utilize areas within, adjacent, and near to the subject property.  Hammer-

1 ;dSXf 8dUZSWa^aY[US^ C[fWdSfgdW HWh[Wi aX fZW GdabaeWV BSgS`aW a By^aS Gda\WUf( By^aS
8ZgbgSrS( By^aS ;[efd[Uf( BSgSr[ JDB6 &0' .-8-014:032 Lot 1, prepared for Meridian Pacific, Ltd. 
by W. Folk, N. Kamai, and H. Hammatf( :g^fgdS^ IgdhWke ?SiS[r[( @`U* &Aun. 2021).  
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cg[ef ;WU^* JZWeW Bv`S]S DSa^[ _W_TWde [`U^gV[`Y fZaeW iZa geW fZW e[fW fa h[e[f Sg_S]gS( USdW Xad

historic sites, revere ancient native species, and protect iwi kupuna.  Declaration of Llewelyn (Billy) 

Kaohelaulii =d[W`Ve aX DvZvrg^Wb{ _W_TWde [`U^gVW Bv`aka Maoli fishers and other nearshore 

gathers that will be blocked from feasibly accessing nearshore areas close to the project area due to 

fZW [`fW`e[X[USf[a` aX ^S`V geWe Ua`eWcgW`f fa 8bb^[US`fse bdabaeS^e* Id.

=d[W`Ve aX DvZvrg^Wb{ _W_TWde S`V egbbadfers also include those residing in the adjacent 

Wainani development, who are similarly concerned about the intensification of land uses and de-

efdgUf[a` aX `SfgdS^ S`V Ug^fgdS^ dWeagdUWe VgW fa 8bb^[US`fse SUf[a`e, which also includes the intensi-

fication of traffic on Kiahuna Plantation Drive, the single road access and exit source for the near 

1,100 residential units that are already occupied that rely on this sole entry and exit road. Amongst 

these residents is Derrick Pellen who lives in Wainani subdivision, adjacent to the parcel, TMK (4) 

2-8-30:023 and Jerry McGrath, who lives at .3-3 D[^a ?SW Caab( By^aS( ?SiS[r[ 52312( TMK (4) 2-

8-029:089.  KPC Rule §1-4-4(2).  

=d[W`Ve aX DvZvrg^Wb{ aXX[UWde S`V V[dWUfade [`U^gVW fZaeW fZSf gf[^[lW fZW SdWS subject to the 

application for recreational and aesthetic purposes, including hiking along Hapa Trail and enjoying 

scenic views and native wildlife species, including but not limited to three endangered sea birds, the 

Newell Shearwater and uaru and r akwrakw (Hawaiian Petrel). Petitioners have also photographed a 

threatened species, nwnw, on the subject TMK. Hammerquist Decl.

B. GWf[f[a`Wdes bdabWdfk d[YZfe S`V [`fWdWefe

GWf[f[a`Wde S`V fZW[d aXX[UWde( V[dWUfade( S`V _W_TWde &pGWf[f[a`Wdeq' ZShW constitutionally 

protected property rights consequent to their ownership of and residence within adjacent property 

g`VWd Sdf[U^W @( IWUf[a` 1 aX fZW ?SiS[s[ :a`ef[fgf[a` S`V fZW K*I* :a`ef[fgf[a`( S_W`V_W`fe L S`V

XIV; constitutional rights under article X@( mm- S`V 5 Se TW`WX[U[Sd[We aX ?SiS[[se bgT^[U fdgef S`V

based on their rights to a clean and healthful environment Se VWX[`WV Tk fZW :a__[ee[a`se WjWdU[eW

aX egTV[h[e[a` baiWde g`VWd ?HI UZSbfWd 02 S`V fZW BSgSr[ :ag`fk :ZSdfWd, and under article XII, 

§3 aX fZW ?SiS[r[ :a`ef[fgf[a`* 8VV[f[a`S^^k( GWf[f[a`Wde Za^V [`fWdWefe U^WSd^k V[ef[`Yg[eZST^W Xda_

the general public because their rights will be directly and immediately affected by the proposed ap-

plication. See KPC Rule §1-4-1.  

As set forth supra Parf @@@*8( GWf[f[a`Wdes _W_TWde S`V egbbadfWde [`U^gVW dWe[VW`fe aX fZW

adjacent Wainani and Kiahuna golf village developments, whose peaceable enjoyment of their resi-

dences will be substantially disturbed by the intensification of land uses consequent to approval of 

8bb^[US`fse egTV[h[e[a` Sbb^[USf[a`* IWff^WV ?SiS[r[ USeW ^Si dWUaY`[lWe `WSdTk S`V SV\SUW`f ^S`V)
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ai`Wde Za^V S pUa`UdWfW [`fWdWefq [` bdaUWWV[`Ye a` bdabaeWV VWhW^ab_W`fe ea Se fa eSf[eXk efS`V)

ing requirements, including requirements for mandatory intervenor status.  See County of Hawai'i v. 

Ala Loop Homeowners, 123 Hawai'i 391, 419-20, 235 P.3d 1103, 1131 (2010) (recognizing adjoining 

landownership as a form of standing, but not a private right of action); 4?FQGHG R' 6I?KKGKE *LJJVK, 

65 Haw. 506, 654 P.2d 874 (1982) (affirming a decision to permit development nearby land in the 

special management area could only have an adverse impact on an adjacent landowner); Town v. Land 

:OC *LJJVK, 55 Haw. 538, 524 P.2d 84 (1974) (concluding adjacent and nearby property owners had 

a property interest in changing the land use entitlements and adjacent and nearby landowners have 

legal rights as a specific and interested party in a contested case proceeding to change land use des-

ignations or entitlements); East DG?JLKB /C?B (OOVK R' >LKGKE )B' (MMC?IO, 52 Haw. 518, 479 P.2d 796 

&-53-' &SV\a[`[`Y bdabWdfk ai`Wd ZSe efS`V[`Y fa bdafWUf bdabWdfk Xda_ pfZdWSfW`[`Y `W[YZTadZaaV

UZS`YWq'7 Dalton v. City & County of Honolulu, 51 Haw. 400, 462 P.2d 199 (1969) (property owners 

across the street from a proposed project have a concrete interest in scenic views, sense of space and 

density of population). 

IV. Issues, impacts, and other feasible protections for Petitioners’ rights.

A. Issues sought to be raised to the Commission 

Petitioners seek to raise the followi`Y [eegWe fZdagYZ [`fWdhW`f[a` [` fZW :a__[ee[a`se

decision-making on the application, including its approval of  any 2? 6?U?H?G analysis or report.  

JZW egTV[h[e[a` Ua__[ffWWse fW`fSf[hW SbbdahS^ `WWVe fa TW rescinded because of  the 

8bb^[US`fse XS[^gdW fa eSf[eXk CK: Ua`V[f[a` 3 S`V fZW 8bb^[USf[a` `WWVe fa TW dW-submitted by the 

current property owner, and entity legally responsible for the subdivision development. 

There were three burial mounds on the property, some of  which have been destroyed with 

the bulldozing and the blasting method of  excavation the new property owner is utilizing.  

Hammerquist Decl. Additionally, there are many historic properties, including a heiau, extant on the 

property that have nof TWW` dWUaY`[lWV Tk fZW 8bb^[US`fse SdUZSWa^aY[US^ Ua`eg^fS`fe* Id. Burial caves 

S^ea Wj[ef a` fZW bdabWdfk S`V SdW TW[`Y VWefdakWV Tk 8bb^[US`fse T^Sef[`Y+ WjUShSf[a`* Id.

Intensification of  land uses through subdivision will deter and prevent the exercise of  

Bv`S]S DSa^[ fdSV[f[a`S^ S`V Ugefa_Sdk bdSUf[UWe a` fZW bSdUW^ S`V `WSdTk( [`U^gV[`Y Sf `WSdeZadW

areas.  (Kaohelaulii Decl.)  Some of  these impacts are consequent to increased population density, 

beach users, transient vacation rentals, and vehicular traffic, all of  which crowd cultural practitioners 

and deter them from exercising their rights. Kaohelaulii Decl. 

Applicant represented that it has met all of  the conditions of  its district boundary 
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amendment imposed by the State Land Use Commission, however these conditions include specific 

studies and assessments of  listed native species.  Hammerquist Decl. These native species potentially 

inhabit the property and the biological studies to determine their presence was not done prior to 

extensive groundbreaking activity as specifically required by condition seven of  the Land Use 

Commission (LUC) in their 1978 Decision & Order: Condition No. 7 1978 DBA Decision & Order 

p3* JZSf GWf[f[a`Wd Ua__[ee[a` S`V Ua_b^WfW S Ua_bdWZW`e[hW SdUZSWa^aY[US^ S`V T[a^aY[USl 

study with actual inventories of  archaeological sites and flora and fauna on the subject 

property, and that the Petitioner preserves any archaeological sites which archaeologist 

conducting such archaeological study believes to be significant and worthy of  preservation 

and protect and preserve the present habitats of  any blind, eyeless, big-eyed hunting spiders 

and blind terrestrial sandhoppers which the biologist conducting the biological study believes 

to be worthy of  preservation. The Petitioner may commission such archaeological and 

biological study to any archaeologist and biologist or firm connected therewith who is 

qualified to conduct such a study to satisfy the foregoing condition. The Petitioner may 

apply to the County of  Kauai for rezoning of  the subject property before the completion of  

the archaeological and biological study; provided that no actual work on any portion of  the 

subject property begins until the archaeological and biological study for that portion to be 

worked on has been completed. Actual work on any portion of  the subject property may be 

commenced by Petitioner upon certification by the archaeologist and biologist that the area 

for which work is to commenced does not contain any archaeological sites deemed 

significant and worthy of  preservation, nor contains any habitats of  any blind, eyeless, big-

WkWV Zg`f[`Y eb[VWde S`V T^[`V fWddWefd[S^ eS`VZabbWde VWW_WV iadfZk aX bdWeWdhSf[a`*q

Failing to perform a biological review by a qualified biologist and failing to complete archeologic 

review until more than a month after significant groundbreaking activity was begun with bulldozers, 

front-end loaders and drills, undermines the accuracy or credibility of  any post construction/ 

groundbreaking activity. activity iZ[UZ SdW [ddWb^SUWST^W dWeagdUWe Xad Bv`S]S DSa^[ fdSV[f[a`S^ S`V

customary practices, have been inadequate.  Hammerquist Decl. re Tetratech report.  Native species, 

including the KagSr[ UShW eb[VWd( SdW ]gbg`S S`V Sg_S]gS S`V [f h[a^SfWe GWf[f[a`Wdes _W_TWdes

traditional and customary practices to kill them or harm their habitat.  Kaohelaulii Decl. 

B. @_bSUfe a` GWf[f[a`Wdes d[YZfe S`V [`fWdWefe

The effect of  any Commission decision cou^V h[a^SfW GWf[f[a`Wdes d[YZfe S`V ZSd_ fZW[d [`fWdWefe*

Kaohelaulii Decl. and Hammerquist Decl. Applicant has not, and is not able to, fully represent 
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GWf[f[a`Wdes d[YZfe S`V [`fWdWefe Se V[eUgeeWV infra Part V.   

C. No other relief  is available for GWf[f[a`Wdes [eegWe

Petitioners have attempted to seek relief  through public testimony to this Commission, 

writing letters and seeking audiences with various agencies and the Office of  the Mayor, by 

SffW_bf[`Y fa fS^] fa 8bb^[US`fse Ua`eg^fS`ts, and by filing a complaint to the Circuit Court of  the 

Fifth Circuit in Civil No. 5CCV-22-0000036. Okinaka May 10,2022 Decl. and Hammerquist Decl. 

The circuit court denied our ex-parte motion for a ten day stay and the Applicant continues to blast/ 

excavate the property despite our efforts to inform them of  project impacts. Id.

V. No grounds exist to deny this Petition and the Petition should be granted 

A. Petitioners share no position with existing parties to the proceedings. 

Petitioners share no position with existing parties - the Applicant or the Planning 

Department, which are both proponents of  the application.  Although the Planning Department is 

also duty bound to protect public trust resources and native Hawaiian traditional and customary 

rights, their representation of  these protected resources and rights are inadequate and do not 

substitute for that  of  Petitioners.  8CC /LLM?G R' *GRGI 8CNRGAC *LJJVK( -,2 ?SiS[r[ .,1( .-3( -,/ G*/V

/21( /33 &.,,0' &pPGdabaeWV [`fWdhW`ars] need only show that the Commission's representation of  

P[feQ [`fWdWefe _Sk ZShW TWW` [`SVWcgSfWq'* 8 p^SU] aX SVWcgSfW dWbdWeW`fSf[a`q S^ea Wj[efe iZWdW S

bdaebWUf[hW [`fWdhW`ad iag^V _S]W S p_adW h[Yadage bdWeW`fSf[a`q aX S e[VW aX S` SdYg_W`f fZS`

the government defendant because the regulation o the validity of  which is being challenged o

would benefit members of  the prospective intervenor group.  New York Public Interest Res. Grp. v. 

Regents of  Univ. of  New York, 516 F.2d 350, 352 (2d. Cir. 1975).  Petitioners have more on-the-ground 

information and would make a more vigorous presentation of  their rights, interests, and positions 

fZS` S`k Wj[ef[`Y bSdfk* 8e ^[`WS^ VWeUW`VS`fe( Bv`S]S DSa^[ fdSV[f[a`S^ S`V Ugefa_Sdk bdSUf[f[a`Wde(

S`V BSgSr[ dWe[VW`ts who live and utilize the affected areas, Petitioners hold different interests from 

existing parties.  

B. Intervention will not unduly delay or broaden proceedings. 

Inclusion of  the Petitioners would not unduly delay proceedings. The standard is not one 

undWd iZ[UZ S`k bafW`f[S^ VW^Sk iW[YZe SYS[`ef YdS`f[`Y [`fWdhW`f[a`* p8VV[f[a`S^ bSdf[We S^iSke fS]W

SVV[f[a`S^ f[_W iZ[UZ _Sk dWeg^f [` VW^Sk( Tgf fZ[e VaWe `af _WS` fZSf [`fWdhW`f[a` eZag^V TW VW`[WV*q

7C Wright, Miller & Kane.  Federal Prac. & Procedure, Civil 2d. 1913 at 381-82 (2d ed. 1986).  Rather, 

\gV[U[S^ TaV[We _Sk Ua`e[VWd [`fWdhW`f[a` [_bdabWd a`^k iZWdW [f pi[^^ rg`Vg^k VW^Sks fZW
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SV\gV[USf[a`*q Id.; OCC ?IOL ;GNEGKG? 6CPNLICQJ 1L@@CNO (OOVK R' -CB' 6LSCN *LJJVK, 265 F.2d 364, 367 N.1 

(D.C. Cir* -515' &p<XX[U[W`f S`V WjbWV[f[age ZWSd[`Y eZag^V TW SUZ[WhWV `af Tk WjU^gV[`Y bSdf[We iZa

have a right to participate, but by controlling the proceedings so that all participants are required to 

adherer to the issues and to refrain from introducing cumulSf[hW ad [ddW^WhS`f Wh[VW`UWq'* JZW

GWf[f[a`Wdes [`fWdWefe SdW S^^ bWdf[`W`f fa fZ[e bdaUWWV[`Y( bSdf[Ug^Sd^k fZW :a__[ee[a`se Ua`e[VWdSf[a`

aX 8bb^[US`fse 2? 6?U?H?G report, and their intervention would not inject collateral, new issues, 

wholly unrelated to the underlying matter.  8CC )I?AHDCIB /?S?GG *LNM' R' 9N?RCILBEC 0KPVI& 0KA., 3 Haw. App. 

61, 641 P.2d 981 (1983); Taylor Comm. Grp v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 172 F.3d 385, 389 (5th Cir. 

1999); United States v. S. Florida Water Management Dist., 922 F. 2d 704, 711-712 (11th Cir. 1991).   

Additionally, the Petitioners are organizations represented by directors and this arrangement 

iag^V eWdhW fa [`UdWSeW fZW WXX[U[W`Uk S`V f[_W^[`Wee aX fZW GWf[f[a`Wdes [`fWdhW`f[a` ea Se `af fa

unduly delay proceedings. 

C. Intervention is needed to develop a full record for the Commission. 

 The Commission has yet to consider 2? 6?U?H?G analyses, which require that the 

:a__[ee[a` TWUa_W [`Xad_WV a` Bv`S]S DSa^[ fdSV[f[a`S^ S`V Ugefa_Sdk bdSUf[UWe fZSf iag^V TW

affected bk fZW :a__[ee[a`se SUf[a`e* Id., 5- ?SiS[r[ at 47, 7 P.3d at 1084 (footnotes omitted). 

Issues Petitioners raise concerning traffic, intensification of  land uses, and aesthetic and scenic view 

[_bSUfe S^ea [_bSUf Bv`S]S DSa^[ fdSV[f[a`S^ S`V Ugefa_Sdk bdSUf[UWe [` fZW SdWS* ?S__Wdcg[ef

Decl. For instance, Billy Kaohelaulii conducts traditional fishing practices near the project area and 

would be thwarted in his - and his co-X[eZWdes ST[^[f[Wes - to conduct these practices by vehicular 

traffic and parking issues caused by the new development. Kaohelaulii Decl. For many of  the same 

reasons, Pet[f[a`Wdes [`fWdhW`f[a` iag^V assist in, development of  a complete record for the 

:a__[ee[a` fa _S]W [fe dWcg[dWV VWfWd_[`Sf[a`e STagf ?SiS[[S` Ug^fgdS^ bdSUf[UWe( fZW egTV[h[e[a`se

impacts, and feasible protections for these practices, amongst other issues that would improve the 

cgS^[fk aX ^[XW [` By^aS*

D. GWf[f[a`Wdes [`fWdhW`f[a` iag^V eWdhW fZW bgT^[U [`fWdWef

The Applicant is proposing a 280 unit condominium primarily composed of  short term 

vacation rentals and over lands that hold ancient kupuna iwi, burial caves, heiau, and listed and native 

species. All of  these are bSdf aX ?SiS[r[se g`[cgW Ug^fgdS^ ZWd[fSYW S`V Ua`ef[fgfW bgT^[U fdgef

dWeagdUWe* ?SiS[r[ Ua`ef* Sdf* N@( m-7 ?HI m2<-13(b) (recognizing the public trust within historic 

resources). Petitio`Wdes also represent adjacent and nearby property owners who seek to ensure that 
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the egTV[h[e[a` ^Sie S`V Sdf[U^W N@@( m3 aX fZW ?SiS[r[ :a`ef[fgf[a` are correctly applied to protect 

S`V bdWeWdhW S bWSUWST^W iSk aX ^[XW [` By^aS Xad S^^ aX [fe dWe[VW`fe S`V Xad Bv`S]S DSa^[

traditional and customary practitioners* @` SVV[f[a`( GWf[f[a`Wdes ZShW S` [`fWdWef [` gbZa^V[`Y fZW

integrity of  environmental laws, which benefits the bgT^[U Sf ^SdYW* GWf[f[a`Wdes [`fWdhW`f[a` i[^^ S^ea

eWdhW fa W`egdW fZSf bgT^[U XSU[^[f[We SdW `af TgdVW`WV Tk 8bb^[US`fes bdabaeWV ebWU[S^ geW( Tk( Sf

minimum, providing testimony and evidence to help shape conditions imposed on the permit, if  

such permit is granted.   

Petitioners therefore will provide a much needed community voice in the proceedings.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Petitioners respectfully request the Commission grant their peti-

tion for intervention in the above-captioned proceedings.  

DATED: By^aS( ?SiS[r[ August 2, 2022 

________________________ 
Bridget Hammerquist, President 
=H@<E;I F= Du?u,ULEPU 

DATED: By^aS( ?SiS[r[ August 2, 2022 

________________________ 
Elizabeth Okinaka, Founder  
SAVE BxCF8
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In the Matter of the Application of 

YELLOW HALE, LLC, 

)
)
)
)
)

Subdivision Application No. S-2021-07  

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this date a copy of  the foregoing was filed, hand-
delivered or sent via U.S. mail, postage prepaid pursuant to BSgSr[ G^S``[`Y :a__[ee[a` Hg^W §1-3-3 
to the following: 

5425 PAU A LAKA LLC 
94-050 Farrington Hwy Ste E1-3 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 

KAUANOE O BxCF8 Phases 1 through 4 
94-050 Farrington Hwy Ste E1-3 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 

EARTHWORKS PACIFIC, INC. 
4180 Hoala Street 
Lihue, Hawaii 96766 

MP ELKO II, LLC 
1136 Union Mall Ste 301 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

KAUAI HALE, INC. 
1136 Union Mall Ste 301 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

MP FINANCIAL GROUP, LTD. 
1136 Union Mall Ste 301 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 

DATED: By^aS( ?SiS[r[ August 2, 2022 

________________________ 
Bridget Hammerquist, President 

=H@<E;I F= Du?u,ULEPU 
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COUNTY   OF   KAUAI  PLANNING COMMISSION – 4444 Rice Street, Suite A473, Lihue, 

Kauai, Hawaii,  96766, tel:  (808) 241-4050,  email: planningdepartment@kauai.gov.   

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN of an agency hearing with a public hearing and an opportunity 

for public testimony from all interested persons to be held by the Kaua‘i Planning Commission pursuant 

to the provisions of Special Management Area Rules, Kauai County Code, Chapter 8, as amended, Hawaii 

Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 92 and 91, and the Rules of Practice and Procedure of the County of 

Kauai Planning Commission.  The hearing will be held regarding the following:   

AMENDMENT TO CLASS IV ZONING PERMIT (Z-IV-2006-27), USE PERMIT (U-2006-26), 

and PROJECT DEVELOPMENT USE PERMIT PDU-2006-25 to allow a modification to Condition No. 

26 relating to drainage requirement for a development situated on the western side of Kiahuna Plantation 

Drive in Po‘ip6, situated at the Pau A Laka Street/Kiahuna Plantation Drive intersection and further 

identified as 5425 Pau A Laka Street, Tax Map Key: 2-8-014:032, and containing a total area of 27.886 

acres. 

Meeting 

Location:   

&5,02+ Civic Center, Moikeha Building, Meeting Room 2A-2B,  

#### '-*+ (/.++/" &5,02+" %)0)2-" $)1)-2-

* Interested parties should look to the Planning Commission Agenda for 

July 11, 2023 for final determination of location. 

Date: July 11, 2023 

Time: 9:00 a.m. or shortly thereafter 

Oral testimony will be taken on specific agenda items, in-person at the public meeting location 

indicated on the meeting agenda.   

Written testimony indicating your 1) name or pseudonym, and if applicable, your position/title 

and organization you are representing, and 2) the agenda item that you are providing comment on, may 

be submitted on any agenda item in writing to planningdepartment@kauai.gov or mailed to the County of 

Kaua‘i Planning Department, 4444 Rice Street, Suite 473, L5hu‘e, Hawai‘i 96766.  Written testimony 

received by the Planning Department at least 24 hours prior to the meeting will be posted as testimony to 

the Planning Commission’s website prior to the meeting (https://www.kauai.gov/Government/Boards-

and-Commissions/Planning-Commission). Any testimony received after this time will be retained as part 

of the record, but we cannot assure the Commission will receive it with sufficient time for review prior to 

the meeting.   

IF YOU NEED AN AUXILIARY AID/SERVICE, OTHER ACCOMMODATION DUE TO 

A DISABILITY, OR AN INTERPRETER FOR NON-ENGLISH SPEAKING PERSONS, PLEASE 

CONTACT THE OFFICE OF BOARDS & COMMISSIONS AT (808) 241-4917 OR 

ADAVIS@KAUAI.GOV AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.  REQUESTS MADE AS EARLY AS 

POSSIBLE WILL ALLOW ADEQUATE TIME TO FULFILL YOUR REQUEST.  UPON 

REQUEST, THIS NOTICE IS AVAILABLE IN ALTERNATE FORMATS SUCH AS LARGE 

PRINT, BRAILLE, OR ELECTRONIC COPY. 

Publication Date: June 9, 2023
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Mr. Kenneth Estes   2 

#%.% *%.% ($&$.)'% and ‘uku noho ana  

The p4G4 <4G4 9171G;84 and ‘uku noho ana are obligate cave-dwelling arthropods restricted to the 

Koloa Basin of the island of KauaGi where lava tubes and other cave bearing rock substrate are 

present. These species live in inaccessible mesocaverns (underground spaces and in accessible 

passages) as well as large cave passages making population estimates difficult. Few of the 

known caves in the Koloa district provide appropriate habitat for these arthropods. The limited 

number of occupied caves greatly limits our knowledge of the life history requirements of these 

arthropods.  

Urban, agricultural development and quarrying operations within the area threatens the 

mesocavern (underground spaces, caves, cracks, crevices) habitat these species being exposed to 

drying conditions, most typically from increased airflow created by breaking through the 

mesocaverns. Another threat comes from non-native insect species that may prey upon and 

compete for limited food resources. Human visitation and use of caves are threats, including 

urban and commercial pesticide use. Pesticides, herbicides, and other chemicals as liquid 

substances and smoke or fumes can percolate through the cracks and crevices of mesocaverns 

effecting these arthropods. Environmental threats such as extended droughts also threaten these 

species by altering the high-humidity environment to which these arthropods are adapted and 

facilitate invasion by non-native species.  

/4G4 <4G4 9171G;84 and ‘uku noho ana may be in the vicinity of the proposed project area is in 

PoGipF, an area within the Koloa basin and adjacent to two critical habitat units (one to the north 

and one the west) (see Map of TMK and Critical Habitat). Both critical habitat units are 

designated for both species. The critical habitat unit to the west of the proposed project is 

surveyed periodically for the presence of both species. Although both species could be absent 

during cave surveys conducted in the critical habitat unit to the west, this does not indicate that 

these species does not exist within the mesocaverns of the surrounding areas.   

To avoid and minimize impacts to <4G4 <4G4 9171G;84 and ‘uku noho ana, we recommend you 

consider incorporating the following into the project description: 

• Survey the project area for depth of soil deposits and exposed rock for the presence of 

caves. Any areas with soil deposits greater than 12 inches (in) are not likely to provide 

appropriate habitat or have the species present. Contact the Service and do not disturb the 

vegetation or soil in areas with soil deposits less than 12 in or if a cave is found.  

• If a cave is found during construction, work will stop around the newly found cave 

immediatley and contact the Service immediately for guidance to minimize and mitigate 

adverse effects. Work may only continue upon implementation of the guidelines or 

actions developed during consultation with the Service.  

Enhance cave invertebrate habitat if possible:  

• Outplant native plants like maiapilo (Capparis sandwichiana) so roots eventually provide 

a food source and irrigate the surface. Control established ecosystem-altering non-native 

invasive plant species throughout the development especially around in areas with soils 

less than 12 in or exposed rocks. 

• Minimize the use of herbicide, pesticide, and other liquid chemicals in the Project Area.  
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• Enhance habitat by sealing currently non-occupied caves with temporary air blocks – to 

increase relative humidity by restricting air flow through cave entrances.  

• Design permanent air blocks (e.g., walls) and develop plans to replace temporary air 

blocks. 

• Install gates to cave entrances to restrict access to caves.  

‘-*%‘ape‘a  

The ‘E<4‘ape‘a or Hawaiian hoary bat roosts in woody vegetation across all islands and will 

leave their young unattended in trees and shrubs when they forage. If trees or shrubs 15 feet (ft) 

or taller are cleared during the pupping season, June 1 through September 15, there is a risk that 

young bats could inadvertently be harmed or killed, since they are too young to fly or move away 

from disturbance. Hawaiian hoary bats forage for insects from as low as 3 feet to higher than 500 

feet above the ground and can become entangled in barbed wire used for fencing. 

To avoid and minimize impacts to the endangered Hawaiian hoary bat we recommend you 

consider incorporating the following applicable measure into your project description:  

• Do not disturb, remove, or trim woody plants greater than 15 ft tall during the bat birthing 

and pup rearing season (June 1 through September 15).  

Hawaiian seabirds 

Hawaiian seabirds may traverse the project area at night during the breeding, nesting and 

fledging seasons (March 1 to December 15). Outdoor lighting could result in seabird 

disorientation, fallout, and injury or mortality. Seabirds are attracted to lights and after circling 

the lights they may become exhausted and collide with nearby wires, buildings, or other 

structures or they may land on the ground. Downed seabirds are subject to increased mortality 

due to collision with automobiles, starvation, and predation by dogs, cats, and other predators. 

Young birds (fledglings) traversing the project area between September 15 and December 15, in 

their first flights from their mountain nests to the sea, are particularly vulnerable to light 

attraction.  

To avoid and minimize potential project impacts to Hawaiian seabirds we recommend you 

consider incorporating the following applicable measures into your project description:  

• Fully shield all outdoor lights so the bulb can only be seen from below bulb height and 

only use when necessary. 

• Install automatic motion sensor switches and controls on all outdoor lights or turn off 

lights when human activity is not occurring in the lighted area. 

• Avoid nighttime construction during the seabird fledging period, September 15 through 

December 15.  

• Disseminate information (e.g., about the species, what to do if a seabird is found) to all 

construction workers and residents prior to and during seabird fallout season. If a downed 

seabird needs to be rescued, transport them to the nearest Save Our Shearwater (SOS) 

collection station. 

• Maintenance staff of the development should attend annual training to recognize downed 

sea birds and know how to respond.  
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We appreciate your efforts to conserve protected species. If you have any questions regarding 

this letter, please contact Joy Browning, Fish and Wildlife Biologist (phone: (email: 

joy_browning@fws.gov, phone: telephone at 808-792-9400). When referring to this project, 

please include this reference number: 01EPIF00-2022-TA-0024. 

Sincerely,  

Island Team Manager 

O‘ahu, Kaua‘i, Northwestern Hawaiian   

Islands and American SCmoa 

cc:  DOFAW KauaGi District Office  

Enclosure (1): Map of TMK and Critical Habitat 





Subject:Blasting Impacts Habitat for Endangered Species 
Date:Wed, 1 Jun 2022 13:34:17 -1000 

From:Bridget Hammerquist <BridgetHammerquist@hawaiiantel.net>
To:Governor Ige <Governor.Ige@Hawaii.gov>, Brandon T. Asuka <Brandon.T.Asuka@hawaii.gov>
CC:County Council <councilmembers@kauai.gov>, Derek Kawakami <dkawakami@kauai.gov>, Nadig, 

Aaron <aaron_nadig@fws.gov>, Michael Dahilig <mdahilig@kauai.gov>, Sarah Blane <sblane@kauai.gov>, Lebo, 
Susan A <Susan.A.Lebo@hawaii.gov>, alan.s.Downer@hawaii.gov <alan.s.Downer@hawaii.gov>, Leimana 
DaMate <Leimana.K.DaMate@hawaii.gov>, jennifer_roth@fws.gov <jennifer_roth@fws.gov>, Manisa_kung@fws.gov

Aloha Governor Ige and Responsible Officials,

We need you help in Koloa. Regrettably all of our efforts to stop the destruction of a historic archaeologic cave 
system have thus far failed. Numerous emails have been sent by community members, Friends of Maha`ulepu and 
Save Koloa. Most of are emails have not even been answered. We do know that US Fish and Wildlife Service, who 
has answered our emails, is investigating our complaint while developer Gary Pinkston and Pacific Meridian 
continue to blast. Attached is a copy of the blast letter nearby home owners received May 22, 2022, when the 
blasting began. USFWS per their attached letter anticipated cave formations below Pinkston's 25 plus acre parcel, 
TMK 2-8-14:32, and told both the developer and the County that if caves were found, all work had to stop because 
of the endangered species known to inhabit the area detailed in the attached USFWS letter of 10/27/2021. In 
addition to the blind cave spider and the amphipod there are at least 3 endangered sea birds and the hoary bat that 
were believed to inhabit the Pinkston's undeveloped parcel.

Having been born in Hilo, I always understood the State cared about lava tubes and its archaeologically significant 
cave structures. Not only are the species at risk with the on going blasting that the County and State are allowing, 
but a rare and valuable cave system is being destroyed. This parcel contains a system of underground passages that 
is recognized as one of the 10 most endangered cave networks in the world (Tongvig and Mylroie, in litt. 1998; 
Belson 1999).

A biologist first brought to the property May 9, 2022, 3 weeks after extensive heavy equipment grading and he 
issued a report May 12 expressing the opinion that there were no caves under the property and if there were they did 
not have moisture sufficient to support the endangered blind cave spider and amphipod. The caves have now been 
revealed by the blasting and I suspect there would not be 8 months of planned blasting but for the existence of an 
extensive cave network that would compromise the stability of the proposed 282 unit development if it were not 
destroyed. The following

Blasting 5/31 creates new opening to cave/lava tube 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6s6yckmvus

May22, 2022 
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May 24, 2022 

May 29, 2022 



Construction workers gather near exposed cave/lave tube, seen kicking rock into the exposed opening likely trying 
to determine depth. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqlYjkaIoQo

Video Closeup of Cave Opening 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e2A0H4PZmoc

Save Koloa YouTube channel

Please see below email of Peter Morimoto also trying to stop the destruction of the cave network and the likely 
dissemination of endangered species endemic to Kauai. Please intervene. Blasting the caves out of existence is not 
the way to develop, clearly not in the 21st century when so many other means of construction are available.

Mahalo nui loa, 

Bridget Hammerquist, President 
Friends of Maha`ulepu, a 501(c)(3) 
Kia`i Wai o Wai`ale`ale, Co-founder 
PO Box 1654 
Koloa, HI 96756 
Donate
friendsofmahaulepu.org
friendsofmahaulepu@hawaiiantel.net
(808)742-1037

---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Peter Morimoto <pmmorimoto@gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, Jun 1, 2022 at 9:01 AM 
Subject: Blasting next to critical habitat for endangered species 
To: Charles Foster <cfoster@kauai.gov>, Matthew Bracken <mbracken@kauai.gov> 



Gentlemen, 
I recently sent you video links to explosions on the property located at 5425 Pau A Laka Street, Koloa, 
)1F19I9& .85 @A?@5ACG 9B 14:135>C C? C85 /- (9B8 1>4 09<4<965 -5AE935"B 945>C96954 3A9C931< 8129C1C 6?A C85 C85
9>4975>?DB @5I5 @5I5 =1;1I?<5 ?A +1D1I9 31E5 F?<6 B@945A #Adelocosa anops$% HD;D >?8? 1>1 ?A +1D1I9
cave amphipod (Spelaeorchestia koloana), both of which are endangered species under Federal and 
State law. 

As you know, the biological study regarding both submitted to Planning Director Ka'aina Hull on May 12, 
2022, has the following language in its conclusion: 

Furthermore, it is reassuring to note that during stages of construction a scientist will be monitoring for 
any moist, food containing voids that are inhabited by either of the 2 species, based on USFWS' (2019) 
avoidance and minimization measures for the Kaua'i cave wolf spider and Kaua' i cave amp hi pod, and if 
a cave is found during construction, work around the cave stops immediately and USFWS and 
DLNR/DOFAW are contacted for guidance to minimize and mitigate adverse effects. 

Kenneth Estes of the Planning Department received the attached letter from Aaron Nadig of the US Fish 
1>4 09<4<965 -5AE935& *C 3?>C19>B C85 6?<<?F9>7 <1>7D175 A571A49>7 C85 @5I5 @5I5 =1;1I?<5 ?A +1D1I9 31E5
wolf spider (Adelocosa anops$% HD;D >?8? 1>1 ?A +1D1I9 31E5 1=@89@?4 #Spelaeorchestia koloana): 

• If a cave is found during construction, work will stop around the newly found cave 
immediatley and contact the Service immediately for guidance to minimize and mitigate 
adverse effects. Work may only continue upon implementation of the guidelines or 
actions developed during consultation with the Service. 

I have submitted links to videos showing what appears to be a cave exposed by the blasting on the 
property.  

The County of  Kaua' i  has previously violated the Endangered Species Act and Chapter 195D of the 
)1F199 ,5E9B54 -C1CDC5B& '?C8 @A?8929C C85 81A1BB9>7 ?A ;9<<9>7 ?6 C85 5>41>75A54 @5I5 @5I5 =1;1I?<5 ?A
+1D1I9 31E5 F?<6 B@945A #Adelocosa anops$% HD;D >?8? 1>1 ?A +1D1I9 31E5 1=@89@?4 #Spelaeorchestia 
koloana). The County has been advised by the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the developer's own 
biologist to stop work when a cave is exposed and to contact the FWS and the State's Division of Forestry 
and Wildlife.  

The County of  Kaua' i , by issuing the mass grading permit for the property without incorporating the 
safeguards recommended by the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the developer's own biologists, is 
allowing explosives to be used next to a critical habitat for endangered species. Now that a cave has 
been exposed, what does the County intend to do? 

Please inform the Mayor Derek Kawakami and Planning Director Ka'aina Hull of the situation as soon as 
possible. 

Peter Morimoto 
(808) 482-1451 

Virus-free.www.avast.com
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIFTH CIRCUIT 

STATE OF HAWAII

_____________________________

E OLA KAKOU HAWAII, ET AL.,

Plaintiffs, 

Vs.

COUNTY OF KAUAI, ET AL.,

Defendants.

_____________________________  

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

5CCV-22-000036

TRANSCRIPT OF 
ELECTRONICALLY 
RECORDED PROCEEDINGS

TRANSCRIPT OF ELECTRONICALLY RECORDED PROCEEDINGS 

had before the Honorable Kathleen N.A. Watanabe, 

Circuit Court Judge presiding, on Thursday, May 25, 

2023, in the above-entitled matter.  

Transcribed by:
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INDEX

WITNESSES:

Joseph Niezgodzki

Direct Examination, page 12

Jody Higuchi Sayegusa

Direct Examination, page 40
Cross-Examination by Mr. Foster, page 111
Cross-Examination by Mr. Minkin, page 112
Redirect Examination, page 121 

Elizabeth Okinaka

Direct Examination, page 129
Cross-Examination by Mr. Minkin, page 169
Redirect Examination, page 176 

EXHIBITS

Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2 in evidence, page 146
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THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2023  

         ***

THE BAILIFF:  All rise.  This court is 

now in session, the Honorable Judge Kathleen N.A. 

Watanabe presiding.  Thank you.  You may be seated in 

the gallery. 

Calling 5CCV 22-0036, E Ola Kakou 

Hawaii, et al Vs. County of Kauai, et al, motion for 

preliminary injunction, Day Two. 

THE COURT:  Good morning.  Appearances, 

please. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  Peter Morimoto on behalf 

of the Plaintiffs. 

MR. FOSTER:  Good morning, your Honor.  

Charlie Foster on behalf of the County. 

MR. MINKIN:  Good morning, your Honor.  

David Minkin on behalf of the other Defendants except 

for Earthworks. 

MS. LOO:  Good morning, your Honor.  

Laurel Loo on behalf of Earthworks Pacific. 

THE COURT:  All right.  Good morning to 

all of you.  Before we start, any resolution to the 

case?  Okay.  Ready to proceed then?  

MR. MINKIN:  Still Mr. Morimoto's case, 

your Honor. 
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A. I think for the purposes of the 

meeting, I think we all had -- were allowed 

sufficient time to review it. 

Q. At that meeting, was there a discussion 

about this report? 

A. We did discuss the report. 

Q. And was any conclusion reached about 

the report and whether or not it satisfied Condition 

7? 

A. We -- I think we all had the similar 

sentiments that I stated.  I mean, for what I recall 

generally, we discussed that this Steven Montgomery 

was well qualified and that he had a conclusion that 

would seem to be relevant to LUC Condition 7. 

Q. Did any of you -- did anyone in the 

meeting discuss the Geolabs report that's referenced 

in Dr. Montgomery's report? 

A. We didn't specifically discuss the 

Geolabs report. 

Q. So when you were assigned to review the 

Montgomery report, were you also assigned to make 

findings about whether or not it satisfied Condition 

7? 

A. The context of which I was provided the 

report and also requested to review it was so we can 
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discuss together compliance with LUC Condition 7. 

Q. And did you make any findings with 

regard to that compliance? 

A. It was more of a discussion, no like 

technical findings or conclusions or anything like 

that. 

Q. So there was no written findings or no 

memorialization of any conclusions that you made in 

that meeting? 

A. For the purpose of the meeting -- 

Q. Yes.  

A. -- or resulting from the meeting, there 

was no findings resulting from the meeting. 

Q. Did you review the document for 

sufficiency to determine whether it was sufficient to 

satisfy Condition No. 7? 

MR. MINKIN:  Objection; vague and 

ambiguous, sufficiency. 

THE COURT:  Sustained. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. With regard to the biological component 

of Condition 7 which requires the certification and 

study, did you make any determination as to whether 

or not the report and letter was sufficient to 

satisfy Condition No. 7? 
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MR. MINKIN:  Objection; asked and 

answered. 

THE COURT:  Sustained. 

MR. MINKIN:  Actually, asked, objected 

to, and sustained. 

THE COURT:  Sustained. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. Did the department make any findings as 

a whole regarding the acceptance or the acceptability 

of the Montgomery report and certification as 

satisfying Condition 7? 

MR. MINKIN:  Objection; speculation and 

asked and answered. 

THE COURT:  Sustained. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. Do you know if the department has made 

any findings with regard to the Montgomery report? 

A. We haven't officially recommended final 

approval yet for the tentative -- for the 

subdivision. 

Q. So the answer is no? 

A. There's no official findings as of yet. 

Q. Was any report generated with regard to 

satisfaction of Condition No. 7 by the department? 

A. Again, we haven't issued a formal 
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recommendation yet. 

THE COURT:  Mr. Morimoto, further 

questions?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  Yes, your Honor. 

THE COURT:  How much longer do you 

expect to be with this witness?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  We're almost done with 

her. 

THE COURT:  Okay.  Five minutes?  

MR. MORIMOTO:  I would say ten.  What 

time is it now?  

THE COURT:  It is 11:13.  We've been 

going for an hour so I'm just trying to factor in a 

recess. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. Now, the Planning Department reviews 

clearinghouse forms for public works, correct, the 

Department of Public Works? 

MR. MINKIN:  Asked and answered. 

THE COURT:  Sustained. 

MR. MORIMOTO:  Just to get -- 

THE COURT:  Let's just get to the 

question. 

BY MR. MORIMOTO:

Q. And can the department choose not to 
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(1) Preliminary subdivision extension request for 
application no. S-2021-7, 5425 PA‘U A LAKA, 
LLC for proposed 2-lot consolidation and resub-
division into 4-lots; and, (2) Amendment to Class 
IV Zoning Permit (Z-IV-2006-27), Use Permit (U-
2006-26), and Project Development Use Permit 
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Permit Nos. Z-IV-2006-27, U-2006-26, and 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that on this date a copy of  the foregoing was filed, hand-
delivered or sent via U.S. mail, postage prepaid pursuant to Kaua‘i Planning Commission Rule §1-3-3 
to the following: 
 

5425 PAU A LAKA LLC 
94-050 Farrington Hwy Ste E1-3 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 
 
KAUANOE O KŌLOA Phases 1 through 4 
94-050 Farrington Hwy Ste E1-3 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 
 
MERIDIAN PACIFIC 
94-050 Farrington Hwy Ste E1-3 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 

MP ELKO II, LLC 
1136 Union Mall Ste 301 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
 
KAUAI HALE, INC. 
1136 Union Mall Ste 301 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
 
MP FINANCIAL GROUP, LTD. 
94-050 Farrington Hwy Ste E1-3 
Waipahu, Hawaii 96797 
 

DATED: Honolulu, Hawai‘i  July 3, 2023 
 
_/s/ Ryan D. Hurley______________ 
LAW OFFICE OF RYAN D. HURLEY 
RYAN D. HURLEY 

 
_/s/ Bianca Isaki______________ 
LAW OFFICE OF BIANCA ISAKI 
BIANCA ISAKI 
Attorneys for Petitioners FRIENDS OF 

MĀHĀʻULEPU & SAVE KŌLOA 
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